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1Urban Labor History in Twentieth Century Brazil

1. Cited by Stuart B. Schwartz, Sugar Plantations in the Formation o/Brazilian Society:
Bahia, 1550-1835. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), p. 435 from
Lufs dos Santos Vilhena, A Bahia no Slculo XVIII (Bahia: 1969), III, p. 919.

An important strain of Brazilian social thought, even among the
dominant classes, has long recognized the conflicting interests that divide
those who labor and those who are labored for. More than a century after
Santos Vilhena, Brazilian industrialistJorge Street was equally frank in a fa
mousJune 1919 article on the "social question." Although dealing with
"free" labor in an emerging industrial society, Street wrote that "inevitable,
grave disagreements and antagonisms" were created because of the work
er's "absolute dependence" upon his employer, which allowed manage
ment "to impose the maximum of production for the minimum of salary"
while regulating wages and working conditions according to its "advantage

and needs.,,2 Writing a year earlier, the industrialist and future Senator
Roberto Simonsen was likewise forthright. The workers, he wrote, favored
a goal of "limited output and unlimited salaries," while the employers held

Introduction

Political society is divided into proprietors and those who own no property; the
former are infinitely fewer than the latter, as iswell known. The proprietor tries to
buy as cheaply as possible the only possession of the propertyless or wage earner,
his labor. The latter in tum tries to sell it as dearly as possible. In this struggle, the
weaker contestant although greater in numbers usually succwnbs to the stronger.
-Luis dos Santos Vilhena in late eighteenth century Bahia1
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2. Jorge Street, "0 reconhecimento dos sindicatos operarios," Jornal do Comirr:io, 13
June 1919; in: Evaristo de Moraes Filho, ed.ldiias sociaisdeJorge Street (BrasliiafRio
deJaneiro: Senado FederalfFunda~o Casa Rui Barbosa, 1980), pp. 406-408.

3. Cited from the annual report of Simonsen's Companhla Construtora de Santos in
Heitor Ferreira Lima, 'Ires inJusf:rio.listas brasileiros (Sao Paulo: Al&-Omega, 1976),
pp.158-59.

In truth, Brazil in 1920 shared more in commonwith the society of
a century earlier than it would with the Brazilof sixtyyears later. By 1980,
Brazil had been transformed into an overwhelminglyurban and heavily in
dustrialized society that was characterized bymasspoliticalparticipation as
wellas an anti-democratic military dictatorship. These profound social and
economic transformations were directly linked to Brazil's rapid economic
growth between 1950 and 1980, years in which the population soared from
52 to 119 million residents. "Between 1947 and 1980, the BrazilianGross
National Product grew at an average rate of7.1 %annually" while manufac
turing grew at an average annual rate of8.5% spurred by "the remarkable
expansion of the durable consumer goods industry, which grew at an aver
age rate of 15.3 percent annually, reaching growth rates of over 23% annu
ally at the expansive moments of the cycles" such as 1955-1962 and 1967-
1973 (Faria in Bacha and Klein 1989: 145).

Street and Simonsen shared with Santos Vilhena a recognition of
the structural roots of social antagonism. They differed from their Bahian
predecessor, however, because their vision was rooted in the emerging so
cial reality of industrial wage labor in a handful of cities like Sao Paulo and
Rio deJaneiro. Yet the extent and impact of this incipient process of eco
nomic and social transformation in 1920 can be easilyoverestimated. Early
twentieth century Brazilwas still an essentiallyagrarian and rural society
characterized by an undemocratic system ofoligarchicparliamentarianism.

to a "diametrically opposed point ofview." Thus the industrialist, seeking
"to pay the least possible for each unit of production," confronted his
workers, who sought "the highest possible pay for each unit of time. ,,3

French and Fones
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4. "So rapidly has this change occurred," note Bacha and Klein, "that its ramifications
are little understood. The current generation finds itself living in a modem industrial
society, but their parents were born into a different world. [Even] contemporary crit
ics, when viewing their nation from the perspectives of an advanced industrial society,
cannot understand the anomalies within their own world, which still exhibits many
traces of its former rural and slave-bound antecedents" (Bacha and Klein 1989: 1).

Although the Brazil of 1920 is demographically and economically
distant from the society of 1980, the existence of workers and workers'
movements link the worlds of early and late twentieth century Brazil. Street
and Simonsen were preoccupied with the "social question," after all, be
cause of the impact of the unprecedented generalized strike movements of
1917-1919 that swept cities such as Sao Paulo, Rio deJaneiro, Porto
Alegre, and Salvador. With industrial workers numbering less than a quar
ter million in a nation of31 million in 1920, the struggles of this tiny minor
ity of urban workers were enough to frighten employers and the
oligarchical state but fur too weak to threaten their control or to win effec
tive legal recognition of trade unions.

These four decades of accelerated economic growth had a pro
found, transfonnative impact on Brazilian society.4 By 1980, the economi
cally active population in manufacturing, mining construction, and
transport in Brazil had doubled from 15% in 1920 (1,443,000 employed)
to 29% in 1980 (12,572,000 employed) (Keck 1992: 12-13).As late as
1950, only 2 I% of the Brazilianpopulation lived in cities ofmore than
20,000 residents while 58% of employment was still tied to agriculture and
mining; thirty years later 46% lived in such cities and only halfas manyjobs
were linked to agriculture and mining (Faria in Bacha and Klein 1989: 143-
4). Overall, Brazil's urban population had increased from 36% in 1950 to
68% by 1980 while non-agricultural employment, as a percentage of the
economically active population, had increased from 40% to 71% of the
population (Merrick in Bacha and Klein 1989: 16).

French and Fortes
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Trade unions by the 1970s, in contrast, were already large,well en
trenched, and relatively powerful institutions that blanketed all comers of
Braziland encompassed both urban and rural laborers. Between 1960 and
1978, the number ofunion members had increased :3.5times among urban
employees, going from 1.2 million to 4.35 million (inboth years about 23%
of the economically active population was found in industry). Given the

The new urban workers' struggles of the early twentieth century
stood in marked contrast to Brazil's past history ofpopular mobilization in
the countryside (slave rebellions, runaway slavecommunities [quilombos],
riots [quebra-quebras], banditry, and messianicmovements). These strikes
marked the fragile beginning of what would become, by the last quarter of
the twentieth century, a vast and deeply-rooted trade union movement. In
1917, an activist minority of labor militants, nwnbering in the thousands at
the most, was capable ofleading masses ofworkers in struggle in the face of
vigorous opposition by employers and the state. Yet through no fault of
their own, these labor militants were not yet capable of achievingan endur
ing collective organization ofwage earners. Inthe Brazil of 1920, it made
no sense to even ask about the scale or reach of union membership, given
the absence of sustained forms of representation.

Although Brazil's first national workers' congress was held in
1906, the highly visible social protagonism demonstrated by urban work
ing people in 1917 announced the arrival ofa new socialand political actor
on the national scene. Coinciding with the Russian Revolution, the strikes
that paralyzed the nation's urban centers, however briefly, cameas an enor
mous shock to the Brazilian establishment while seeming to offera political
opportunity for other, discontented, groups. Indeed, the effort to come to
terms with this "threat" and "promise" would preoccupy the statecraft of
GetUlioVargas when he came to power after the Revolution of19:30. The
Vargas regime's intricate corporatist systemof state-sponsored and state-fi
nanced trade unions would decisively shape the subsequent trajectory ofla
bor in Brazilian society; in addition, it defined the terrain of later academic
debates about workers and their role.

French and Fortes
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But numbers are not everything, especially in a situation where tan
gible government-mandated medical, dental, and legal benefits (assisten
cia) have long se~ed as a powerful incentive for union affiliation.The key
question is: how effectiveare the trade unions in contemporary Brazil? To
what degree can they legitimately claim the loyalty of their members? And
to what extent can they mobilize their members as well as those workers
they only represent in negotiations with employers? One measure of a la
bor movement's capacity for mobilization can be seen by looking at trends
in strike participation across time. Ifstrikers measured in the thousands in
1917, the numbers had risen into the tens of thousands by 1946 and to
hundreds of thousands between 1957 and 1964. By 1980, mass participa
tion in the strike waves of the late 1970s had reached into the millions and
a newly dynamized trade union movement proved capable, over the next

Although severely restricted by an anti-labor military regime, the
generation ofBrazilianunionists activein the 1970swere operating froman
institutional power base of some substance. Although facing a repressive
government, a dynamic "New Unionism" emerged that was epitomized by
Luis Inacio "Lula" da Silva, leader of the dramatic metalworkers strikes of
1978-1980 in the industrial ABC region of greater Sao Paulo. In dramatic
struggles that galvanized the country, Lula and his compatriots proved
themselves capable, in the long run, ofmore aggressivelydefending work
ing-class interests while preserving and expanding their institutional power
base. By 1992, the 7600 union locals in urban and rural Brazilhad sixteen
million members, almost as many unionists as the entire population ofBra
zil in 1900 (17 million). Overall, the unionized were broken down into
eight and a quarter million among urban workers and employees and seven
and a half million among rural workers; the urbanites even included a half
million unionized liberal professionals (DlEESE 1996: 1.'36-1.'38).

lack of recognized legal unionization among rural working people in 1960,
it was even more striking that rural union membership in 1978, at 4.5 mil
lion, was larger than in the urban sector (Tavares de Almeida 198.'3:19.'3-
194; Maybury-Lewis 1994).

French and Fortes
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Yet this capacity to launch protest strikes, at a moment of severe
economic instability, may not be the most meaningful test of the strength of
workers' struggles. It ispossible, after all, that workers, aswell as the wider
society, may grant the legitimacy of trade union action only when it isnar
rowly restricted to economic questions directly concerned with workers'
paychecks or employer/employee relations. Given this reality, it is sensible
to askwhether organized workers in Brazilhave achieved any broader in
fluence in the society and polity as a whole. In 1917, the workers move
ment had aminimal political impact due, in no smallpart, to the absence of
significantpolitical participation of any sort in most of the country (elector
al participation stood at one percent of the adult population in the elections
prior to 1930). The advent of effectivemass political participation in the
1945 elections, by contrast, sawworker-oriented parties (the Partido Co
munista doBrasil and the Partido Trabalhista doBrasil) sweep urban vot
ing with the newly-legalizedCommunists winning a surprisingly high ten
percent of the national vote. Although more diffuse, the impact ofworkers

The unfolding of these four general strikes demonstrated an un
precedented capacity for coordinated national action by labor. Achieving a
striking degree ofleadership centralization, each successivemovementwas
marked by an increasing breadth of participation as more and more states
joined the protests. Moreover, within each state there was an extension of
strike participation into smaller cities and towns as the strike movements
became less concentrated in state capitals and large cities (Sandoval 1993:
186).

decade, of conducting truly national general strikes for the first time in Bra
zilianhistory. It isestimated that two to three millionworkers and employ
ees participated in the 1983 general strike, a number that rose to 10million
each in 1986 and 1987, before finallypeaking at 22 million on the first day
of the 1989 general strike (10 million still stayed out on the second day!).
Inthe 1989 stoppage, it is estimated that a startling37 percent of the urban
work force had participated in the first day of the general strike (Sandoval
1993: 186). .

French and Fortes
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5. Sue Branford and Bernardo Kucinski, Brasil; Carnival of the Oppressed:Lula and the
Brarilian Workers' Party (London; Latin American Bureau, 1995), p. 75.

Clearly, there are finn grounds for concluding that Brazilianwork
ers and workers' movements have established themselves, across the twen
tieth century, as social and political actors of the first order. Yet few ifany
scholars or commentators have chosen, even today, to narrate the history of
Brazil's workers in such up-beat terms: as the story of an expanding, ever-

In the first round of the 1989 presidential election, the PT's candi
date Lula won 12million votes (16.5% of the national vote) while his vote
total in the second round rose to 31 million (43%); in the end, he lost to the
candidate of the right, Fernando Collor, by only six percent of the national
vote. In the presidential election 0£1994, Lula lost to Fernando Henrique
Cardoso, a former leftist who was the candidate of a right/center-left coali
tion, but still increased his votes to 17million (27% of the national elector-
ate) in the first, and only round of the election.5

When the political sequel to the "New Unionism" emerged in 1979
(the Partido dos Trabalhadores), the PT's labor-led project of social and
political transformation demonstrated a surprising long-term capacity for
growth. In the elections of 1988, the PT won the municipal governments
in Brazil's largest city (Sao Paulo), two other state capitals (Porto Alegre
and Vit6ria), and several medium-sized cities including the old "Red port"
of Santos (the Brazilian Barcelona of the First Republic and a center of
Communist strength prior to 1964). "Altogether some fifteenmillion Bra
zilians, about ten per cent of the population, came under PT rule" (Bran
ford and Kucinski 1995: 79).

continued to grow during the subsequent Populist Republic from 1945 to
1964 as the urban and working classpopulation increased over the next de
cades.

French and Fortes
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6. Hoffinan notes that "inequality in income distribution in Brazil seems to be one of the
highest in the world. It is certainly far higher than in the developed countries." A Gini
coefficient of income distribution by households is 0.530 in Brazil in 1970 while
0.404 in the U.S. and 0.382 or less in France, Canada, Sweden, and the United King
dom (Hoffinan in Bachaand Klein 1989: 198). This is linked to the absence of a free
peasantry, which is in turn tied to the historical inheritance of slavery: "concentration
of land ownership in Brazil is very high and remarkably stahle....The overall degree of
concentration of land ownership has not changed in the last six decades at least....The
extreme concentration of land ownership is one of the factors in the Brazilian model of
rapid growth with inequitable distribution" (Hoffmanin Bacha and Klein 1989: 210-
11~ .

This historical legacy hashad an important impact on Brazilian in
tellectual and academic life as it concerns labor. Traditional historical stud
ies in Brazil, noted the pioneering labor studies scholar Jose Albertino
Rodrigues, had alwayspreferred the study of the distant colonial past and
neglected the republican period and contemporary events. Moreover, the
"individualistic and political-military preoccupations" of these early histo-

The predominance ofmore pessimistic narratives reflects the in
ability ofworkers' movements, as yet, to fundamentally affectthe immense
poverty and extreme social inequality that plague Brazil. Indeed, the high
degree of concentration ofwealth, land, and income links the eighteenth
century Brazil of Santos Vilhena with the early twentieth century Brazil of
Street and Simonsen; realitieswhose impact continues to be felt in Brazilas
a new millennium approaches. As Hoffinan notes, Brazil is a world cham
pion in inequality aswell as soccer and represents a "classic case of rapid
[economic] growth with growing income concentration" (Hoffinan in
Bacha and Klein 1989: 198-99).6 In the mid-1980s, fifty percent of the na
tional incomewas still taken by the top ten percent ofhouseholds while the
bottom forty percent received only seven percent of the national income
(Bacha and Klein 1989: 7; DIEESE 1995).

more organized, and more deeply rooted movement that has achieved re
markable success in both the industrial relations and political arenas.

French and Fortes
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7. Aurelio Buarque de Holanda Ferreira, Novo diciona:rioda lingua porl:uguesa (Rio de
Janeiro: Editon Nova Fronteira, 1986), p. 1695. As Mark Healey pointed out, the
English word travail, meaning "physical or mental work, especially painful exertion,
hardship, [and] suffering," reflects the same origin in the Latin word for the torture
instrument known as the trepalium. In an obscure English usage of travail as a verb, it
means to "torment, distress, afDict,weary [or] tire" (TheNew Shorter Oxford Enrj,ish
Dictionary Leslie Brown ed. [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993], vol, 2, p. 3377).

The strongly negative associations of the word "labor" was not
unique, of course, to the Luso-Brazilian world. As Mexicanist social histo
rianJohn Womack has reminded us, "in everyEuropean language, labor
meant pain, "effort,pangs, distress, poverty, loneliness, abandonment, or
deal, adversity, [and] trouble"; "labor waswhat slaves, serfs, or peasants
did, typically in the fields, without the right to choose time or crop, subject
to Nature, victims of necessity.,,8 The result, Womack noted, was a Euro
pean intellectual tradition of disdain for labor and laborers stretching
across two millennia; an attitude that was, at least ifnot more, strongly char
acteristic of Brazilian slave-holding society and its weakly developed intel
lectuallife.

Yet these lacunae were not enough in themselves, Rodrigues ob
served, to explain the "non-existence, until recently, of a concern" for ur
ban laborers. Equally important, he argued, was the "strong dose of[ class]
prejudice" and disdain towards work and workers "generated by our patri
archal and slavocratic traditions" (Rodrigues 1979: 3-4). Indeed, the very
origin of the most conunonly used Portuguese term forwork and worker (as
in trabalho or trabalhador) is directly linked to degraded and coerced la
bor. The Latin origin of the verb trabalhar derives from the word tripa-
liare meaning "to martyr with a tripaliu (an instrument oftorture).,,7

rians led to a neglect of economic and social factors (only in the 1930s
would such topics come into focus with the innovativeMarxist historiogra
phy ofCaio Prado Junior) (Rodrigues 1979: 3-4).

French and Fortes
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8. John WomackJr., "The Historiography of Mexican Labor," in Labor and Laborers
through Mexican History, ed. Elsa Cecilia Frost, et al. (Mexico(fucson: El Colegio de
M6cicofUniversity of Arizona Press, 1979), P: 739. A contrast was usually drawn
between "labor" and the more admirable connotations of the word "work" (self
directed, linked to artisanry, and productive). Nonetheless, intellectual life since the
Greeks tended to disdain both indiscriminately. In Portuguese, the analogous contrast
might be between the trabalhador and the operano.

The scholarly neglect of urban workers first began to change in the
1950s in the south-central regions of Brazil. The unexpected political and

Yet even as this interest emerged among some intellectuals, Rod
rigues reminded us in 1968, urban workers and their political movements
were still, for the most part, subject to the "full force of that [inherited class]
prejudice" as well as "a certain amount of fear in the face of something that
could threaten the bases of that same traditional society" (of which the mid
dle classes were an important ifdependent component). There was for
many, he wrote in the aftermath of the 1964 military coup, "a fear of con
fronting a taboo issue" when dealing with trade unionism, which was
"more feared and misunderstood than studied according to objective crite
ria"Oose A. Rodrigues 1979: 2-4).

It is thus not surprising that intellectuals in Brazil, where the final
shift from ownership of human beings to "free" wage labor came in 1888,
only began to direct their attention to labor and laborers in the mid-twenti
eth century. During the 1910s and 1920s, interest in the workers' move
ment began to appear as elements of the middle classes and elites came to
see urban workers as potential allies in their own emerging struggles,
whether against middle class dependency upon their social superiors or in
protest against rival regional oligarchies. More significantly, a small but in
creasing number of intellectuals were attracted to labor-linked political ide
ologies such as anarchism, Communism, and Marxism, which provided
useful weapons in their struggle to simultaneously negate the existing order
and to win a place for themselves within Brazilian society.

French and Fortes
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9. Alfredo Bosi, "Prefiicio: um testemunho do presente," In Carlos Guilhenne Mota,
ldeologia do. cultura brasileira (1933-1974) 6th ed. (Sao Paulo: Arica, 1990), p. iv.

The centrality of this generalized waveof industrial militancy to the
national struggle against the military regime brought even more intellectu
als into a dialogue with workers, as well as into the newly-formed PT (espe
cially in Sao Paulo). The resulting flood of studies ofworkers and workers'
movements emphasizedworking class autonomy as the center of scholarly
and political debate. And unlike the previous generation, these researchers
found ample evidence of the workers' capacity for agency, for changing the
historical trajectory of the country. They also discarded, once and for all,
the fatalisticnotions of structural determination that characterized previous
scholarly visions that had found workers to be "passive" or "accommodat-
d " 'e .

The process of approximation between intellectuals and the work
ers' movement that began in the late Populist Republic was interrupted by
the 1964 military coup with its extensive union interventions. The late
1960s, however, saw a generation of radicalized students take their politics
with them into the blue collar workplace-often with limited direct impact,
at least on workers--but this experience did acquire mythic proportions
with memorable events like the 1968 strike in Osasco. Despite the subse
quent dispersal of these student-associated labor initiatives, the terrain had
nonetheless been laid for the enormous enthusiasm with which many intel
lectuals met the massive auto strikes of the 1970s in ABC.

industrial militancy ofworkers after 1945 attracted the attention of a newly
professionalized class of academic intellectuals, especially a group of soci
ologists associated with the Universidade de Sao Paulo. Although distant
from the workers' movement, the young USP intellectuals clearlyidentified
workers as an integral part of their broad vision ofmodernity, national de
velopment, and democracy; the dream of "heavy industry guaranteed by
universal suffrage" in the epigram ofAlfredo Bosi.9

French and Fortes
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10. "Unfortunately," French went on, "contemporary activists and sympathetic analysts
have too often adopted a stance of alienation from past workers' struggles inBrazil. In
dealing with the populist era, they have unwittingly accepted the claims advanced by
the workers' enemies, the antipopulists of the pre-19M period. Although meant to
demonstrate confidence inthe working class, the vigorous assertion that everything is
radically new infact suggests a strong fear that the workers' natural state, as defined by
a defeatist vision of the past, is one ofweakness and impotence" (French 1992: 283;
French 1995).

This combative stance, shared both by leaders ofsocialmovements
and those who studied them, fitwell into the upswing of struggles that
marked a decade that finallybrought an end to the militarydictatorship in
1985. As a framework for political action and intellectual understanding,
this emphasis on class conflict and an idealized "independence" of class ac
tion worked wellwithin a political dynamic stillpolarized between the pro
and anti-military camps. Itoffered the forecast of an alternativefuture and
helped inspire the very successes that would shift the nature of discourses
about, and academic discussion of, popular organization and mobilization
in Brazil after 1985. The resulting historiographical shift, that took hold in
the 1990s, was linked to a new emphasis on "active citizenship.,,11The
emergence of this type offonnula goes back to the 1984 campaignfor direct

The ensuing labor studies boom in the 1980s was marked by a
wide-ranging interest in different aspects of contemporary working class
life and by an increasing concern with past periods ofworker struggle. Yet
with the exception of the pre-1930 anarchist era, the workers' movements
after 1930 were almost always interpreted as dependent not autonomous in
orientation given their link. to the state and to vanguard or populist parties.
Approaching events in an ahistorical manner, as a complete novelty, most
of these studies viewed the "New Unionism" and the PT as"totally without
precedent in Brazilianworking classhistory." As French noted in 1992,
they "proved incapable of moving beyond imagesof corporatist domina
tion, elitemanipulation, or insidious co-optation in their effortsto come to
terms" with workers' struggles before 1964 (French 1992: 282-3,268;
French 1995).10

French and Fortes
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11.Weare referring to a paradigmatic text that opened new possibilities for analysisbased
on the participatory mechanisms of the new BrazilianConstitution of 1988 (Maria
Vit6ria Benevedes, Cidadania ativa [Sao Paulo: Atica, 1992).

As important as the diverse results of thesemobilizations, however,
was the way in which labor, leftist, and popular movements became insert
ed in the new Brazilian polity after 1985. In this regard, labor's active par
ticipation in the elaboration of the new democratic constitution of I988 is
symbolic.While labor and the lefthad participated in the constitutional de
liberations ofI946, it was followedwithin the year by an outlawing of their
party and suppression of the independent-minded labor movement. Look
ing back at 1988, however, we see leftist parties that have now enjoyed
more than a decade oflegal existence, as has a left-led national labor con
federation-with each having achieved surprising successes. During the
New Republic, workers, labor and leftist leaders have become increasingly
involved with the construction and administration ofawide variety ofinsti
tutions and programs that could be used to express worker protest and
meet popular demands. Under these conditions, the labor movement in
Brazil, as well as the political projects based on it, have confronted new
problems of institutionalization, of participation, and negotiation. With
time, the dichotomy of autonomy and dependence seemed insufficient as
an instrument for understanding contemporary reality.12The intellectual
challengewas increasingly clear: How could scholarly analysis reflect or be
useful to this generation of fighters in their new capacities as mayors, city
councilmen, deputies, and senators; as municipal and state administrators
and functionaries; as leaders of at-times quite powerful trade union organi-

elections for President and the 1992 movement in favor of the impeach
ment ofPresident Collor. Inboth cases, people in the vastmajority ofurban
centers took to the streets in defense of a demand that united a wide politi
cal and social spectrum around the desire to regain the right to elect the
president or in indignation at the exposure of a levelofpresidential corrup
tion that was shocking even for Brazilians historically accustomed to the
private appropriation of the public good.

French and Fones
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12. "While judging populism inlight of a one-sided concept of class conflict," French
observed in 1992, "the corporatist consensus on Brazilian populism failed to under
stand that struggles between social classes can only play themselves out through a
complicated web of alliances...While later scholars have been infatuated with debates
about the autonomy of the workers' movement, or the lack thereof, the real challenge
for Sao Paulo's postwar labor movement was how to maximize their leveragewithin
this inconsistently prolabor system" during Brazil's last period of electoral democracy
before 1964 (French 1992: 268, 282; French 1995).

The field of labor studies in Brazil today is in a state of transition
that is strongly marked by the search for a convincing reconceptualization

. of the history ofpast working class and popular struggles. In summary, one
might argue that a shift is occurring in which history, not sociology, is in
creasingly seen as the cutting edge of current efforts to advance our under-
standing. 14The new generation ofBrazilianstudents oflabor are especially
concerned to better understand the linkage between the struggles before
1964 and those that followed 1978. "The prominence and success ofla
bor and the PT in the Nova RepUblica," French noted in 1992, "suggests
the urgent need to deepen understanding of workers, trade unionism, and

Therefore it isnot surprising that "citizenship" would come to play
a more important role in the academic discussions of the 1990s regarding
the relationship between society and politics, economy and polity,workers
and the state. A new democracy logically demanded, it seemed clear, a no-
tion of citizenship that differed from that of a dictatorship. IS From an intel
lectual point ofview, the concept was not new but the "wave" ofcitizenship
that swept the country after 1992 prompted intellectuals to revisetheir ear
lier framing of this key theme and opened space for the initiation of new
lines of research in the history of Brazilian labor.

zations; or asmilitants in dangerous and difficultstruggles, especially in the
countryside, who nonetheless now have important allieswithin the Brazil
ian political system and even the state (not to mention in the international
arena as in the case of Chico Mendes and the rubber tappers).

French and Fortes
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IS. The scholarly vogue for discourse about citizenship is by no means restricted to labor
studies and embraces, in fact, awide spectrum ofpolitical outlooks. From the perspec
tiveoflahor historians, however, it isworth emphasizing that the ideal of autonomous
citizenship, when separated from a class analysis of power, contains limitations that
may lead to its instrumentalization as a support for the new status quo (with its glaring
and unchanged socialdeficits). How do we avoid a false separation between the fight
for individual rights and electoral participation and the unfolding of collectivestrug
gles between social classes? In summary, how canwe expect to broaden the social,
economic.juridical, and political contours of citizenship for the majority if"citizen
ship" is divorced from the distribution of power and wealth between social classes?
Otherwise, we run the risk of slipping into an acceptance of the classic liberal under
standing that sees citizenship as a purely a matter ofjuridical rights and formaldec
toral participation, conceived of as attributes of individuals. TIlls is of special concem
when the concept of citizenship is discussed, as it is all-too-often in Brazil,based on an
idealized notion derived from the advanced capitalist states ofwestern Europe or the
United States.

14. Such a shift towards history, ifbome out, is occurring at a moment when labor sociol
ogy has reached new heights of sophistication and technical accomplishment in its
study of contemporary reality (Castro and Leite 1994).

The' challenge is clear: how are we to achieve a newway ofunder
standing the history ofworkers in Brazil?How do we transcend the heated
debates of the 1960s and 1970s, with their denunciations ofpopulism,
without losing the political and moral urgency that informed those clashes
of opinion? And as we move beyond old polemics, how do we do so with
out being dismissive or condescending? Perhaps it is not so much that the
prior generation was wrong, as that their "mistakes" were "right" for that
moment in the history of both Brazil and the academic field of inquiry. It
may be that their efforts are simply inadequate in terms of the understand
ing ofpast class conflicts that we need today, in light of contemporary prob
lematics, both economic and political.

electoral politics between 1945 and 1964, during the last extended period
of democratic rule. The issues facing workers and unionists today, it
should be clear, are not totally new: these challengeshave in factbeen faced
by previous generations, at timeswith success" (French 1992: 282; French
1995).15
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15. The electoral dimension ofworking class struggle is in particular need of further
study, especially the variation in the political cultures.of voting among working peo
ples. "An exclusive emphasis on interclass relations" and conflict, French wrote in
1992, "can grossly distort the analysis of electoral politics, which is decisivelyshaped
by intraclass divisions, fractions, and substrata. The successful analysis of such a polit
ical system requires a further refinement of our understanding of the variety and com
plexity of alliances at all levels... The restoration of democracy inBrazil and elsewhere
on the continent in the 1980s highlights the importance of social and political alli
ances, placing the subject at the top of Latin Americanist research agendas" (French
1992: 282; French 1995). There is still much to be done ifwe are to understand the
architecture of power, much less the dynamics of Brazilian capitalism as a totality and
its place in the crisis-wracked "New World Order" of our day.

Aswe tackle these challenges, it is good to be reminded of the wise
advice ofEmilia Viotti da Costa who once "explained to a young assistant
professor anxious to make his mark on the field that, while ambition is laud
able, the most lasting intellectual contributions in history have come not
from attacking parodied versions of earlier generations of scholars but from
critical and respectful engagement with that work. Each generation of
scholars [and activists] sees clearer and farther ifit can stand on the shoul
ders of its predecessors" (French and James 1997: vii).

Finally, how we are to learn new ways of telling the story of Brazil
ianworkers and their struggles? How do we do so in away that illwninates
and empowers both workers and their allies? And how do we keep an eye
on the prize while we are in the midst of explaining the give and take, ebb
and flow, of everyday life and struggle. "Whatever their politics, the forces
of labor in Brazil today will need a great deal of inspiration to meet the chal
lenges they face. Their struggleswill be made a trifle easier if they can feel
at easewith past progressive and working-class struggles; if they can feelthe
pride, accomplishments, and heroism of earlier generations; and if, after
tasting the bitterness of past defeats, they can still understand the flawed
and incomplete victories-but victories nonetheless-that followed"
(French 1992: 283-4; French 1995).
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Defining the Nature and Scope of this Bibliography
This specialized bibliography focuses on urban wage labor in the

twentieth century, especially in the industrial sector. Thus it does not cover
the history of labor under slavery despite its relevance for the conceptual
ization of the history ofwork and workers in Brazilian society (as argued in
Reis 1997). Nor does it deal with the large literature on rural socialmove
ments. Overall, it aims to provide a representative and comprehensive, but
by no means exhaustive, inventory of the articles, books, and memoirs that
have been most important to the study of the history of labor in Brazil
(whether in terms of their coverage and findings or their place in the evolu
tion of scholarly debate). In any such selection, important studies have no
doubt been overlooked but we hope to rectify such shortcomings in an ex
panded future Brazilian edition.

This bibliography contributes to this process of scholarly rethink
ing and re-vision-ing by laying out the impressive accomplislunents of
those who have studied urban labor in Brazil.Looking back at the modest
beginnings of this area of research at mid century, it is clear that Brazilhas
seen an extraordinary expansion in the number, quality, and sophistication
of empirical studies ofurban labor-with an increasingly broader represen
tation of scholarly disciplines and geographical regions. These effortsat in
tellectual comprehension are a tribute to the significance, influence, and
increasing power of the new socialclass ofurban wage laborers in twentieth
century Brazil. It isalso aportent offuture changes in Brazil,whether hailed
as a promise or utopia by some Braziliansor feared by others as a threat to
their power and privileges. Aswe strive to better understand the Brazilian
social formation in all its complexity, we must not forsake the linha mestre
that links the intellectual study of labor to the social transformation that
workers' movements have alwaysrepresented-and that is needed now,
more than ever, in Brazil and the United States.
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In compiling the bibliography, enough interesting, litde known
and recently published items were included so that it should prove useful
even to those who have already mastered the basic bibliography. A special
effortwas also made to list unusual items like memoirs, novels, plays, car
toon collections, and photo albums. As much as possible, information has
been included on both English and Portuguese editions in those cases
where the work is available in both languages. Unfortunately, the vast quan
tity of unpublished Brazilian conference papers, research reports, and the
ses have not been included given the difficultymost readers would have in
locating them for consultation. In a few instances, however, masters thesis

The bibliography consists of350 entries and a slighdy larger num
ber of bibliographical citations. Although historically-oriented, the bulk.of
the items are written by scholars from other fields, especially sociology,
which was the first to take up the study ofurban workers as an academic in
quiry. There is also an overwhelming preponderance of Portuguese- lan
guageworks: only one in four of the entries are in English and, ifwe exclude
English publications by Brazilians, the number ofworks by non-Brazilians
falls to one in six.

This bibliography also has a clear thematic and analytical orienta
tion: the primary focus is on organized workers' movements in their rela
tionship to political and industrial life.Rather than focussing on the lives of
all those who labor, we emphasize the collectiveexpressions ofworking
classagency. The category ofworkers' movements,however, isnot defined
as being narrowly about trade unions as such (that is the labor movement
proper). Rather, it includes the political projects, institutions, and move
ments associated with organized workers; that is, attention is also paid to
the wider penumbra of intellectual activists and leftistgroups who play an
important role not only in the functioning of the workers' movement but in
defining its significance for society as awhole. This does not mean, howev
er, that the bibliography deals comprehensively with leftist movements or
intellectual life (although a slice of that literature is included where directly
relevant to labor struggles).
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The virtual absence ofmost of the Northeast from this bibliography
is only the most glaring example of this geographic bias. It can be explained
in part by a weakly integrated national intellectual market that is far from

Given the concentration of industrial workers and industrial pro
duction in the south-central region of Brazil, it is not surprising that this
bibliography concentrates on Sao Paulo and Rio deJaneiro trailed by Rio
Grande do Sui and Minas Gerais. The Rio-Sao Paulo geographic biasmir
rors the current contours offield of labor studies in Brazil. In most writing
about "Brazilian" labor, as Silvia Petersen noted in 1995, "a part is taken
for the whole" and the case of Sao Paulo-Rio, which is "also a regional
study (even though undoubtedly the economically and politically hege
monic region), isgiven a national or global definition" (Petersen 1995: 1.31-
2).

Chronologically, only a few cites deal with the late nineteenth cen
tury although coverage begins to pick up after 1906, the year of the first na
tional workers' congress, and then becomes more voluminous after the
upsurge of strikes and radicalism at the end ofWorld War I.Works on the
years up to 1930 constitute more than a quarter of the items overall, almost
half deal with labor during the years between 19.30and 1964, and roughly
one quarter cover the period after 1964 (where no attempt is made to be
more than suggestive given the scope of scholarly production on contem
porary labor). In terms of the organization of the bibliography, readers
should be cautioned that items appear in only one section. A collection of
primary source documents, for example, will appear only in part three even
though it deals with a period covered in a later chronological section. Like
wise, a book that crosses the chronological boundaries between sections
will only be listed once in the time period that receives the greatest atten
tion.

and doctoral dissertations have been included where the work in question
is of special significance or influence.
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Our false but operative definition of "Brazil," SilviaPetersen re
minds us, also introduces important conceptual distortions into our under
standing of the history of working people in Brazil(that is, of those who
labor, meant in the broadest sense). To arrive at a truly national history, we
will need to redefine and expand our existing analyticalcategories so that
they can better encompass the diversity of interests, formsof organization,
traditions and political cultures ofBrazilian laboringfolk.To remedy these
glaring weaknesses, wewillneed to cross many frontiers, to use Petersen's
apt metaphor, as we set out to increase the intellectualpower and reach of
labor studies in the future.

guaranteeing circulation from the periphery to the center. Moreover, it is
also possible that some poorer and more weaklyindustrialized states may
not yet have mobilized their scarce intellectual resources to examine what
may seem, on the surface, to be a less significanthistory ofworkers' move
ments in their respective states.
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Bibliographies and Archival Guides

Archivo Storico del Movimento Operaio Brasiliano [Historical Archives of
the BrazilianWorkers' Movement] at the Giangiacomo Feltrinelli
Foundation. Microfilm Catalogue 82. (Milan: Giangiacomo Feltrinelli
Foundation, 1982).21 pages. Microfilm Catalogue 83. (Milan: Gian
giacomo Feltrinelli Foundation, n.d.). 28 pages.

Arquivo Edgard Leuenroth. Catalogo: cokfM dejomais brasileiros.
(Campinas: AEL-IFCH, UNICAMP, 1994).140 pages. Complete
listing, in alphabetical order, ofallBraziliannewspapers held by of the
archive, with information on the publication of each one.

Arquivo Edgard Leuenroth. Cadernos AEL #2: Comunistas e comunismo.
(Campinas: AEL-IFCH, UNICAMP, 1995). 142pages. Contains the
following guides to AEL holdings on the PCB: Claudio Henrique de
Moraes Batalha and Sandra Lucia Pereira, "Peri6dicos comunistas do
Arquivo Edgard Leuenroth," 103-130; and "Fontes sobre 0 Partido
Comunista Brasileiro no Arquivo Edgard Leuenroth," 133-36.

Arquivo Edgard Leuenroth. Guia 1990. (Campinas: Instituto de Filosofia
e Ciencias Hwnanas, UNlCAMP, 1990).95 pages. A description of
the materials that make up the diverse holdings, collections of docu
ments and newspapers that constitute the archive, as well as its instru
ments of research and publication.

Arquivo PUblicodo Estado de Rio deJaneiro. nops: a L5gicada desconfi
anca. (Rio deJaneiro: Arquivo PUblicodo Estado de Rio de Janeiro,
1993).

Arquivo PUblicodo Estado de Rio deJaneiro. Os arquivos das pol(cias
pol(ticas: reflexoes de nossa hist6ria contempordnea. (Rio de Janeiro:
FAPERJ,1994).

Bertonha.joao Fabio. "Os arquivos policiais ejudiciarios: fontes para a
hist6ria social e politica brasileira do Seculo XX." Hist6ria Social
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[UNICAMP], no. 2 (1995): 193-195. Briefdescription of the con
tents, forms of organization and access to police andjudicial archives.
The OOPS and the Tribunal de Seguranca Nacional archives are fast
becoming one of the fundamental sources for the study ofBrazilianso
cial history.

Carneiro, Maria Luiza Tucci. Livros proibidos, idiias malditas: 0DEOPS
[Departamento Estadual de Ordem.Politica e SocialJ. (SaoPaulo: AI
quivo do Estado/Estacso Liberdade, 1997).

Chilcote, Ronald H. Brazil and its Radical Left: An Annotated Bibliogra
phy on the Communist Movement and theRise ofMarxism, 1922-1972.
(Millwood, N.Y.: Kraus International Publications, 1980).455 pages.
This indispensable bibliography contains 3084 citations to material
by and about the Communist Party and other Marxistand leftistmove
ments in Brazil. In addition to books and pamphlets, it includes an
even more extensive section of articles, each with some annotation.
This section is especially useful because it contains so many articles
from the PCB's newspapers and periodicals. Italso includes a thor
ough "Annotated List of Periodicals" (pages 375-425) that covers
many of the journals held in the Leuenroth and AstrojildoPereira col
lections. If pursuing a given topic, individual, or place, consultation is
greatly facilitated because of the inclusion of detailed indexes.

Davis,Darien.]. "The Arquivos das PolfciasPolfticasof the State ofRio de
] aneiro". Latin American Research Review, Vol. 31, number 1, 1996.
Pages 99-104.

Brant, Vinicius Caldeira. "Bibliographe commentee: Ouvriers et syndicats
du Bresil." Sociologiedu Travail 9, no. 3 (1967): 352-361. A pioneer
ing bibliography of 100 annotated items.

Ferreira, Maria Nazareth. A imprensa operaria no Brasil (1880-1920).
Augmented version ofl978 ed (Sao Paulo: Atica, 1988).93 pages.
Based on the holdings of the Arquivo Edgard Leuenroth, the author
has compiled an "Account of labor newspapers and magazines" from
1847 to 1986 (pp. 63-85). In each case, the year of appearance of the
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tide is listed alongwith the name of the publisher and the city inwhich
it appeared.

Gordon, Eric, Michael Hall, and Hobart A. SpaldingJr. "A Survey of Bra
zilian and Argentine Materials at the Internationaal Instituut voor So
ciale Gescheidenis in Amsterdam." Latin American ResearchReview
8, no. .3(197.3):27-77. A rich survey of relevant holdings at the Inter
nationaallnstituut Voor Social Geschiedenis in Amsterdam. Includes
a complete list of newspapers and books, the majority ofwhich con
cern anarchist activity in Sao Paulo between 1900 and 1922, but also
containing materials of other periods and locations.

Healey, Mark, and Russell E. Smith. Labor, Mercosur,and Latin American
Regional Integration: A Bibliography. (Miami: Center for Labor Re
search and Studies of Florida International University, 1996). A com
prehensive compilation of citations on all three of these topics.

Lobo, Eulalia Maria Lahmeyer et. al. Guia dosjornais operdriosdoRio de
Janeiro. (Niteroi: Oficina de Historia, 1988).

Morris,James 0., and Efr6n Cordova. "Brazil." In Bibliography of Indus
trial Relations in Latin America, (Ithaca: New York State School of
Industrial and Labor Relations, Cornell University, 1967). This early
but still useful compilation of items on labor contains.35 pages of cita
tions on Brazil, 15of the total dealing with labor law (itselfdivided into
7 topical headings).

Petersen, SilviaReginaFerraz, ed. Guias para 0 estudoda imprensa
periodica dostrabalhadoresdoRio Grande doSul (1874-1940). (Porto
Alegre: Editora da UFRGS, FAPERGS, 1989). 104 pages. The pri
mary sources for the study ofwork and workers in Rio Grande do Sul
are precarious for the First Republic, Petersen argues, given official
lack of interest and police hostility. "In such circumstances, the role of
the periodic labor press becomes indispensable" as a "source of great
er continuity for the reconstruction of the initial stage of the Rio
Grande do Sullabor movement." This valuable guide includes infor
mation as to the "location, identification and access to consultation of
press material located until now." Each item includes the frequency,
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the name and address of the publisher, the date founded or cited, the
address, and where copies can be consulted.

_____ ."0movimento operario brasileiro: bibliografia (Livros, arti
gos, revistas, folhetos)." Reoista do Instituto de Filosofia e Ciencias
Humanas da Universidade Federal deRio Grande do Sul, no. 8 (1979-
80): 175-217. Over 900 alphabetized citations, unannotated, "bring
ing together not only works whose content specificallydeals with the
Brazilianlabor movement but allmaterialwhich in somemanner refers
to the movement." Includes primary and secondary material covering
all periods but does not include articles fromlabor or leftistjoumals.

_____ '."0movimento operario brasileiro: bibliografia (II) (Livros,
artigos, revistas, folhetos)." Revista do Instituto deFilosofia e Ciencias
Humanas da Universidade Federal de Rio Grande do Sul) 9 (1981):
175-199.200 additional items that supplement her earlier bibliogra
phy on labor in Brazil as a whole. It also includes a separate bibliogra
phy of more than 150 items dealing with the gaucho labor movement
including their archival location.

_____ ,."Sobre a documentacao da hist6ria dos trabalhadores do
Rio Grande do Sul existente em dois arquivos europeus." Estudos Ibe
ro-Americanos [PUC-RS] 22, no. 2 (1996): 231-235. Abrief survey of
material on Rio Grande do Sul from the Internationaal Instituut Voor
Social Geschiedenis in Amsterdam and the Archivo Storico del Mov
imento Operaio Brasiliano in Milan. The author did not use the com
prehensive survey of the former offered in Gordon et al. (1973).

Rodrigues, Jose Albertino. "Bibliografia [Anotada]." In Sindicato e desen
volvimento no Brasil, (Sao Paulo: Simbolo, 1979), 199-223. An anno
tated bibliography that is still useful for its listing of government and
legal publications.

Rodrigues, Leoncio Martins, and Fabio Antonio Munhoz. "Bibliografiaso
bre trabalhadores e sindicatos no Brasil." Estudos CEBRAP, no. 7
(1974): 151-171. An influential essay and annotated bibliography of
100 items that served to define the emerging field of labor studies in
Brazil in the 1970s. Discussion is divided into fiveparts: the history
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Literature Reviews and Methodological Reflections

Batalha, Claudio, "A historiografia da classe operaria no Brasil: trajet6ria e
tendencias", In Marcos Cezar de Freitas (org.), Historiog;rafia
brasileira emperspectiva. (Sao Paulo/Braganca Paulista: Contexto/
Universidade Sao Francisco, 1998)Pages 145-158,435-439.

Castro, Nadya Araujo, and Marcia de Paula Leite. "A sociologia do trabal
ho industrial no Brasil: desafios e interpretacoes." BIB [Rio deJan
eiro), no. 37 (1994): 35-59.

Cattani, Antonio David. Sindicalismo: afiio-rejlexiio. Cadernosda EDUCS
no. 2 (Caxias do SuI: Editora da Universidade de Caxias do SuI, 1989).
157pages.

Dutra, Eliana de Freitas, and Yonne de Souza Grossi. "Historiografia e
movimento operario: 0novo em questao." Revista Brasileira deEstu
dos Pol£ticos,no. 65 (1987): 101-130.

Erickson, Kenneth Paul, Patrick Peppe, and Hobart Spalding. "Research
on the Urban Working Class and Organized Labor in Argentina, Bra
zil, and Chile: What is Left to be Done?" Latin American ResearchRe
view 9, no. 2 (1974): 115-142.

and formation of the labor movement, workers' attitudes and orienta
tions, trade unionism and the workers' movement, strikes and indus
trial conflicts, and ideologies and doctrines.

Trento, Angelo.Do outre lado doAtlantico: um stculo de imig;rafiio ital
iana no Brasil. Translated by Mariarosaria Fabris and Luiz Eduardo
de Lima Brandao. (Sao Paulo: Nobel/Institute Italiano diCultura di
San Paoloflnstituto Cultural italo-Brasileiro, 1989).574 pages. In
cludes an appendix listing "The Italian-language press in Brazil,
1765-1960," organized chronologically and by state.

Viera, Oldegar Franco. Bibliog;rafia brasileira de direito do trabalho. (Sal
vador: Universidade da Bahia, 1958).257 pages.
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_____ ',and Eder Sader. "Sobre 'classes populares" no pensamento
sociol6gico brasileiro (Notas de leitura sobre acontecimentos re
centes)." InAventura antropo16gica:teoria epesquisa; edited by Ruth
Cardoso, (Rio de]aneiro: Paz e Terra, 1986),39-67.

French,] ohn D. "The Origin ofCorporatist State Intervention inBrazilian
Industrial Relations, 1930-1934: A Critique of the Literature." Luso
Brazilian Review XXVIII, no. 2 (1991): 13-26.

_____ . "Workers and Populism: Past and Present in the Brazilian
Labor Movement." In The Brazilian Workers'ABC: ClassConflicts
and Alliance» in Modern Silo Paulo (Chapel Hill:University of North
Carolina Press, 1992), 1-16.

_____ "and Daniel]ames. "Squaring the Circle:Women's Factory
Labor, Gender Ideology, and Necessity." In The GenderedWorlds of
Latin American Women Workers:From Household and Factory to the
Union Hall and BaLWtBox, (Durham: Duke UniversityPress, 1997),
1-30.

Hall,Michael M., and Paulo Sergio Pinheiro. "Alargando a hist6ria da
classe operaria: organizacao, lutas e controle." In Libertdrios e mili
tantes: arte, memorias eculiura anarquista, edited byAntonio Amoni
Prado, (Campinas: Instituto de Estudos da LinguagemfUNICAMP,
1985),96-120.

Paoli, Maria Celia. "Os trahalhadores urbanos na fala dos outros. Tempo,
espaco, e classe na hist6ria operaria brasileira." In Cultura e iden
tidade opertiria: aspectosda culiura da dasse trabalhadora, edited by
] ose Sergio Leite Lopes, (Rio de]aneiro: Universidade Federal de Rio
de ]aneirofMuseu Nacional/Marco Zero, 1988), 53-10 l.

_____ , Eder Sader, and Vera da SilvaTelles. "Pensando a classe
operaria: os trabalhadores sujeitos ao imaginario academico (Notas de
uma pesquisa)." Reoista Brasileira deHist6ria 3, no, 6 (1983): 129-
149.
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Published Primary Source Collections

Barriguelli.jose Claudio. Subs{dios a histOria das lutas no campo em Sao
Paulo (1870-1956). 3 Volumes. (Sao Carlos: Arquivo de Hist6ria
Contemporanea, Universidade Federal de Sao Carlos, 1981). 174,

_____ . "Estudos sobre sindicalismo emovimento operario: resenha
de algumas tendencias." Dados, no. 17 (1978): 9-24. Also reprinted in
oque se deoe ler em cimcias sociais #1, ed. ANPOCS (Sao Paulo: AN
POCSjCortez, 1986), 69-94.

Viotti da Costa, Emilia. "Brazilian Workers Rediscovered." International
Labor and Working Class History, no. 22 (1982): 28·:38.A useful re
view of the document collections on labor in the First Republic com
piled by Carone (1979) and Pinheiro and Hall (1979).

_____ . "Experience versus Structures: New Tendencies in the His
tory ofLabor and theWorking Class in Latin America-What Do We
Gain? What Do We Lose?" International Labor and Working Class
History 36 (Fall 1989} (1989): 3-24. Available in Portuguese as "Es
trutura versus experiencia. Novas tendencias na hist6ria do movimen
to operario e das classes trabalhadoras na America Latina: 0 que se
perde e 0 que se ganha," BIB, no. 29 (1990).

Petersen, SilviaRegina Ferraz. "Cruzando fronteiras: as pesquisas region
ais e a hist6ria operaria brasileira." Anos 90 [Universidade Federal de
Rio Grande do SuI], no. 3 (1995): 129-154.

Pinheiro, Paulo Sergio. "Trabalho industrial no Brasil: Uma revisao."
Estudos CEBRAP, no. 14 (1975): 123-127.

Vianna, LuizWemeck. "Apontamentos sobre a questao operaria e sindi
cal." Encontros com a Civilizafao Brasileira, no. 13 (1979): 51-63.

_____ ,."Atualizando uma bibliografia: 'Novo sindicalismo', cidada
nia e fabrica." In0 que se deve ler em ci1ncias sociais #3, edited by AN
POCS, (Sao Paulo: ANPOCSjCortez, 1990), 212-237. A reprint of
his 1984 review article of the same tide from BIB.
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300,120 pages. Volume 1 offers a theoretical Marxist critique of the
PCB's analysis of rural social relations, especially the similarity be
tween the agrarian reform proposal of the PCB and that of the Vargas
regime. Volume 2 contains items documenting conflict in the country
side, organized by year, that are drawn from court records and news
paper accounts. Volume 3 is an index to the accounts in volume 2.

Carone, Edgar. Movimento operario no Brasil. Volume 1: 1887-1944. Vol
ume2: 1945-1964. Volume 3: 1964-1984. (Sao Paulo:DIFEL, 1979,
1981, 1984).578,276,314 pages. A rich and wide-ranging selection
ofdocuments makes up the first volume although the second and third
volumes for the years after 1945, while useful, are fur weaker in terms
of the range of documents, the comprehensiveness of coverage, and
the variety of topics covered.

____ .ed. OP.C.B. Volume 1: 1922-1943. Volume 2: 1943-1964.
Volume 3: 1964-1982. (Sao Paulo: DIFEL, 1982).350,333,400
pages. Key collection of documents from the most important leftist
group active in the labor movement prior to the 1970s.

Confederacao Operaria Brasileira (COB). A voz do trabalhador. Orgam da
Confederafiio Operaria Brazileira. ColefiioFac-similar 1908-1915.
Prefacio de Paulo Sergio Pinheiro (Sao Paulo: Imprensa Oficialdo Es
tado, Secretaria de Estado da Cultura, Centro de Memoria Sindical,
1985). A beautiful fascimileedition, reproduced in a 131/2 by 18 1/2
inch format, of the 71 issues of the officialpublication of the Confed
eracao Operaria Brasileira (COB).

Fagundes, Ligia Ketzer et al.Memoria da indUstria gafu:hadas origens a
1930: documentos. (Porto Alegre: Editora da UFRGS, 1987).343
pages. Contains sections dealing with "work in factories" (68-143),
"urban social problems: nourishment, housing, transportation")
(245-270), and "collective work conflicts" (271-343).

Frederico, Celso, ed. A esquerdae0movimento operario, 1964-1984. Vol1:
A resistmcia a ditadura. Vol.2:A crisedo "milagre brasileiro". Volume
3: A reconstrudio. (Sao PaulofBelo Horizonte: Novos RumosjOficina
de Livros, 1987, 1990, 1991).348,243,356 pages. A splendid col-
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lection of apdy contextualized primary source documents from the
various leftist groups that played such a vital but, today, too often ne
glected role in laying the groundwork for and shaping the upsurge of
industrial militancy and political radicalism in Sao Paulo in the 1970s.
It covers the initial response to the 1964 coup, the difficult years after
1968, and the political opening of the following decade. This fair
minded collection successfully challenges an all too convenient ap
proach that sought to de-emphasize the Marxist left's contribution to
the working class struggles of the late 1970s.

Khoury, YaraAun. As g;revesde 1917 em Silo Paulo e 0processo de organiza
fiio proletaria. (Sao Paulo: Cortez, 1981).221 pages. Khoury's ex
tremelyuseful and carefully-selected compilation of articles from the
working class press offers a comprehensive view of the general strike
ofl917 in the city of Sao Paulo.

Kocher, Bernardo, and EulaliaMaria Lahmeyer Lobo, eds. Ouoe meu grito:
antologia depoesia opertiria (1894-1923). (Rio deJaneiro/Sao Paulo:
UFRJfEditora Marco Zero, 1987). 151 pages. Divided into thematic

. sections, this collection offers a representative sample of the didactic
and politically-engaged poetry written during the First Republic by
worker militants or by intellectuals drawn to the workers' movement.

Nogueira, Marco Aurelio, ed. PCB: vinte anos de polttica. (Sao Paulo:
Livraria Editora Ciencias Humanas, 1980). A collection of official
documents of the Partido Comunista Brasileiro stretching from the
1958Declaracao de Marco, which established a self-critique concern
ing the line of class confrontation and revolutionary action adopted af
ter 1947, to the beginnings of the party's reorganization in semi
clandestine conditions, a process propelled by the return of political
exiles to the country in 1979.

Petersen, SilviaRegina Ferraz, and Maria Elizabeth Lucas, eds. Antologia
domovimento operario gaUcho(1870-1937). (Porto Alegre: Editora da
UFRGS, 1992).488 pages. Amodel anthology of primary sources
dealingwith workers and the working class movement in Rio Grande
do Sul from 1870 to the Estado Novo. It ranges widely in terms of
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themes, time frame, and types of documents. If only we had similar
collections for every Brazilian state.

Pinheiro, Paulo Sergio, and Michael M. Hall. A Classe operaria no Brasil:
documenios (1889 a 1930). Vol.I: 0 movimento operario. VoLII:
condifoes de vida e de trabalho, relafoes com os empresarios e 0 Estado.
(Sao Paulo: Brasiliense/Alfa-Omega, 1979).320,347 pages. An ex·
tremely useful and influential collection of documents that haspro
foundly shaped the field. Indispensable for those beginning to study
labor in Brazil during the First Republic.

Prado, Antonio Arnoni, and Francisco Foot Hardman, eds. Contos anar
quistas: antologia da prosa libertaria no Brasil (1901·1935). (Sao
Paulo: Brasiliense, 1985). 150 pages. A selection of stories from the
principle journals of the anarchist workers' movement. It is organized
around projections of a libertarian utopia, the repudiation of the state
and the bourgeois order, anarchist morality, urban misery and the ev
ery-day life oflahorers.

Smith, Russell E., and Mark Healey. Labor and Mercosur:A Documentary
Collection. (Durham: The Duke-~C Program in Latin American
Studies, 1994). 320 pages of hard- to·locate trade union documents
dealing with the Common Market of the South (Mercosur). It includes
relevant resolutions on economic integration and Mercosur from the
various trade union confederations in Argentina, Brazil,Uruguay, and
Paraguay, as well as documents from the Coordinadora de Centrales
Sindicales del Cono Sur and continental confederations such as FIT
TVCC/ORIT, ORIT, CIOSL (ICFTU), and CLAT. Of particular
interest are the sequence of documents from the regional meetings of
bankworkers and metalworkers. Some Mercosur documents, a Mer
cosur organogram, and a chronology of relevant meetings and actions
are also included. Available for US $22 from the Duke-UNC Program
in Latin American Studies, Duke University, Box 90254, Durham,
NC 27708-0254. Telephone: (919) 681-3980. FAX: (919) 681-
7966. Add US$5.00 for foreign air mail.
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Workers and Workers' Movements to 1930

Estudos Ibero-Americanos [PUC-RS] 22, no. 2 (1996): 244 pages. Special
issue on labor in the First Republic in Rio Grande do Sul. Offers a
comprehensive selection of the abundant recent research on early la
bor in Rio Grande do Sul. The fourteen studies cover the political
context of the labor movement, anarchism, labor newspapers, female
participation, workplace discipline, and Italian immigration. Also in
cludes a selection of photos.

Addor, Carlos Augusto. A insurreuiio anarquista no Rio deJaneiro. (Rio
de janeiro: Dois Pontos, 1986).219 pages. Reconstructs the Novem
ber 1918 attempted anarchist insurrection in Rio dejaneiro both with
in the socio-political context of the city and the country in the first two
decades of the twentieth century and within the context of the anar
chist movement's prior trajectory. Sources include establishment
newspapers as well as the labor press, accounts of labor congresses
and business groups and officialstate documentation.

Alves de Seixas,jacy. Mimoire et oubli:Anarchisme et syndicalisme rhsolu
tionnaire au Bresil: My the ehistoire. (Paris: La Maison des Ciences de
L'Homme, 1992). 299 pages. A study of the origins and development
of anarchist and socialist thought in Brazil,with research specifically
on Rio dejaneiro and Sao Paulo between 1890 and the 20s. Alvesde
Seixas highlights the production of labor images and identities, the in
fluence of doctrines such as Positivism and Social Darwinism on the
origins of the Brazilian left and the changes in strategy stemming from
the growth of Communists in the labor movement, both in their con
temporary impact aswell as in the subsequent construction ofa histor
ical memory of the period. The study's principal source is the labor
press.

Vianna, Marly, ed. Piio, terra e liberdade: memoria do movimento comuni
sta de 1935. (Rio dejaneiro/Sao Carlos: Arquivo NacionalfUniver
sidade Federal de Sao Carlos, 1995).587 pages. Useful collection of
documents dealing with the so-called Intentona Comunista of 1935.
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Amado, Jorge. Jubiabti. Translation of1935 ed. (NewYork: Avon, 1984). 1
292 pages. A novel narrating the saga ofAntonio Balduino, a circus
boxer who, inspired by the spirit of the pai-de-santo jubiaba.joins the
workers of Salvador as they organize a strike against the oppression to t
which they're subjected.

Andrade, Silvia Maria Belfort Vilela de. Classe~eraria emJui: deFora:
uma hist6ria de lutas (1912-1924). Quiz de Fora: Universidade Fed
eral de Minas Gerais, 1987). 204 pages. A study of the industrializa
tion of the mineira city ofJuiz de Fora and of the living and working
conditions of its workers and their first experiences of struggle. Ana
lyzes the formation of the first workers' associations in the city and the
unfolding of three general strikes, in 1912, 1920, and 1924. Uses as
primary sources the daily press, labor press, and the documents of la
bor organizations and congresses. Also includes an appendix of origi
nal documents and photos.

Archivo Storico del Movimento Operaio Brasiliano [Historical Archives of
the Brazilian Workers' Movement] at the Giangiacomo Feltrinelli
Foundation. MemOria&Hist6ria #3: RobertoMorena (Sao Paulo: Ed
itora Novos Rumos 1987J. 287 r~Oes. Srecial edition dedicated to
nZg I~8~8jlffHH8!;I~S) : 28) JiH~~~:3p~~JID~muollU~m6[~[1[0
the memory of the Communist labor leader Roberto Morena. Includes
two articles, a testimony, a series of documents relating to the evolu- j
tion of Morena's militancy (between the 20s and 60s), and a list of the 'j
newspapers that constituted his personal archive.

Archivo Storico del Movimento Operaio Brasiliano [Historical Archives of
the Brazilian Workers' Movement] at the Giangiacomo Feltrinelli
Foundation. MemOria&Hist6ria #2: Cristiano Cordeiro.(Sao Paulo:
Livraria Editora Ciencias Humanas, 1982). 255 pages. Contains texts
of articles from the 1920s and 1930s written by this founder of the
PCB in Pernambuco. Also contains two useful articles on labor and
th..1..&in th.. .,bt..,Antonio P",ulo d .. Mo..,...." Re'Zende, "ASlpectos do
19~1i~5j~i:~~5L~_;:~-":~~~--==a?:'_-"~~~:""::':..::..::~~~~~~~-;;:'~~"::,,,::;:::,=,.;;'-~"~'.."~'-
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Amado, jorge. Jubiabti. Translation of1935 ed. (NewYork: Avon, 1984). 1
292 pages. A novel narrating the saga ofAntonio Balduino, a circus
boxer who, inspired by the spirit of the pai-de-santojubiaba.joins the
workers of Salvador as they organize a strike against the oppression to t
which they're subjected.

Andrade, SilviaMaria Belfort Vilela de. Classeoperaria emJuiz de Fora:
uma hist6ria de lutas (1912-1924). Quiz de Fora: Universidade Fed
eral de Minas Gerais, 1987). 204 pages. A study of the industrializa
tion of the mineira city ofjuiz de Fora and of the living and working
conditions ofits workers and their first experiences of struggle. Ana
lyzes the formation of the first workers' associations in the city and the
unfolding of three general strikes, in 1912, 1920, and 1924. Uses as
primary sources the daily press, labor press, and the documents of'la
bor organizations and congresses. Also includes an appendix of origi
nal documents and photos.

Archivo Storico del Movimento Operaio Brasiliano [Historical Archives of
the BrazilianWorkers' Movement] at the Giangiacomo Feltrinelli
Foundation. Mem6ria &Hist6ria #3: RobertoMorena (Sao Paulo: Ed
itora Novos Rumos, 1987).287 pages. Special edition dedicated to
the memory of the Communist labor leader Roberto Morena. Includes
two articles, a testimony, a series of documents relating to the evolu
tion ofMorena's militancy (between the 20s and 60s), and a list of the
newspapers that constituted hispersonal archive.

Archivo Storico del Movimento Operaio Brasiliano [Historical Archives of
the BrazilianWorkers' Movement] at the Giangiacomo Feltrinelli
Foundation. MemOria&Hist6ria #2: Cristiano Cordeiro. (Sao Paulo:
Livraria Editora Ciencias Humanas, 1982).255 pages. Contains texts
of articles from the 1920s and 1930s written by this founder of the
PCB in Pernambuco. Also contains two useful articles on labor and
the left in the state: Antonio Paulo de Moraes Rezende, "Aspectos do
movimento operario em Pernambuco: 1914-1920." 23-66 and Michel
Zaidan Filho, "Notas sobre as origens do PCB emPernambuco: 1910-
1930," 67-77.
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Amado,Jorge. Jubiaba.Translation of1935 ed. (NewYork: Avon, 1984). J
292 pages. A novel narrating the saga ofAntonio Balduino, a circus
boxer who, inspired by the spirit of the pai-de-santojubiaba.joins the
workers of Salvador as they organize a strike against the oppression to j
which they're subjected. 1

Andrade, SilviaMaria Belfort Vilela de. Classeoperaria em Juiz de Fora:
uma historia de Iuias {1912-1924}. Ouiz de Fora: Universidade Fed
eral de Minas Gerais, 1987).204 pages. A study of the industrializa
tion of the mineira city ofJuiz de Fora and of the living and working
conditions of its workers and their first experiences of struggle. Ana
lyzes the formation of the first workers' associations in the city and the
unfolding of three general.strikes, in1912, 1920, and 1924. Uses as
primary sources the daily press, labor press, and the documents of la
bor organizations and congresses. Also includes an appendix of origi
nal.documents and photos.

Archivo Storico del Movimento Operaio Brasiliano [Historical.Archives of
the BrazilianWorkers' Movement] at the Giangiacomo Feltrinelli
Foundation. Memoria &HistOria #3: RobertoMorena (Sao Paulo: Ed
itora Novos Rumos, 1987).287 pages. Special edition dedicated to
the memory of the Communist labor leader Roberto Morena. Includes
two articles, a testimony, a series of documents relating to the evolu
tion ofMorena's militancy (between the 20s and 60s), and a list of the
newspapers that constituted his personal archive.

Archivo Storico del Movimento Operaio Brasiliano [Historical.Archives of
the BrazilianWorkers' Movement] at the Giangiacomo Feltrinelli
Foundation. MemOria &HistOria #2: Cristiano Cordeiro. (Sao Paulo:
Livraria Editora Ciencias Humanas, 1982).255 pages. Contains texts
of articles from the 1920s and 1930s written by this founder of the
PCB in Pernambuco. Also contains two useful articles on labor and
the left in the state: Antonio Paulo de Moraes Rezende, "Aspectos do
movimento operario em Pernambuco: 1914-1920." 23-66 and Michel
Zaidan Filho, "Notas sobre as origens do PCB emPernambuco: 1910-
1930," 67-77.
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Barboza de Araujo, Rosa Maria. 0 batismo do trabalho: a experiencia de
Lindolfo Collor. (Rio deJaneiro: Civiliza'tao Brasileira, 1981).193
pages. An analysis of the administration of the first Brazilian Minister
ofLabor, Lindolfo Collor, (1930-32) who headed the ministry until he
cut his political ties to GetUlioVargas. The text concentrates princi
pally on an analysis of the "trabalhista" discourse from the Alianca

Arquivo Edgard Leuenroth. CadernosAEL #1: Operarios eAnarquistas
Fazendo Teatro. (Campinas: UNICAMP, 1992). 127 pages. System
atization of information on labor and anarchist theater in Brazil con
tained in documents of the archive's collection. Itincludes an account
ofplays, articles of the labor press related to these plays and addresses
of the places of performances, in addition to articles written by re
searchers ofUNlCAMP analyzing aspects of this production.

Bak.,JoanL. "Labor, Community and the Making ofa Cross-class Alliance
in Brazil:The 1917 Railroad Strikes in Rio Grande do Sul." Hispanic
American Historical Review 78, no. 1 (1998). Analyzes the two strikes
that, inJuly-August and October of 1917, paralyzed the Compagnie
Auxiliaire de Chemins de Fer, the primary railroad company of Rio
Grande do Sui. Emphasizes the role of inter-class alliances and the
worker's mobilization of nationalist sentiments (particularly anti
American ones) in order to guarantee support for the movement. Bak.
further highlights the relationship of the strike to the conflicts involv
ing various economic groups from different countries with interests in
the railroad industry and the State Govenunent ofRio Grande do Sui
that culminated in the take-over of the company.

Bandeira, Moniz, Clovis Melo, and A. T. Andrade. 0 ana uermelho:a rev
olUfaorussa esew reflexosno Brasil. Reprint of1967 ed. (Sao Paulo:
Brasiliense, 1980).378 pages. An analysis of the impact of the Russian
Revolution of 1917 on Braziland its influence on the various paths
adopted by the national left, including an appendix with accounts, in
terviews and articles of diverse contemporary sources. Based funda
mentally on the daily and labor press, as well as on documentation of
the political groups that wouId later form the Partido Comunista do
Brasil in 1922.
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Liberal campaign until the first years of the Vargasadministration, as
well as on the legislation elaborated in the Collor administration and
the sequence ofpolitical events shaping it.

Batalha, Claudio Henrique Moraes. "Le syndicalisme'Amarelo' aRio de
Janeiro (1906-1930)." Doctoral dissertation in history, University of
Paris I, 1986.2 vols, 509 pages. A study of the reformist union cur
rents, which fought for leadership of the workers movement with
those oriented towards direct action, that dedicated themselves to the
fight for legal measures aimed at improving labor conditions and wag·
es. These unionists did not hesitate in appealing to intermediaries,
such as politicians and government authorities, in order to advance
their demands. The study seeks to reconstitute the trajectory of this
current which, although numerically significant,has had its impor
tance minimized inmost of the historiography oflabor that hasusually
dismissed it as being the product ofmere state manipulation.

Beiguelman, Paula. Oscompanheiros de Siic Paulo. (Sao Paulo: Simbolo,
1977). 111pages. Essay on the evolution oflahor militancy among im
migrants inSao Paulo in the period ranging from 1889 to 1920.
Beiguelman focuses on the integration of coffeeproducers and the
emerging Sao Paulo industry. The essaycounts as its primary sources
the newspapers published by the labor press in the first decades of the
twentieth century. The study originated in research conducted for
Azis Simao (1966/1981).

Blass,LeilaMaria de Silva.Imprimindo apropria hist6ria: 0movimento dos
trabalhadores graficos de Silo Paulo nofinal MS anos 20. (Sao Paulo:
Loyola, 1986). 127 pages. A reconstruction of the course of struggles
of one of the skilled groups with the strongest tradition of struggle in
the period preceding 1930. The study focuseson the 20s, a decade
shaped by important transformations in the forms of labor organiza
tion and by political conflict between libertarians and Communists
within the labor movement.

Blay, EvaAlterman. Eu nilo tenho onde morar: vilas operarias na cidade de
Silo Paulo. (Sao Paulo: Nobel, 1985).332 pages. A study of'~ op-
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erarias" (company-sponsored worker housing) in Sao Paulo and the .
role they played in its inhabitants' experience as workers. Starts off
with an analysis of the origin of the vilas as an alternative proposed by
a segment of the business sector in reaction to the problem ofworkers'
living conditions at the turn of the century. In the second part, the text
reflects upon the memories of the current inhabitants in their capacity
as workers and upon the role played by the relationships they've estab
lished with the housing, either as renters or as owners. Uses as sources
Atas daCamara Municipal, daily and labor press and oral testimonies.

Bodea, Miguel. A greue de 1917e as origens do trabalhismo gaUcIw(Ensaio
sobre0pre-ensaio depoder de uma elitePol(tica dissidente a ntoel nacio
nal). (Porto Alegre: L&PM Editores, n.d.). 103 pages. Essay seeking
to identify the origins of a "trabalhista" political project in the particu
larities of the relationship between political elites and working classes
in the First Republic of Rio Grande do Sul. Focuses on the relation
ship of Governor Borges de Medeiros with the state-wide strike of rail
road workers and with the general strike ofPorto Alegre,both in 1917.
The research is based exclusively on the press of the period.

Borges, Stella. Italianos: Porto Alegre e trabalho. (Porto Alegre: EST
Edicoes, 1993). 172 pages. Based on the author's Master's Thesis,
this study describes the urban context ofPorto Alegreat the end of the
nineteenth century, identifying the particular ways inwhich Italian im
migrants inserted themselves economically, socially and culturally
into the city. Contains a large amount of information on associations,
press, economic activityand other information about the city's Italian
colony, inaddition to a proper name index ofItalian immigrants.

Campos, Cristina Hebling. 0 sonhar liberterio (Movimento operario nos
anos de 1917 a 1921). (Campinas: PontefEditora da UNICAMP,
1988). 189 pages. A study of labor movements in Rio deJaneiro and
Sao Paulo during one of the instances ofgreatest strike activity during
the Old Republic, emphasizing the utopian aspect of the anarchist ide
ology that washegemonic at the time. The research isbased upon both
labor and daily press, as well as officialpublications.
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Challoub, Sidney. TrabolJw, lar, e botequim. 0 cotidiano dostrabalhadores
no Rio deJaneiro daBelle Epoque. (Sao Paulo: Brasiliense, 1986). 249
pages. A reconstruction ofevery-day lifeas experienced byworkers in
Rio deJaneiro at the beginning of this century based on criminal pros
ecutions and announcements in the police section of daily newspa
pers. On the basis of the daily conflicts expressed in these episodes,

Caulfield, Sueann. "Getting into Trouble: Dishonest Women, Modern
Girls, and Women-Men in the Conceptual Languageof VidaPolicial,
1925-1927." Signs 19, no. 1 (1993): 146-76. Seealso Sueann
Caulfield. "InDefense of Honor: The Contested Meaning of Sexual
Morality in Law and Courtship, Rio deJaneiro, 1920-1940.", Ph.D.
dissertation in History, New York University, 1994. A study of the
representation offered between 1925 and 1927 by the Rio deJaneiro
magazine Vida Policial concerning the supposed risks to Brazilian so
ciety and family triggered by transgressions of femalebehavioral
norms. The study points out how the male authors of the magazine,
through the identification of "deviations" such as the circulation of
prostitutes outside their "zone", the adoption ofmasculinecustoms by
modem young women and even the flight ofpoor girls, disguised as
men, from their families, registered the resignificationof gender iden
tities developed by segments of the femalepopulation through new
performances,

_____ , and Martha de Abreu Esteves. "Fifty Years ofVirginity in
Rio deJaneiro: Sexual Politics and Gender Roles inJuridical and Pop
ular Discourse, 1890-1940." Luso-Brazilian Revie7p 30, no. 1 (1993):
47-74. Brings together the conclusions of two studies on prosecutions
of rape and deflowering in Rio deJaneiro throughout the periods
1904-1911 and 1918-1940. The article analyzes the popular classes'
search for institutional mediation (police and judicial) in order to re
solve problems regarding notions of virginity and feminine honor.
The authors reconstruct the standards ofmorality and their shifts
throughout these periods, integrating transformations in popular cul
ture and in projects of "civilizing" the working classes' sexual behav
ior,
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Challoub identifies the variegated formulations of interests and beliefs
that existed in several social segments of the city. At the same time,
Challoub unveils the operation ofmechanisms of control erected to
ensure urban "hygiene" and "security" in the face of the risks repre
sented by poverty.

Dean, Warren. The Industrialization of Sao Paulo, 1880-1945. (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1969).263 pages. In Portuguese: A indus
trializOfiio de Siio Paulo (1880-1945). (Sao Paulo: DIFEL, 1971). A
study of the formation of the industrial complex of Sao Paulo, its con
nections with the coffeeeconomy and its dynamics ofpronounced
growth following import-substitution undertaken during the First
World War. Warren highlights the evolution of class consciousness
and the organization ofbusiness sectors, through the elaboration of
ideas and proposals on the so-called "social question" and on pros
pects of national development.

Decca, Edgar Salvadori De. 0silincio dos vencidos. (Sao Paulo: Brasiliense,
1981).209 pages. This influential essay traces the construction of the
officialmemory of the 1930 Revolution and the part it plays in the si
lencing of the experiences of proletarian struggle such as those gener
ated under the coordination of the Bloco Operario e Campones
between 1928 and 1929 in Sao Paulo. The author analyzes the discur
siveuniverse in which themes such as industrialization, democracy
and Revolution circulated at the time between sectors of the labor
movement, the liberalpolitical opposition and the emerging class or
ganization of the Sao Paulo bourgeoisie. The research concentrates on
newspapers and documentation produced by businesses.

Decca, MariaAuxiliadora Guzzo. A vida fora das fabricas: cotidiano op
erarioemSaoPaulo (1920/1934). (RiodeJaneiro: PazeTerra, 1987).
135 pages..A study of the living conditions in working class neighbor
hoods, combined with the development of technical discourses (engi
neers, hygienists, social assistants, etc.) aimed at the resolution of the
so-called "social question." The research is based on the daily press,
other newspapers of general circulation and the labor press.
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Dias, Everardo. Hist6ria das lutas sociais noBrasil. Reprint of 1962 ed.
(Sao Paulo: Alfa-Omega, 1977). 330 pages.An account of labor strug
gles in Brazil from the outset of the century until 1934, written by the
distinguished militant worker Dias, a typographer by profession. Em
phasizes the development of syndicalist organizationand the diffusion
of socialist ideas within the labor movement.

Dulles,john W. F.Anarchists and Communists in Brazil, 1900-1935.
(Austin: University ofTexas Press, 1973). 603 pages. InPortuguese:
Anarquistas e comunistas no Brasil. 2nd ed (Rio dejaneiro: Nova
Fronteira, 1972). Dulles offersa reconstruction of the political course
of Brazilian anarchist and communist groups in their first decades of
activity. Abundantly documented both in terms ofwritten sources as
wellas testimonies, the study deals mainlywith Rio and Sao Paulo but
also includes facts on the Northeastern and the Southern regions of the
country.

Dutra, Eliana de Freitas. Caminhos operariosnasMinas Gerais. (Sao Pau
lofBelo Horizonte: Hucitec/Editora UFMG, 1988).225 pages. An
analysis of the evolution of the mineiro labor movement in the First
Republic, centering on a study of the particularities generated by
workers organizations injuiz de Fora and BeloHorizonte. While an
archist and Communist influences penetrate the labor movement of
the first city, a Catholic orientation dominates the development of
unionism in the second city. The analysiscombines a study of the dai
ly press, labor newspapers, worker organization statutes, officialdoc
uments and oral testimonies.

Esteves, Martha de Abreu. Meninas perdidas: ospopulares e 0 cotidiano do
amor no Rio deJaneiro daBelleEpoque. (Rio dejaneiro: Paz e Terra,
1989).212 pages. Study offeminine sexuality among the popular
classes of Rio de janeiro between 1900 and 1913. Esteves' principal
sources are criminal prosecutions of indecent assault, rape and kid
napping, generally involving laundresses and domestic workers em
ployed in the center and harbor regions of the city. The analysis
concentrates on the development of normative discourses that are le-
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gaIlybased, as well as on alternative discourses regarding nonnative
standards of sexual conduct.

Fausto, Boris. Trabalho urbana e conflito social (1890-1920). (Sao Paulo:
DIFEL, 1976). 283 pages. A classic study of the formation of the Bra
zilianurban working classbased upon the experience ofRio deJaneiro
and Sao Paulo. Fausto analyzes the proposals and strategies of the
main political currents operating in the labor movement and in two
key strike situations (1906-1907 and 1917-1920). Based upon the la
bor press and officialdocumentation.

Foot, Francisco, and Victor Leonardi. Hist6ria da indUstria e do trabalho
no Brasil (Das origens aos anos vinte). (Sao Paulo: Global Editora,
1982). 416 pages. Foot and Leonardi paint a picture of the origins of
industrialization in Braziland the development of the labor movement
in its first decades ofactivity. The authors analyze the insertion ofBra
zil in the international division oflabor, particularities of the accumu
lation of capital, characteristics of the middle and working classes of
the country, living and working conditions and the evolution of the la
bor movement, with emphasis on the organization ofpolitical parties,
strikes, congresses and cultural manifestations. Contains information
on labor organization in the North, Northeast, South and interior of
the Southeast, all ofwhich is remarkably scarce in work of this range
on the period.

Gattai, Zelia.Anarquistas grafas a Deus. (Rio deJaneiro: Record, 1979).
271 pages. Portrays the daily life of a familyofItalian immigrants in
Sao Paulo at the outset of the century. Based upon the personal mem
ories of the author who reconstructs an eclectic familia]universe influ
enced both by her father's anarchism and her mother's Catholicism.

Gertz, Rene E., ed. Mem6rias de um imigrante anarquista (Friedrich Kni
estedt}. (Porto Alegre: EST Edicoes, 1989). 165 pages. A Portuguese
translation of the compilation ofmemoirs of an important German an
archist leader, who immigrated to Porto Alegre at the beginning of the
century, that originally appeared in print as sections of the newspaper
"Das freie arbeiter" published by Kniestedt until 1937. Highlights of
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the compilation include an account ofhis initiation into the craft skills J
involved with the manufacturing ofbrooms in Germany at the end of
the nineteenth century, the organization of the Labor Federation of
Rio Grande do Sul, the libertarian pedagogical experience of the Es- I
colaModema and the anti-nazi strugglewithin the German immigrant
community in Brazil.

Gitahy, Maria Lucia Caira. "The Port Workers of Santos, 1889-1914: La
bor Movement and Urban Culture in an Early 20th Century City."
Doctoral dissertation in history, University of Colorado, 1991. 364
pages. See also Maria Lucia Caira Gitahy. Ventosdomar: trabal
hadores doporto, motnmento vjJerarW e cultura urbana em Santos,
1889-1914. (Sao Paulo/Santos: Universidade Estadual Paulista/
Prefeitura Municipal de Santos, 1992). Study of the relationship be
tween urban culture and the labor movement in Santos during the
Belle Epoque. Analyzes the labor process in the port and its relation
ship to strike activity throughout the period, aswellas the relationship
between portworkers and the other working classoccupational groups
in the city.

Gordon, Eric. "Anarchism in Brazil: Theory and Practice, 1890-1920."
Doctoral dissertation in history, Tulane University, 1978.335 pages.
A study of the Brazilian anarchist movement, with special emphasis on
the analysis of the political ideas expressed in the labor press, organi
zational and mobilization tactics, and their educational and cultural ac
tivities. Contains a chapter of the experience of the Colonia Cecilia
and anarchist ideas on changes in domestic relations and "free love."

Hahner ,June E. "Women and Work in Brazil, 1850-1920." InEssaysCon
cerning the SocioeconomicHistory ofBrazil and Portuguese India, ed
ited by Dauril Alden and Warren Dean, (Gainesville: University
Presses, 1977), 87-117. An analysis of the structure of employment,
working conditions, salaries and attitudes toward women and their
jobs in Brazilian urban centers of the period, with emphasis on Rio de
Janeiro and Sao Paulo. Primary sources include population censuses
as well as the daily and labor presses. Examines the impact of differ
ences in education on the opportunities opened up for femalework.
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Hall, Michael M. "Immigration and the Early Sao Paulo Working Class."
Jahrbuch.fUr Geschichte,no. 12 (1975): 393-407. An article that reex
amines the role played by immigration in the development of the work
ing class in Sao Paulo. It questions the myth of the radicalism of
workers that arrived from Europe that was used by some scholars to
explain the labor struggles at the beginning of this century which were
contrasted with the subsequent rise of populism that was seen as being
associated with the substitution of such immigrant workers by native
rural migrant workers. Hall emphasizes the difficulties imposed by
geographic mobility and the preponderance of immediate individual
economic interests that were characteristic of the intense and acceler
ated flux of manual work propelled by the coffee economy as factors
that both disorganized and limited the efficiency of worker struggle.

____ .,and Hobart A. Spalding]r. "The Urban Working Class and
Early Latin American Labour Movements, 1880-1930." In Cam
bridgeHistory ofLatin America. VolumeIV:c. 1870 to 1930, edited by
Leslie Bethell, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986),325-
365. Analyzes the characteristics of the economy, the middle class and
the State in Latin America as well as the particularities of working class
composition and working conditions. Establishes a division into three
decisive instants: one before 1917, another marked by mobilizations
between 1917 and 1920 and a third impacted by the emergence of the
communist movement in the 20s. The authors emphasize the influ
ence of the Mexican Revolution as a genesis of the experiences of

_____ . Povertyand Politics: The UrbanPoorin Braxil; 1870-1920.
(Albuquerque: University ofNew Mexico Press, 1986). A study of the
living conditions, occupational structure and collective identity
among the urban poor ofRio de] aneiro. Offers innovative information
on diet, sub-standard housing, sickness, culture and popular distur
bances. Analyzes as well the relationship between this urban popula
tion and different forms of ,'Jacob in" politics at the end of the XIX
century, and the attempts at political and union organization of the
workers.
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Hardman, Francisco Foot.Nem pdtria, nem patriio: vida opera:ria e cultu
ra anarquista no Brasil: Reprint of 1983 ed. (Sao Paulo: Brasiliense,
1984).199 pages. An analysis of the "cultural politics" of the anarchist
movement at the beginning of the century in Brazil. The author com
bines the study of these cultural practices and their place in the con
ception of social transformation with a literary analysis of the fictional
production representative of the period.

State-controlled unionization which were subsequently to become J
common in several Latin American countries.

_____ , and Paulo Sergio Pinheiro. "The Clarte Group in Brazil."Le
MouvementSocial, no. III (1980): 217-234. For a longer Portuguese I
version: "0grupo Clarte no Brasil: da revolucao nos espfritos ao Min-
isterio do Trabalho.'" In Liberta:rios noBrasil, edited by Antonio Ax-
noni Prado (Sao Paulo: Brasiliense, 1986),251-287. Recreates the
organization of the intellectual group that planned to mobilize an "in
ternational of thought" based on its central nucleus in France, its rela
tionship with the internal conflicts of the socialistmovement during
the division of the Second International and its influence in Latin
America and, inparticular, in Brazil. Inthe Braziliancase, Clarte
served as a reference both for the organizersof the Partido Comunista
do Brasil, such asAstrojildo Pereira, aswellas for themoderate social-
ists, such asMauricio de Lacerda and Evaristode Moraes, who would
later constitute part of the nucleus elaborating the social legislation of
the first stages of the Vargas regime.

_____ "and Marco Aurelio Garcia. "Urban Labor". InMichael L.
Conniff and Frank D. McCann. Modern Brazil: Elite and Masses in
Historical Perspectiue. (The University ofNebraska Press, 1989).
161-191. An essay that offers a summary overviewof the evolution of
the workers' presence in the social and political lifeof Brazil between
1890 and 1980 as formulated by the revisionisthistoriography that de
veloped under the impact of the "new unionism" of the end of the
1970s.
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Leme, Dulce M. Pompeo. Trabalhadoresferrouiarios em greve. (Campi
nas: Editora de UNICAMP, 1986). 269 pages. A case-study of the
strike undertaken in 1906 by the railroad workers of the Companhia
Paulista, in the coffeeregion of the interior of Sao Paulo. The study
recreates the historical context of the introduction of railroads, related
to the expansion of the coffee industry dating from 1870, and then

_____ . Trem fantasma: a modemidade na selva. (Sao Paulo: Com
panhia das Letras, 1988). 291 pages. An analysis of the construction
of the Madeira-Mamore railroad in its two stages (1878-9 and 1907-
12), during which approximately 6,500 workers from various parts of
the world died as a result of working conditions and tropical diseases
in service of aproject that was never completed. The author combines
the social history involved in this tragic enterprise with an analysis of
the significance of the railroad as a symbol ofmodernity and expres
sion of the moment ofworldwide diffusionof the industrial technology
associated with neocolonialism.

Hecker, Alexandre. Umsocialismo poss(vel:a at'UafaodeAntonio Piccarolo
em Sao Paulo. (Sao Paulo: T. A. Queiroz, 1988). 225 pages. Arecon
struction of the evolution of the socialist reformist leader and subse
quent primary organizer of the anti-fascistmovement in the Italian
colony of Sao Paulo. It is based fundamentally on the vastjournalistic
production ofPiccarolo, the newspapers directed by him and other
organs oflabor and national press between the end of the nineteenth
century and the 30s.

Keremitsis, Eileen. "The Early Industrial Worker in Rio deJaneiro, 1870-
1930.", Ph.D. dissertation in History, Columbia University, 1982.
204 pages. A study of the socio-economic conditions and activities of
the working classes ofRio de Janeiro of the time, as well as their rela
tionship with changes associated with processes of urbanization, in
dustrialization and political transition. The author uses employment
records as well as the labor and national presses as fundamental sourc
es, concentrating on an analysis of shoe-makers, trolley-car drivers
and weavers.
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concentrates on the evolution of the railroad workers' movement and
strikes called by other workers in demonstrations of solidarity. I

Linhares, Hermfnio. Contribuifiio a hist6ria das lutas operariasno Brasil.
Reprint of1955 ed. (Sao Paulo: Alfa-Omega,1977).98 pages. A chro- I
nological narration of struggles, demands and creation oflabor organi-
zations between the end of the last century and the 50s. The author
was a militant of the Partido Socialista Brasileiro.

Lins do Rego.jose. 0 molequeRicardo. (Rio dejaneiro.jose Olympio,
1935). 282 pages. Narrates the daily lifeof a young boy who exchang
es the "miserable life" in a sugarmill in the interior ofPemambuco for
a "better and unknown" life in Recife.As background, the author pre
sents the social problems confronted by workers and their constant
defeats in the face of the political disputes of Recifein the 305. The
novel also highlights the conflicts confronted by themain character
when he participates in the Caixa de Auxilio dos Padeiros, and his im
prisonment and confinement in Fernando de Noronha due to his par
ticipation in a strike by the bakers.

Lobo, EulaliaM~ Laluneyer. "Condiciones de vida de los artesanos y de
la clase obrera en Rio deJaneiro en la decada de 1880 hasta 1920." Re
vista Latinoamericana de Historia Econ6micay Social, no. 5 (1985):
91-126. Detailed research into salaries,prices and housing in order to
offer a panorama of the living conditions of the working class and arti
sans in Rio deJaneiro. Simultaneously, the author relates the analysis
of these conditions to the debate on the process of the primitive accu
mulation of capital for industrialization.

_____ , Lia A. Carvalho, and Myrian Stanley, eds. QJustiiohabita
donal eo movimento operario. (Rio deJaneiro: Editora UFRJ, 1989).
229 pages. Two essays analyzing the period between 1880 and 1930,
one referring to Rio de Janeiro and the other to Buenos Aires. Living
conditions and the evolution of rent prices are analyzed together with
their consequent impact on working class familybudgets and strate
gies for survival and labor struggle.
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_____ , et al. "Evolus;ao dos precos e padroes de vida no Rio deJa
neiro 1820 a 1930. Resultados preliminares." Reoista Brasileira de
Economia 25, no. 4 (1971): 235-266. Presentation of collected data
and its statistical processing. Lobo contextualizes the factors which in
fluenced the composition and cost of eating as well as other necessary
subsistence costs of the period's popular classes. See also Eulalia Mar
ia Lahmeyer Lobo, "Estudos das categorias socio-profissionais, dos
salaries, e da alimentacao no Rio de Janeiro de 1830 a 1930." Reoista
Brasileira deEconomia 27, no. 4 (1973): 129-176.

Magnani, Silvia Ingrid Lang. 0 motnmento anarquista em Sii,QPaulo
(1906-1917). (Sao Paulo: Brasiliense, 1982). 189 pages. Study of the
internal debates and organizational practice of the anarchist-led work
ers movement in Sao Paulo based on the labor press.

Manoel do 0 and AS;aoCat6lica Operaria, 100 anos desuor e sang;ue:ho
mens ejornadas da luta operaria doNordeste. (Petr6polis: Vozes,
1984). 139 pages. A posthumous homage based on the memories of a
labor militant from Pernambuco who died in 1969, a few days after
turning 100 years old. Includes the narrative ofhis migration from the
interior of Pernambuco to Recife, strikes from 1909 and the following
decades, as well as a synthesis of the ideas that oriented the political ac
tivities sro.

Maram, Sheldon Leslie. Anarquistas, imigrantes e 0movimento operario
brasileiro, 1890-1920. (RiodeJaneiro: Paz eTerra, 1979}.180pages.
Classic study of the relationship between foreign immigration to Sao
Paulo, Santos and Rio de Janeiro and the origins of the labor move
ment in these cities. Maram emphasizes the problem of inter-ethnic re
lations and repression as obstacles to class organization. The research
also identifies the differences between anarchist policies and the at
tempts to organize Socialist or labor political parties. It uses personal
archives of politicians and militant workers, newspapers of the labor
press and the national daily press, as well as other official documents
and accounts of labor organizations.
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_____ . Os anarquistas no Rio Grande do Sul. (Porto Alegre: Un
idade Editorial, 1995).207 pages. Collection of short biographical ac
counts of themainlibertarian leaders and ideologues active inthe state
throughout the first decades of this century.

. "The Immigrant and the BrazilianLabor Movement, 1890- I
1920." In Essays Concerning the Socio-economicHistory ofBrazil and
Portuguese India, edited by Dauril Alden and Warren Dean, (Gaines-
ville:University Presses of Florida, 1977), 178-210. Analyzes the im- I
pact of the preponderance of immigrants from southern Europe
(Italians, Portuguese and Spaniards) in the origins of the Brazilian la-
bor movement, putting forth the thesis that this composition contrib-
utes to the limitations of that labor movement. With immigrant
predominance in both the rank-and-file and leadership, the labor
movement suffered from factors such as the deportation ofactivists, in-
ternal ethnic divisions, and xenophobic anti-union campaigns-all of
which had a decisive impact in weakening and disarticulatingworkers'
struggles.

_____ . "Labor and the Left in Brazil, 1890-1921." Hispanic Amer
icanHistoricalReview 57, no. 2 (1977): 254-272. Analyzesthe causes
that led to what the author identifies as the inefficiencyof the Brazilian
labor movement in its first decades of existence, focusingon Sao Pau
lo, Rio de Janeiro and Santos. Undertakes comparisons, in particular
with the Argentine case, attributing the fragilityof the Brazilianmove
ment to the high concentration of non-specialized workers and to the
great proportion of women and children in the work force, as a result
of the dominance of the textile industry.

Mar~,Joao Batista. Primeiras Iutas operarias no Rio Grande do Sul: ori
gens do sindicalismo rio-grandense. (Porto Alegre:Livraria do Globo,
1985). Collection of short essays concerning pioneering labor associ
ations that emerged at the end of the nineteenth century inRio Grande
do Sul and the first attempts to organize indifferent occupational
groups. Offers a panorama of state-level union life in the First Repub
lic.
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Moura, Clovis. Saccoe Vanzetti: oprotesto brasileiro. (Sao Paulo: Brasil De
bates, 1979). 79 pages. Essay regarding the repercussion that the im
prisonment, trial and execution (in the United States between 1920
and 1927) of two Italian anarchist workers had on organized Brazilian

Martins.jose de Souza.A imigraftio e a crisedoBrasil agrario, (Sao Paulo:.
Pioneira, 1973).222 pages. Analyzes the immigration offamilies of
Italian peasants to Brazilstretching from 1870 to 1910, with special fo
cus on the part played by subsistence farming in its relationship to the
ideology of social ascent through work in a context shaped by large
coffeeland-holdings that were traditionally slavebased. Dedicates
particular attention to the creation of forms ofmutual assistance and
the development of an agrarian-based communitarian utopia.

Moraes, Evaristo de. Apontamentos do direito operario. Reprint of1905 ed
(Sao Paulo: LTr Editora, 1971). 131 plus 150 pages. Includes a de
tailed introduction by Evaristo de Moraes Filho, i-lxxi, that places his
father, a pioneering labor lawyer and social reformer, into broader his
torical perspective.

Morais Filho, Evaristo de. "Introducao" to Rui Barbosa, A questiiosocial e
pol{tica no Brasil, (Sao PaulojRio de janeiro: LTr Editora/Fundacao
Casa de Rui Barbosa, 1983), ix-xlvii. Presents the classic speech of
fered by the illustrious liberal politician and ideologue during his cam
paign for the Brazilian presidency in 1919. This speech was
responsible for popularizing the expression "social question," which
came to identify the growing preoccupation with the new social prob
lems spurred by the effects of industrialization and urbanization and
the persistence of "traditional" rural poverty.

Moreira de Albuquerque, Marli Brito. "Porto do Rio dejaneiro: estigma e
historia." Revista Rio deJaneiro 1, no. 87-93 (1985). Study of the
composition, organization and livingstandards ofgrocers and porters
in the port of Rio dejaneiro between 1904 and 1920. Analyzes the
stigma ofmarginality attributed to the dock region of the city and its
effecton these workers.
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workers. Research based on the labor press and published testimonies
ofmilitants.

Moura, Esmeralda Blanco Bolsonaro de. Mulheres emenoresno trabalho
industrial: osfatores sexo e idade na dinamica do capital. (Petropolis. I
Vozes, 1982). Study offemale and child laborwithin the industry of
Sao Paulo in the 1910s. Analyzesworking conditions and the debate
concerning its regulation that involved the labor movement, business
groups and the State.

Neves,Maria Cecilia Baeta. "Greve dos sapateiros de 1906 no Rio de Jan
eiro: Notas de pesquisa." Revista deAdministrOfiio deEmpresas 13,
no. 2 (1973): 46-66. Studies the case of the strikewhich stretched
from August to September of 1906. Includes an analysisof the partic
ularities of the shoe industry, forms of organizationand ideological ex
pression of business groups and workers, aswellas the specification of
demands and reconstruction of the strike's evolution.

Paoli,Maria Celia. "Working-class Sao Paulo and its Representations,
1900-1940." Latin American Perspectives 14, no. 2 [#53] (1987):
204-225. Article on the living and working conditions of the working
class of Sao Paulo, highlighting the relationship between its spatial
segregation in neighborhoods next to the factoriesand the material
and symbolic constitution of two distinct socialuniverseswithin the
city. The author points out how this construction ofappropriate spac
es of sociability impacted the definition of grassroots organizational
forms and mobilization around demands, as can be perceived by the
qualities of the strikes of the period.

Passos, Mauro. A classe trabalhadora emMinas Gerais e a Igreja Cat6lica:
a ponta de uma memoria. (Sao Paulo: Edicoes Loyola, 1991).143
pages. Composed essentially ofa selection ofpassages taken from doc
uments of Catholic organizations involved in struggle alongside the
working class between 1900 and 1930 inMinas Gerais. The introduc
tory essay deals with the constitution of the religious discourse on
work and the social figure of the worker.

I
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Pena, Maria Valeriajunho, Mulheres e trabalhadoras: presenfafeminina
na constituifiio do sistemafabril. (Rio deJaneiro: paz e Terra, 1981).
227 pages. Study ofwoman's lahor between the end of the last century
and the 50s, centering around the articulation between capitalist de
velopment and patriarchy. The research bases itself on an analysis of
census-based data, legislation, the national press, articles of the Bo
letim doMinisteno do 'TrabalhoIndustria e Comircio and bibliogra
phy pertaining to the labor movement and the left in the period.

Pereira, Astrojildo. Ensaios hist6ricosepoliticos. (Sao Paulo: Alfu.-Omega,
1979).240 pages. A collection offive essays ("A forma~o do PCB,"
"Sociologia ou apologetica," "Manifesto da contra-revolucao," "Cam
po de batalha" e "Rui Barbosa e a escravidao") written between 1929
and 1945 by the anarcho-syndicalist ex-militant and founder of the
PCB. Pereira constitutes one of the decisive intellectual influences
within the party in its first years of activity, but was subsequently oust
ed from this position upon the adoption of a "workerist" politics and
the establishment of tighter bonds with the Communist International.

Petersen, SilviaR. Ferraz. "As grevesno Rio Grande do ~ul (1890-1919)."
Injose Hildebrando Dacanal and Sergius Gonzaga (org.). RS: Econo
mia epol(t£ca (Porto Alegre: Mercado Aherto, 1979).277-327. Arti
cle examining the evolution of strike activity in the state throughout
the period, its insertion in the process of labor organization and its re
lation to the local political context. Contains a detailed survey ofwork
stoppages, including duration, locale, skill categories, motives and ad
ditional observations.

Pinheiro, Paulo Sergio. "0proletariado industrial na Primeira Republica."
In Historia da civilizOfiiobrasileira, Volume III, T omo 2, edited by
Boris Fausto, (Sao Paulo: DIFEL, 1977), 136-178. Historical essay
covering the period between 1889 and 1929. Analyzes the industrial
ization process, working conditions and the development of the labor
movement, basically through a chronology of strikes and Congresses.
The essay is fimdamentally grounded on bibliography (containing
previous research undertaken by the author) which includes referenc
es to published memoirs ofmilitants and the press.
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Pinto de G6es, Maria Conceicao, Aformafao da classetrabalhadora: Mov-
imento anarquistanoRio deJaneiro, 1888-1911. (Rio dejaneiro: Za- I
har, 1988). 110pages. Research based on the analysisofagreatvariety
of labor newspapers from Rio de janeiro, stressing the preparatory I
process and consummation of the national Labor Congress of 1906.
The author indicates contradictions between the rationalismof the an-
archist doctrine and the cultural pluralism and religious syncretism 1
present at the time in Rio de janeiro's heterogeneous working class.

Prado, Antonio Amoni, ed. Liberterios noBrasil: memoria, lutas, cultura.
(Sao Paulo: Brasiliense, 1986).307 pages. Collection of texts includ- J
ing two testimonies (Antonio Candido e Boris Fausto) based on
friendship with Brazilian anarchists and 12 articles reconstructing the
experiences of groups that were to be the key to the diffusion of'liber- t
tarian ideas in the country.

Rago, Margareth. Do cabart ao lar: a utopia da cidadedisciplinar. Brazil:
1890-1930. (Rio de janeiro: Paz e Terra, 1985).209 pages and pho
tos. Study of the anarchist movement in Sao Paulo and the confronta
tion between its utopian discourse of social transformation and
disciplinary projects of the control offactorywork, urban hygiene, and
the relationship between "scientific" knowledge and the definition of
model families that elites attempted to impose upon the proletariat.

Reis,joao jose. "'The Revolution of the Ganhadores':Urban Labor, Eth
nicity and the African Strike of 1857 in Bahia,Brazil."Journal ofLat
in American Studies 29 (1997): 355-393. Article on the week-long
pioneering shut-down of blackworkers, both slaveand free, that trans
ported merchandise and people in the streets of Salvador. Emphasizes
the importance of street culture, the preservation of the cultural iden
tity of different ethnic African groups and the development of organi
zational forms adequate to these groups as preconditions to the
unleashing of a mobilization of such capacity in 1857.

Ribeiro, MariaAlice Rosa. Condifoesde trabalho na indUstria textil Paulis
ta (1870-1930). (Sao Paulo/Campinas: HucitecfEditora daUNI
CAMP, 1988). 207 pages. Research on the origins of the cotton textile
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Silva,Adhemar Lourenco Junior . "A greve geral de 1917 em Porto
Alegre." Anos 90, no. 5 (1996): 183-205. Study of the relationships
between the State and the labor movement of Porto Alegre in the
Greve Geral of 1917, grounded primarily on national press coverage
of the event. Through a comparison of the 1917 strike with the 1918
general strike, Silva concludes that the Partido Republicano Ri
ograndense was permeable to worker demands, especially during elec
toral periods, without, however, allowing such demands to constitute
a defining principle of political orientation. At the same time, the au
thor observes the consolidation, within the labor movement, of a sec
tor favorable to the Partido Republicano and the more disciplined
organization of the anarchists in opposition to this development.

Silva,Fernando Teixeira daand Maria Lucia Caira Gitahy. "O'movimento
operario da construcao civilsantista durante a primeira guerra mundi
al (1914-1918)". InHistoria Social,no. 3 (1996): 87-124. An analysis
of the difficulties faced by construction workers in Santos in a period
when their sector's expansion was interrupted due to the effectsof the
retraction ofintemational commerce in the port. During the First
World War the workers had to deal simultaneously with unemploy
ment and with the new business strategy, directed by Roberto Simon
sen, aimed at breaking their control over the labor market.

Simso, Azis. Sindicato eEstado, Reprint of 1966 ed (Sao Paulo: Dominus
Editora/Editora da Universidade de Sao Paulo, 1981). 227 pages.
This was one of the first classic studies on the origins of Brazilian
unionization and the changes undergone in its organizational charac
teristics as it began to faceState and political party intervention. Simao
analyzes the characteristics of Sao Paulo industry in its early stages of
development, working conditions and the forms taken by collective
work conflicts and union organization before and after 1930.

industry in the state of Sao Paulo, including an analysis of the produc
tive process and business organization, as well as of working condi
tions and the impact that the first attempts at labor legislation had in
the sector. Uses for its primary sources the business press and docu
mentation.
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Skidmore, Thomas E. "Workers and Soldiers: Urban Labor Movements
and Elite Responses in Twentieth-Century LatinAmerica." InElites, I
Masses, and Modernization in Latin America, 1850-1930, edited by
Virginia Bemhard, (Austin: UniversityofTexasPress, 1979},79-126.
An analysis of the characteristics of the LatinAmerican labor move-
ments in its early stages, with emphasis onBrazil,Chile and Argentina.
The author situates the labor struggle and the responses it encoun-
tered in the region's political systemwithin the context of the growing
politicization of the urban populations that so shaped the period.

Soihet, Rachel. Condifiio fem in ina eformas deviolencia:mulheres pobres e
ordem urbana, 1890-1920. (Rio deJaneiro: Forense Universitaria,
1989). 394 pages. Study of the gender norms definingthe social roles
ofwomen in Rio deJaneiro, their connections to socialconditions and
to intellectual and political projects dedicated to confronting problems
identified with the presence of urban working classesin the city.

Weinstein, Barbara. "Impressoes da elite sobre osmovimentos da classe
operaria: A cobertura da greve em 0Estado deSiioPaulo 1902-1907."
In 0 bravo matutino. Imprensa e ideolog;ia:0 jornal 0 Estado de Siio
Paulo, edited by Maria Helena Capelato and MariaLigia Prado, (Sao
Paulo: Alfa-Omega, 1980), 135-176. An analysisof the way the prin
cipal daily newspaper tied to the Sao Paulo elitehandled the strike-ori
ented movements that occurred in the fledglingstagesof the Brazilian
labor movement. The author contextualizes thejoumalistic coverage
within the context of the class articulation of Sao Paulo's business
groups when faced with the new problem ofurban labor.

Wolfe,Joel William. "Anarchist Ideology, Worker Practice: The 1917
General Strike and the Formation of SaoPaulo's Working Class." and
critique by John D. French, "Practice and Ideology:A Cautionary
Note on the Historian's Craft." Hispanic American Historical Review
71, no. 4 (1991): 809-46, 847-855. Wolfeputs forth the thesis that fe
male laborers performed a vanguard role in the general strike of 1917,
expressing a dynamic of autonomous grassroots mobilization, inde
pendent of anarchist organizations and militants, which persisted in a
subterranean fashion throughout the 20s and even in subsequent
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Workers and Workers' Movements, 1930-1964

Alexander, Robert]. "Part One-Brazil." In Labor Relations in Argentina,
Brazil, and Chile. (NewYork:Mc-Graw Hill, 1962),25-136. Offers a
good general description of the system ofBrazilianlabor relations dur
ing the Populist Republic.

Almeida, Maria Herminia Tavares de. "Estado e classes trabalhadoras no
Brasil (1930-1945)." Doctoral dissertation, Universidade de Sao Pau-
10,1978.275 pages, appendices, bibliography. A pioneering study of
the impact that the adoption of labor legislation after 1930 had on

Zaidan Filho, Michel. Comunistas em ceu aberto 1922-1930. (Belo Hori
zonte: Oficina de Livros, 1989).139 pages. A study of the oscillations
in the policy developed by the PCB between initial formulations,
which in the author's opinion point to a "national-popular" perspec
tive, and the theses of the Communist International which framed Bra
zilwithin a strategy defined for "colonial and semi-colonial" countries.
The study elaborates a reaction to the critiques, characteristic of the
revisionist historiography of the end of the 70s and beginning of the
80s, which identified a complete ideological subordination ofthe PCB
to the IC in this period.

_____ . PCB (1922-1929): Na buscadas origensde um marxismo
nacional. (Sao Paulo: Global, 1985). 142 pages. Essay on the consti
tution of the PCB, its affiliationswith the Communist International
and the political debates concerning its activitieswithin the labor
movement and its strategy for a Brazilian revolution. In embryonic
form, this essay points towards the conclusions commented above.

years. The critique offeredby French points out the fragility of the ar
ticle's documentary grounding aswell as the dichotomous reading of
fered by Wolfe regarding the relationship between leaders and
followers and the underestimation of the social constructions of gen
der roles as inhibiting a more activepublic participation by female
workers.
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Almino.joao.Os democratas autorittirios: liberdadesindividuais, de asso
ciaftW polttica e sindical na Constituinte de 1946. (Sao Paulo: Brasil
iense, 1980). Study of the Constituent Assemblydebates regarding
political and labor rights in 1946 coming on the heels of the Estado
Novo dictatorship.

Alvim, Maria Rosilene Barbosa. "Trabalho infantil e reprodueao social: 0
trabalho <las criancas numa fabrica com vila operaria." In Condifoes de
vida das camadas populares, edited by LuizAntonio Machado da Sil
va, (Rio de janeiro: Zahar, 1984),59-81. This reexamination of the
question of child labor contrasts classic formulationsof the issue in
England during the Industrial Revolution with an analysis of the case
of a textile worker's housing development in Pernambuco. Concen
trates on the analysis of the relationships between child labor and fam
ily structure. See also Maria Rosilene BarbosaAIvim:"Notas sobre a
familianum grupo de operarios texteis." InMudanfa social no nor
deste:a refrrodUfaoda subordi7taftW, edited byjose Sergio Leite
Lopes, (Rio de janeiro: Paz e Terra, 1979).

Amado,jorge. Ossubterrdneos da liberdade. Volume 1: OsO,sperostempos.
Volume 2: Agonia da noite. Volume 3:A luz no ttmel. 31st reprint of
1954 ed (Rio dejaneiro: Record, 1980).375,318,372 pages. A liter
ary reconstruction of the clandestine struggleagainst the Estado Novo
dictatorship, including the period in which many members of the
Communist Party, to which Amado belonged, and other oppositional
groups spent time inprison. The action takesplace on several planes,
including worker resistance in the port ofSantos. Although controver
sial in terms of its facticity, especially as it concerns descriptions of the

union activity. It is based on a study of SaoPaulo but draws conclu- I
sions about the more general political project of the Vargas govern-
ment as well as on its relationship with the dominant classes and
workers. In the case-study itself, Almeida analyzesthe evolution of
employment in diverse sectors of industry and offersdata on recog-
nized unions and labor disputes. Includes a collection of strikes re-
ported in the Sao Paulo labor newspaper" A Plateia" between 1930
and 1935.
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PCB's leftist adversaries, the book is the most widely known portrait
of the period's political struggle.

Anastasia, Carla. "A 'estrategia da solidariedade' 0 Congresso Pr6-Un
idade Sindical [de 1934 em Minas Gerais]." Reoista Brasileira de
Estudos Pol(ticos, no. 73 (1991): 53-73. A reconstruction of the prep
aration and consummation of the Congress of mineiro workers which
took place at the moment when conflictsbetween the labor movement
and the State became increasingly radicalized in the mid 30s.

Andrews, George Reid. Blacks and Whites in Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1888-
1988. (Madison: The University ofWISCOnsinPress, 1991).369 pag
es. Study regarding the tendency to exclude Afro-Brazilians from ac
cess to socio-economic opportunities, starting from the period of the
abolition of slavery and European immigration to the informal ob
struction of attempts to ascend to middle-class professions. Andrews
questions the myth of "racial democracy" and analyzes the alternative
forms of struggle that the Brazilian blackmovement has searched for
throughout various historical moments.

Antunes, Ricardo. Classeoperaria, sindicatos epartido noBrasil. (Sao Pau
lo: Cortez, 1982). 187 pages. Study of the relations between the labor
movement, the union legislation established at the beginning of the
30s and the generation of the political strategy of the Communist Party
between 1930 and 1935. The study concentrates on the relations be
tween spontaneous struggles, the development of class consciousness
and the constitution of vanguards. Aside from the labor and daily
press, it includes research into the documentation produced by
unions of typographers, metalworkers and bank employees of Sao
Paulo.

Avelar, Sonia Maria. "The Social Basis ofWorkers' Solidarity: A Case
Study ofTextile Workers in SaoJose dos Campos, [Sao Paulo] Brazil
(Volumes I and II)." Doctoral dissertation in Political Science, Uni
versity of Michigan, 1985.637 pages. A study of the mobilization of
textileworkers in the most important city of the Paraiba Valleyduring
years of radicalization (1956-64) of the country's political process.
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Avelar analyzes strikes and other forms ofmobilization, the impact of
the division oflabor on the cohesion of the workers, process of union I
organization, profile of unionists, nature ofdemands, industrial pater
nalism, living standards and other significant elements for the contex- I
tualization of the case under study.

Barsted, Dennis Linhares. Medifao deJorfas: 0movimento grevista de 1953
e alpoca dosoperanos navais. (Rio deJaneiro: Zahar,1981).204 pag
es. Barsted undertakes research of an anthropological nature on the
development of collective identity and conquest of rights among the
naval workers ofBafa da Guanahara during the strikes of 1953.Based
as much on accounts of militants as on the study ofhistorical docu
mentation of the period.

Bastos, Abguar. Prestes ea revolUfaosocial:Jaws polmcos, condifoes sociais
e causas econsmicas de uma fase revolucionaria doBrasil. Reprint of
1946ed. (Sao Paulo: Hucitec, 1986).311 pages. Reconstruction of
the political trajectory of Luis Carlos Prestes between the 1924mobi
lization that was to be the genesis of the Prestes Column and Prestes'
liberation in 1945after almost nine years in prison. Analyzes the na
tional and international social and political context, the meanings of
T enentismo and Communism in Brazil and the positions asswned by
Prestes throughout the various historical moments.

Bastos, T oearyAssis. "Anota~oes sobre a greve dos banclrios em Minas."
Reoista Brasileira de Esiudos Poltticos, no. 14(1962):111-128.Bas
tos offersa description and analysisof a strike of bank employees that
took place in1961in Minas Gerais. The study creates a counterpoint
between the characteristics of this stoppage and another of the same
group in 1946. Includes profiles of the members of the "vanguard
group" in the strike's organization and observations on the folklore of
the work stoppage.

Benevides, Maria Victoria. 0 PTE e 0 trabalhismo. Partido e sindicato em
Sao Paulo: 1945-1964. (Sao Paulo: Brasiliense/CEDEC, 1989). 171
pages. Case-study of the PTB in Sao Paulo, from the process of its
foundation (including a struggle for control over the party between
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GetUlioVargas, Adhemar de Barros andjanio Quadros), its division
in various decisive electoral moments, and passing finally through the
rise ofIvete Vargas as the regional party leader. Analyzes the electoral
accomplishments and profile of those elected, as well as the relation
ship of the party to unions and worker demands.

Berardo.joao Batista. 0polZtico Candido Torquato Porlinari. (Sao Paulo:
Edicoes Populares, 1983). A study of the political outlook of the fa
mous Brazilianpainter Portinari. Born in the interior of Sao Paulo,
Portinari ran in 1947 as the senatorial candidate of the Communist
Party in the state.

Bernardo, Antonio Carlos. T'utelae autonomia sindical: Brasil, 1930-
1945. (Sao Paulo: T. A. Queiroz, 1982).211 pages. Essay on the de
velopment of the officialunion structure as the State's response to pro
cesses of industrialization and evolution of the labor movement.
Bernardo concentrates primarily on the years between 1930-45 but
also offers an interpretation regarding the trajectory of labor struggles
in the first decades of the century. At the center of the author's preoc
cupations is the significance of the persistence of state-dominated
unionism as a problem for the strengthening of democracy in Brazil.

Berno de Ahneida, AlfredoWagner. Jorge Amado: pol(tica e literatura.
(Rio dejaneiro: Campus, 1979).313 pages. An analysis ofjorge Ama
do's literary production in its different stages, in relation to his politi
cal activities and to the social repercussions of his texts. Classifies
Amado's literature aspertaining to three groups (proletarian novel, so
cialist realism and picaresque novel), identifying the evolution from
one to another and its historical context.

Bezerra, Gregorio. Memorias. Primeira parte: 1900-1945. Segunda parte:
1946-1969. 2nd ed. (Rio dejaneiro: Civiliza~o Brasileira, 1979).
345,255 pages. Memoirs of the legendary communist leader from Per
nambuco. Covers most of his life trajectory and militancy, including
an explication ofhis position regarding the principal political ques
tions impacting the Brazilian left during the period. A soldier of peas
ant background, Bezerra participated in the Intentona Comunista of
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Canedo, Leticia Bicalho. 0 sindicalismo bancdrio em SiUJPaulo nopertodc
de 1923-1944:seusig;nificadopolZtico. (Sao Paulo: Simholo, 1978).
220 pages. Reconstruction of the union organization of this group of
white collar employees from the period before officialunionism
through its consolidation during the Estado-Novo, Grounds itself,
among other sources, on the systematic study ofintemal documenta
tion and union publications, as well as the daily press.

Cavalcanti, Paulo. 0 casoeu conto, como 0 casofoi. Da Coluna Prestes a que
da deArraes. Volume 1.Memorias. Volume 2:MemoriaspoUticas. (Sao
Paulo/Recife: Alfa OmegafEditora Guararapes, 1978/1980).409,412

1935 and was elected Federal Deputy in 1946. He continued to be one I
of the main leaders of the PCB until the 70s, even while in exile in the
USSR after 1969.

Blay,EvaAlterman. Trabalho domesticado: amulherna indUstria paulista. I
(Sao Paulo: Atica, 1978).294 pages. Using census data, this study
provides useful statistical information on the distribution ofwomen
within the labor force in Sao Paulo. I

BoitoJr., Armando. 0 sindicalismo deEstado no Brasil: uma analise critica
da estrutura sindical: (Campinas/Sao Paulo: Editorada UNICAMP/ I
Hucitec, 1991). 312 pages. Sociological study dedicated to formulat- ~
ing a theoretical interpretation of officialunionism as a "Structure" in
the Althusserian sense. Proposes to demonstrate how the union struc-
ture reproduces itselfconstantly through the distortions it provokes in
the practices of the labor movement, nullifying all attempts to trans-
form union practices from the inside.

Braz de Araujo,Jose. Operarios em luta: metalurgicos daBaixada Santista
(1933-1983). (Rio deJaneiro: Paz eTerra, 1985). 306 pages. Study of
the evolution of the Sindicato dos MetalUrgicosof'Santos, Sao Vice
nte, Cubatao and Guaruja, from its inception until the reorganization
that the Brazilian labor movement underwent during the process lead
ing to the creation of CUT (Central Unica dos Trabalhadores) and
CONCLAT (Conferencia Nacional das Classes Trabalhadoras) in
1983.
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Chaia, Migud Wady. Intelectuais e sindicalistas: a experiencia do DIEESE
(1955-1990) (lbitinga, SP: Humanidades, 1992). 204 pages. Histori
cal analysis of the process of constitution ofand activities by DIEESE
[Departamento Intersindical de Estatistica e Estudos Socio-Economi
cos]. Focusing on the part played by DIESSE in changes experienced
in union practices of the period, the author calls attention to the ten
sions in the relationship between intellectuals and unionists. It uses an

pages. Memoir of a writer from Pernambuco concerning the political .
processes he witnessed and with which hewas involved in the state. It
starts with his childhood, moving through his activities as deputy and
subsequently as advisor to governor MiguelArraes before 1964. In
eludes an account of the repression unleashed against the left during
the Military Dictatorship and the debates and confrontations that
shaped the left's reorganization when the country began redemocratiz
mg.

Celso de Lima,joaquim. Navegar ipreciso:memorias de um opeTlzrioco
munista. (Sao Paulo: Diniz, 1984). 194 pages. Autobiography of a
militant worker born in the interior of Sao Paulo who worked in bak
eries, railroads and ports in the Baixada Santista starting in 1944, and
then moved to Porto Alegre in 1951, atwhich time he became affiliat
ed with the PCB. As part ofhis party duties, Celso daLima relocated
to the coal mines in the interior of Rio Grande do Sul where he oper
ated until 1958, returning after this time to the capital of the state. Opt
ing for the Partido Comunista do Brasil during the split of 1962, he
movedto Sao Paulo in 1965 and was then taken prisoner in 1976 and
submitted to torture by the regime's apparatus of repression.

Cerqueira Filho, Gisalio.A "questiio social" noBrasil: critica do discurso
politico. (Rio dejaneiro: Civiliza~aoBrasileira, 1982).229 pages.
Analysis of the evolution of the way both dominant and contestatory
political discourses dealt with the "social question" throughout differ
ent historical moments of the Brazilian republic. Includes extensive
analysis oflegal and political discourse about labor as well as of the la
bor press and texts published by the national press during Labor Day
commemorations.
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. .
Correa dos Santos, Hercules. A classeoperaria eseu partido. (Rio de Jan-

eiro: Civiliza~o Brasileira, 1980). 247 pages. Memoir written by a
weaver who became one of the principal communist union leaders of
the country. The memoir covers the period from the 40s until the end
of the 70s, including Correa dos Santos' migration from Espfrito San
to to Rio deJaneiro in search ofwork until hisentry into and develop
ment ofhis union and party militancy . Includes aswell the positions of
the author and his party on the prospects of the labor movement and
the fight for redemocratization at the end of the military dictatorship.

Correa dos Santos, Hercules. Memonas de um stalinista. (Rio deJaneiro:
Opera Nostra, 1996). 122 pages. Memoir of 45 years of communist
militancy of the former unionist who went on to occupy a distin
guished position as a parliamentary member and party leader. Written
after his leaving the party, in 1989, this memoir heavily criticizes mis
takes that he feels both he and the party committed.

analysis of the publications of the institution and the testimonies of
some of its most distinguished members.

Cohn, Amelia. Preoidmcia social eprocessopolitico no Brasil. (Sao Paulo:
Editora Moderna, 1980). 245 pages. Study of the relationship be
tween the development of social security welfare and the dynamic of
Brazilian society between 1945 and 1960. Starts offwith an analysis of
the relation between unionism, political populism and the welfare sys
tem by occupational sector, culminating with the approval of the Lei
Organica da Previdencia Social,which opened the door for the subse
quent unification of the system in 1966.

Conselho Estadual da Condicao Feminina. Mulheres operarias. (Sao Pau
lo: NobeljConselho Estadual da Condicao FemininajCentro de
Mem6ria Sindical, 1985). 128 pages. Accounts of the lifehistories,
work and union militancy of fiveworkers from Sao Paulo: two weav
ers, a shoe-maker, a seamstress and ametal-worker. Organizes the tes
timonies into sessions on trajectories leading up to factorywork, the
double work-day, the question offemininity, and the meaning of par
ticipation in unions.
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Costa, Helio da. Em busca da memoria: comissao defabrica, partido esindi
cato no pas-guerra. (Sao Paulo: Scritta, 1995).249 pages. Analyzes the
emergence and diffusion ofwork-place organizations among the Sao
Paulo working classes during the post-war conjuncture. Repudiating
the traditional thesis that identifies these organizations as a reaction
both contrary and external to officialunions, Costa demonstrates how,
despite their political and organizational autonomy, these grassroots
commissions interacted with, renovated and, in some cases, even
strengthened the unions.

Costa, SergioAmad. 0 C.C.T.eas lutas sindicais brasileiras (1960-1964).
(Sao Paulo: Gremio Politecnico, 1981). 151 pages. Study of the "Co
mando Geral dos Trabalhadores" and its insertion in the political pro
cess at the outset of the 60s, with special emphasis on the growing
politicization of union struggles in 1963 and 64. Also includes a chap
ter on the relationship between the CGT and the peasant struggles
happening at the time. Fundamentally based upon research in the dai
ly newspapers, magazines and labor press of the period.

D'Araujo, Maria Celina Soares, Sindicatos, carisma, epotier: 0 PTE de
1945 a 1965. (Rio deJaneiro: Editora da Fundacao GetUlioVargas,
1996).190 pages. Study of the trajectory of the Partido Trabalhista
Brasileiro, highlighting contradictions between its callfor the political
participation of the workers and its ties to conservative and anti-dem
ocratic political structures and practices. D'Aratijo analyzes the rela
tions the party had with unions, parts of the economic elite and the
State, as well as its changes in political orientation and the conflicts
and schisms that shaped the history of the PTB.

Delgado, Lucilia de Almeida Neves. CCT no Brasil, 1961-1964. (Belo
Horizonte: Editora Vega, 1981).151 pages. Synthetic study of the tra
jectory of the "Comando Geral dos Trabalhadores," one of the most
important organizations of the Brazilianunion movement at the begin
ning of the 60s. The items broached include: process offonnation, re
lationship with union structure and with its rank-and-file, relationship
with the Communist Party, demands, strikes and internal organiza-
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____ . PTE: do getulismo ao reformismo (1945-1965). (Sao Paulo:
Marco Zero, 1989).317 pages. Analysisof the PTB's party project
and its transformations during the Populist Republic. Delgado sug
gests a division in the party's history between a "getulista" period
(1945-54), distinguished by personalism, patronage and pragmatism,
and a "reformist" period (1954-65) when leftist ideologybecame he
gemomc.

_____ , and Michel Marie LeYen. "Marzagania: fabrica, vila op
eraria e movimento sindical." &vista Brasileira de Estudos Politicos;
no. 73 (1991): 155-172. Analysis of the 1961 strike ofa textile factory
located in the city of'Sabara, Minas Gerais. Delgadomakesuse of oral
history in order to identify the meaning that this experience of struggle
had for the workers of the factory.

Dias, Eduardo. Um imigrante e a revolUfiio:memsrias de um militante op
erario 1934-1951. (Sao Paulo: Brasiliense, 1983). 121 pages. Amem
oir written by a Spanish immigrant who arrived in Santos in 19~6who
worked in the glass-makingand textile industries. Recounts the every
day lifeand work in the Mooca neighborhood in SaoPaulo city and in
the interior of the state, as well as Dias' grassroots militancy in the
Communist Party.

Durham, Eunice R.A caminlw da cidade: a vida rural e a migrOfilo para
Silo Paulo. Srd reprint ed (Sao Paulo: Editora Perspectiva, 1984).245
pages. Anthropological analysis of internal migration based upon var
ious groups of rural origin who moved to Sao Paulo after 1950. Ana
lyzes the structures of tradition in their communities of origin, the
particularity of their cultural baggageand its influence on the way the
migrants faced the problems they encountered in the processes ofmi
gration and adaptation to the urban environment.

Erickson, Kenneth Paul. The Brazilian Corporative State and Working
class Politics. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977). 225
pages. In Portuguese: Sindicalismo noprocessopol{tico noBrasil. (Sao

tion. The research is grounded on bibliographic review, newspapers
and interviews with unionists.
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Paulo: Brasiliense, 1979) . .241pages. Study of the role that a corpora
tive labor structure (including unions and Labor Ministry) played in
incorporating workers into the Brazilian political system. Highlights
the political power of union leaders and their influence in the media
tion between union activity and governmental policy.

_____ ,."Populism and Political Control of the WorkingClass in
Brazil." In Ideology and Social Change in Latin America, edited by
june Nash, juan Corradi and Hobart Spalding, (New York:Gordon
and Breach, 1977). Pages1l8-144. Analyzes the development ofpop
ulist politics in Brazil between 1930 and 1964, stressing the connec
tions between a perception of rising foreign domination and the
emergence of strong nationalist feelings. Identifies the moments of the
"populist radicalization" of 1953 and 1963 as responses to the
increased deterioration of the worker's living conditions. Through an
analysisof the Labor Ministry's budget, Erickson points out how even
as control of the labor movement was relaxed during these moments,
this did not translate into increased resources and that, in fact, social
programs suffered cuts. Erickson further emphasizes the contradic
tions between the worker's growing mobilization and the populist
politicians' lack of interest in effectivesocial change and argues that
the weaknesses this produced were an explanatory factor in the 1964
coup.

Falcao.joao. 0 Partido Comunista que eu conheci (20anos de clandes
tinidade). (Rio de janeiro: Civiliza~aoBrasileira, 1988).460 pages.
Falcao's account ofmilitancy in the PCB between 1938 and 1957, year
in which he broke off ties with the party during a crisis caused by the
secret report of the XX Congresso do PCUS. In addition to his own
personal memories and those ofhis companions in militancy, this in
tellectualfrom Bahia also uses party documentation and an analysisof
information on the political conjunctures of the period.

Ferreira,jorge. Trabalhadores doBrasil: 0 imaginario pt1Jular. (Rio deja
neiro: Fundacao GetUlioVargas, 1997). 13.2pages. Study regarding
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the relationship between the State and popular political culture in the
first Vargas administration. Main sources are letters sent to the presi
dent as well as the "processos" opened by the Secretaria da Presiden
cia for the handling of the demands and suggestions they contained.
Contains a chapter on the experience of communists in prison during
the Estado-Novo.

Fontes, Paulo. Trabalhadores e cidadaos. Nitro qu(mica:Afabrica e as lu
las operdrias nos amos50. (Sao Paulo: Annablume Editora, 1997). 190
pages. Fontes investigates Nitro quimica, a factory that was paradig
matic in tenus of the interaction between private capital and the State
in the Brazilian nationalist-developmentalist era. He describes the as
cent and bankruptcy of the industrial project and the way inwhich
workers experienced it. The author concentrates on the complex pro
cess of interaction and reciprocity between worker's organizations and
industry policies of well-being as a case-study of how a consciousness
of rights developed among Brazilian workers during the 50s.

Fortes, Alexandre. "'Buscando os nossos direitos ... ' Trabalhadores e orga
niza~o sindical na Porto Alegre de 1933 a 1937." Masters thesis in
history; Universidade Estadual de Campinas, 1994.229 pages and ap
pendices. A short version was published in Cadernos Porto e V{rguia
n° 13, Porto Alegre, Secretaria Municipal de Cultura, 1996. This
study of the unions of bakers and metalworkers inPorto Alegre in the
mid-Sus focuses on the strike mobilizations they unleashed and their
impact on the Federacao Operaria do Rio Grande do Sul's attempt to
enforce labor legislation. Analyzes as well the appropriation oflega!
discourse and the legitimacy it inadvertently conferred upon the work
er's struggles regarding the conquest of rights and the active practice
of citizenship. Uses the labor press, daily press, testimonies and union
proceedings.

_____ . "Como era gostoso meu pao frances: a greve dos padeiros
de Porto Alegre (1933-1934)." In:Anos 90, n 7,1997, pp. 88-124.
Analyzes the change in context of the worker struggles which
occurred with the labor legislation decreed by the Vargas administra-
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tion, using as a case-study the strike of bakeries in Porto Alegre
between December 1933 and February 1934. The study demon
strates how the unionism of the time sought to redefine the govern
mental discourse of social harmony by preserving the autonomy of
organized collectivepressure while, at the same time, it legitimized its
activity by saying that it was fighting for the application of the law.

French,John D. TIuBrazilian Workers'ABC: ClassConflicts andAUiances
in Modern Siio Paulo. (Chapel Hill:University of North Carolina
Press, 1992). 378 pages. InPortuguese: 0 ABC dos opera:rios:lutas e
alia1lfas de classeem Sao Paulo, 1900-1950. Translated by L6lio
Lourenco de Oliveira. (Sao Paulo/Sao Caetano do Sul: Editora Hu
citec/prefeitura Municipal de Sao Caetano do Sul, 1995).351 pages.
On the basis of a case-study of the Sao Paulo ABC region, French re
interprets the meaning of the constitution of the industrial proletariat
as a class and of its incorporation into political participation. A large
and diverse array of sources are used to create a narrative of the evolu
tion of labor organization in the region both in terms of the develop
ment of state and national polities (particularly in regards to the
elaboration and implantation of officialunion structure) and with the
organization ofpolitical parties that sought support among the work
ing class (PCB and PTB). French further links these developments
with the dynamic relations between popular struggle and political par
ticipation after 1945.

_____ . "Drowning in Laws but Starving (forJustice?): BrazilianLa
bor Lawand the Workers' Quest to Realize the Imaginary,"Political
Power and Social Theory (1998). This detailed study of the interpreta
tion and operation of the CLT system at mid-century demonstrates
the (mis)administration of the CLT in Sao Paulo, ties it to the nature
of elite statecraft, and analyzes the ambivalent and conflicted attitude
towards the CLT that thus characterized labor militants and union
leaders during the Populist Republic.

_____ ,.TheMetalworkers ofABC, 1950-1980: Linking Conscious
ness and Mobilization in Brazil (unpublished manuscript, forthcom-
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ing). A book-length study of the metalworkers unions of ABC both I
before and after 1964. Special attention is paid to understanding the ~
nature ofunion leadership, in terms ofboth shop-floor organizing and
building a union, recruiting members, handling grievances, running ~J
slates in union elections, and conducting strikes. Argues that Lula and
the "new unionism" of the 1970s represented a fulfillment of the aspi
rations of the pre-1964 union leaders, while offeringan analysis ofhow
changes in the consciousness ofworkers made the struggles of the
1980s possible.

_____ , and Mary Lynn Pedersen [CluH]."Women and Working
Class Mobilization in Postwar Sao Paulo, Brazil 1945-1948." Latin
American Research Review 24, no. 3 (1989): 99-125. See lightly re
vised version in French and James, TheGenderedWorlds of Latin
American Women Workers (1997). Analyzes the meaning of women's
political participation in postwar Brazilianelections that were shaped
by the novelty of the massive participation ofurban workers as they be
come a significant electoral base, as well as by the inauguration of a
"populist political system." Focuses on the impact that the experienc
es of union mobilization and the organization of Comites Democrati
cos Progressistas (CDP) (created upon the initiative of the PCB) had
on the formation offemale political leadership such as that of Carmen
Savietto in the Sao Paulo ABC. Highlights the importance of the mo
bilizations in redefining relationships between family, community,
gender norms and political participation.

____ , and Daniel James, eds. TheGenderedWorldsof Latin Amer
ican Women Workers:From Household and Factory to the Union BaU
and Ballot Box. (Durham: Duke University Press, 1997).320 pages.
Collection of articles concerning different aspects of the experience of
female workers in Latin America, with studies on Brazil, Argentina,
Chile, Columbia and Guatemala. Inthe case ofBrazil, the articles deal
with the "professional" and "domestic" education ofwomen between
1910 and the 1950s (Weinstein), the experiences of factory work and
family relations in the oral histories of textile workers (Veccia) and the
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union and electoral participation ofwomen in the ABCbetween 1945
and 1948 (French and Cluff),

Fiichtner, Hans, Os sindicatos brasileiros: organizafao efunfiio polZtica.
(Rio deJaneiro: Edicdes Graal, 1980).259 pages. Combines a study
of the judicial particularities of the officialBrazilianunion structure,
both in the city and in the country, with an analysis of the insertion of
unionism in the national political process between 1930 and 1964.
Main sources include bibliography, legislation and reports of socio
logical and economic research undertaken by groups such as the
DIEESE.

Galvao, Patricia [Pagti]. Industrial Park: A Proletarian Novel. Translated
by Elizabeth and K.. DavidJackson. First English translation of 1933
Brazilianed (Lincoln: University ofNebraska Press, 1993). 153pages.
The novel depicts the workers' universe of the Bras neighborhood in
the .'lOsinSao Paulo. The author, Patricia Galvao, participated active
ly in the brief moment of convergence of the Modernist aesthetic van
guard and communist militancy inSao Paulo and became renowned
for her extremely advanced feminist positions. For more information
see Augusto Campos, ed. Pag;U~Vida-Obra. (Sao Paulo: Brasiliense,
1982).

Gomes, Angela de Castro, Dora Rocha Flaksman, and Eduardo Stotz, eds.
VelJwsmilitantes. Depoimentos de Elvira Boni, Joao Lopes, Eduardo
Xavier, Hilcar Leite. (Rio deJaneiro: Zahar, 1988).204 pages. Brings
together testimonies reconstructing the life stories of four militants
born between the end of the last century and the 1910s. The resulting
panorama illustrates the diversity of the experience of labor struggle in
the country in the first half of this century from the point of viewof
gender, ethnicityfrace (black, Portuguese-Brazilian, Italian-Brazilian,
Portuguese), occupation (seamstress, housewife, baker, metal-worker,
sailor, dry-cleaner,journalist), region (Rio deJaneiro, Sao Paulo, Rio
Grande do Sul) and politics (anarchism, communism, Trotskyism).

_____ , Burguesia e trabalho: polZtica e legislafO,osocial no Brasil,
1917-1937. (Rio deJaneiro: Campus, 1979).318 pages. Study of the
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Goncalves, Alcindo. Lutas e sonhos. Cullura pol(tica e hegemonia progres
sista em Santos 1945-1962. (Sao Paulo/Santos: Editora UNESP/
Prefeitura Municipal de Santos, 1995). 194pages. Study of the elec
toral results in the so called "populist period" of Santos that was one
of the main poles of the country's labor struggles.The author analyzes
the ways in which issues of liberty, autonomy and social transforma
tion were constantly present in the options chosen by voters from dif
ferent political currents, such as Communism, Adhemarismo and
Janismo. (

Grossi, Yonne de Souza.Mina deMorro Velho:a extrafiio do homem. Uma
histdria de experiencia operaria. (Rio deJaneiro: Paz e Terra, 1981).
265 pages. Reconstructs the organizational trajectory and struggles of
a mining community in Nova Lima (Minas Gerais) between 1934 and

interrelationships ofbusiness groups, State and the social question in
the period stretching from the waveof general strikes that hit the
country's main urban centers in 1917 to the Estado Novo coup. Ana
lyzes the development of Brazilian social legislationin a comparative
perspective, the positionings of the main representativesinvolved in
its debate, and the relation between the repression and protection of
workers: Emphasizes the role played by the discussion concerning
legal standardization ofwork relations in the classorganization and
policies of the commercial and industrial bourgeoisie.

_____ .A inveTlfiiodo trabalhismo. (Sao PaulofRiodeJaneiro: Ver
ticeJInstituto Universitario de Pesquisas do Rio deJaneiro, 1988).
343 pages. Angela Castro Gomes' book is a majorwork analyzing the
confrontation between different political discourses that attempted to
define worker's identity from the late nineteenth century to 1945.
Focusing on the change in Labor Ministry policies from 1942 that
conferred a more active profile to State corporatism and official
unions, Castro Gomes disavows the classicalapproaches that had
emphasized only the Estado-Novo's repressiveactions against work
ers.
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1964. The research is based on a large volume of oral interviews with
workers and other inhabitants of the area as well as a press analysis,
union documents and other sources, such as the proceedings of the lo
cal Camara de Vereadores. The book is noteworthy for its careful ar
ticulation between labor process and experience, union organization
and development of a political labor militancy linked to both the Com
munist Party and the Catholic left.

Guarnieri, Gianfrancesco. Eles niio usam black-tie. (Rio deJaneiro: Civili
zat%oBrasileira, 1989, 6th ed.). 115 pages. Playwritten in 1955, per
formed for the first time in 1958 and filmed at the outset of the 80s,
which was to become one of the landmarks of the "new Brazilian the
ater." Portrays the daily lifeand conflicts generated by the choice be
tween militancy and accommodation as it was experienced by a
working-class familyliving in a shantytown.

Harding, Timothy Fox. "The Political History of Organized Labor in Bra
zil." Doctoral dissertation in History, Stanford University, 1973.681
pages. Study of the evolution of Brazilian unionism from its inception
UIltil1964, organized according to the different political conjunctures
determined by the succession of presidents. Awork based fundamen
tally on bibliography, involving analysis of officialdocuments and the
press.

Ianni, Octavio. "Condi~oes institucionais do comportamento polftico op
erario." Revista Brasiliense, no. 36 (1961): 16-39. Essay on the incor
poration of the urban proletariat into the national political process.
Ianni seeks to question the thesis of the ''importation'' of anarchist and
socialist ideas at the beginning of the century, pointing to the develop
ment of labor militancy on the basis of the experience of social and po
litical conditions in Brazil.Questions as well the exclusivity of
economic determinism in the constitution of the working class, high
lighting the necessity foran analysis of the general institutional context
of the society in order to comprehend both the development of class
consciousness and its forms of political expression.
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Koval, Boris. Hist6ria doproletariado brasileiro 1857 a 1967. Translated
by Clairce LimaAvierina. Translation ofl968 Russian ed. (Sao Paulo:
Editora Alfa-Omega, 1982). 568 pages. Work of a Soviet Brazilianist
whose central objective is to examine the "fundamental stages of class
struggle of the Brazilian proletariat" and the role played by the Com
munist Party as "revolutionary political vanguard of the proletariat
and all the workers". Based in great part on the documentation and
bibliography produced by the PCB and the Third International.

Lazzarotto, Valentim Angelo. Pobres construtores de riqueza: absoraio da
mdo-de-obra e expansao industrial na metal:UrgicaAbramo Eberle:
1905-1970.(Caxias do Sui: Editora cla Universiclade de Caxias do
Sui, 1981 ).199 pages. Case-study of Eberle, one of the main metallur
gical industries of Rio Grande do Sui, located in the city of Caxias do
Sul, the main urban center of the region ofItalian immigration in the
state. Includes a history of the industry, an analysis ofbusiness policies
and its relationship with various segments of workers that constitute
its labor force, as well as analyzing the worker's recruitment. Uses fac
tory personnel records as a principal source.

Lobo, Eulalia Maria Lahmeyer, Antonio Oliveira, Bernardo Kocher, Edu
ardo Navarro Stotz, Fatima Sebastiana Gomes Lisboa, Pedro Torti
rna, Mariza Simoes, and Luiza Mara Braga Martins. Rio deJaneiro
opera:rio:natureza doEstado econjuntura econsmica;condifoes devida
e conscibu:ia de classe. (Rio de Janeiro: Access Editora, 1992).461
pages. A synthesis of the conclusions of various investigations on the
working class 'of Rio de Janeiro between 1930 and 1970. The work is
organized in chapters pertaining to the period's different conjunc
tures, emphasizing the changes in relationship between labor move
ment and State, as well as between rises and declines of the struggle
and the development of economic cycles.

_____ , and Eduardo Navarro Stotz. "Tira 0 retrato do velho, poe 0
retrato do velho. " 0 movimento sindical contemporaneo e 0jim da era
VaTgas:uma avaliafao. (Miami: Center for Labor Research and Stud
ies, 1998).23 pages. Analysis of the relationship between current
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challenges faced by Brazilianunion movements and the questions that·
orient the historiography of labor produced in the country. Demon
strates how the unilateral critique of corporativism put forth by the
academy and the "new unionism" is being used by the current gov
ernment to legitimate the weakening of the mechanisms for the collec
tive defense of workers. On the other hand, Lobo points out how
changes in the productive structure-with the increasinglyprecarious
nature of employment and contractual relations ofwork-brings back
the problem of the articulation between organized and non-organized
sectors which shaped the origins of the Brazilian labor movement.

Lopes de Ahneida, Fernando. Politica salarial; emprego, e sindicalismo
1964-1981. (Petropolis: Vozes, 1982). 113 pages. Study of the impo
sition of controls and limits to collective bargaining after the military
coup and the consequent drop in wages, which is associated with un
employment, that would constitute the panorama of principal prob
lems faced by the workers. Based fundamentally upon the analysis of
census data and economic indicators, aswell as legislation and labor
jurisprudence.

Lopes,juarez Rubens Brandao. Crise do Brasil arcaico. (Sao Paulo: Di
fusao Europeia do Livro, 1967). 193 pages. For a sympathetic evalua
tion of this study seejose Sergio Leite Lopes "Sobre os trabalhadores
da grande industria na pequena cidade: crftica e resgate da 'Crise do
Brasilarcaico' [dejuarez Rubens Brandao Lopes]." In Cultura e iden
tidade operaria: aspectosda cultura da classetrabalhadora, (Rio deja
neiro: Universidade Federal de Rio dejaneirofMuseu Nacional/
Marco Zero, 1988), 147-170. Investigation of the founding ofa textile
industry in the interior ofMinas Gerais, the particular form that indus
trialwork relations took on in this context and its change under the
pressure of the sector's crisis and the intensification of labor exploita
tion. The case-study leads the author to elaborate a general hypothesis
regarding the role that phenomena like industrialization and unioniza
tion play in the transformation of traditional social relations into prac
tices defending class interests.
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_____ . "0 .yustamento do trabalhador a industria: mobilidade so
cial emotivacao." In Sociedade industrial noBrasil. Reprint of 1960
piece. (Sao Paulo: DIFEL, 1964),22-95. For a small excerpt in En
glish, see: "Aspects of the Adjustment of Rural Migrants to Urban-In
dustrial Conditions in Sao Paulo, Brazil." InUrbanization in Latin
America, edited by Philip H. Hauser, (NewYork: UNESCO, 1961),
234-248. The article examines the obstacles to the integration of the
migrant peasant into modern industry; specificallythe lack of identifi
cation with the proletarian condition and with factorywork. Lopes
identifies the absence of collective experience, in addition to the kin
ship and neighborhood structures, as a powerful inhibitor ofunion or
ganization, to which the new working classesof rural origin would
remain distant and marginal.

Lopes.jose Sergio Leite. A tecelagemdosconflitosde classena cidtuk das
ckamin's. (sao PaulofBrasilia: Marco ZeroJEditora Universidade de
Brasilia, 1988). 623 pages. In one of the most distinguished examples
of interdisciplinary dialogue between history and anthropology in
Brazil, LeiteLopes reconstructs the trajectoryofagroup ofworkers in
a large textile industry located in the suburb ofPaulista, in the metro
politan region of Recife. The author reveals the way in which the
workers developed particular forms of organization and class con
sciousness, from the daily forms of resistance to union struggle, de
spite the construction of paternalistic company policies that sought to
control the lives ofworkers in this "company-built town."

Lothian, Tamara. "The Political Consequences of Labor Law Regimes:
The Contractualist and Corporatist Models Compared." Cardozo
Law Review 7, no. 4 (1986): 1001-1073. Important comparative
study of the Brazilian and North American systems of labor relations
and the consequences they generated in terms of collective organiza
tion ofworkers and development of their demands and policies. See
the later critique by Stanley Arthur Gacek. "Revisiting the Corporatist
and Contractualist Models of Labor LawRegimes:A Review of the
Brazilian and American Systems." CardozoLaw Review 16 (1994):
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21-110. And her response: Tamara Lothian, "Reinventing Labor
Law: A Rejoinder." CardozoLaw Review 16 (1995): 1749-1763.

Lowy, Michad and Sara Chucid. "Opinioes e atitudes de lideres sindicais
metahirgicos." In Reoista Brasileira deEstudos Politicos. # 13 (1962).
132-169. Article based on research conducted with the Sao Paulo and
Rio deJaneiro delegates to the second national metalworkers congress
(Itanhaem, 1959). Based on responses to a questionnaire, the authors
construct indices of status, integration into urban life,participation in
union life, and political radicalism, which are later followed by the for
mulation of general conclusions.

Loyola, Maria Andrea. Ossindicatos e 0 PTB: estudo de um caso emMinas
Gerais. (Petr6polis: Vozes/CEBRAP, 1980).143 pages. Study of the
relationship between the textile unions ofJuiz de Fora and the organi
zation of the Partido Trabalhista Brasileiro, starting from the imple
mentation of officialunionism in 1930 until the attempts tomaintain a
space ofresistance after the 1964 coup. Includes a contextualization of
the local particularities of industrialization and urbanization.

Machado, Dyonelio. Osratos. (Rio deJaneiro: CivilizaeaoBrasileira, 1966,
3 ed.). 161 pages. Novel originally published in 1935, about a day in
the lifeofNaziazeno, a public functionary in Porto Alegre. The action
starts with a discussion between the protagonist and amilkman who
threatens to stop deliveringmilk unless Naziazeno pays what he owes
him. The narrative goes on to describe Naziazeno's thousand and one
strategies and tricks, from the request for an advance from hisboss, to
a bet in an illegalcasino and negotiations with amoney-lender, until he
obtains the money only to then imagine, as he is sleeping, exhausted
after the long day, that it is being eaten by rats. The author, ajournalist
and psychiatrist, was the state president of the Alianea Nacional Lib
ertadora in 1935, imprisoned in the same year for attempting to orga
nize a strike of workers of the printing industry, and subsequently
elected State Deputy by the PCB in 1946. For more information see:
Dyonelio Machado. 0 cheiro da coisa viva. Entrevistas, reflexOesdis
persas e um romance inedito: 0 estadista. (Rio deJaneiro: Graphia,
1995).268 pages.
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Maffei,Eduardo. A batalha da Praca da Se. (Rio deJaneiro: Philobibliion,
1984). 113 pages. Reconstruction of the background to and develop
ment of the 1934 armed conflict between members of political forces
of the left and the A~ao Integralista Brasileira, which occurred in the
very center of the city of Sao Paulo. Activein the period, the same au
thor has also written a sequence ofnovels dealingwith Sao Paulo
through the 1930s:Agreve (Rio deJaneiro: PazeTerra, 1978),Maria
da greve (Sao Paulo: Brasiliense, 1979), andA motte do sapateiro: a
saga dos anos 30. (Sao Paulo: Brasiliense, 1982).

Mainwaring, Scott. TheCatholic Youth Workers'Movement GOC) and the
Emergence of the Popular Church in Brazil. (Notre Dame: Kellog In
stitute, University of Indiana, 1983).53 pages. For a fullerversion in
Portuguese, see: "AJ OC e 0 surgimento da Igrejanabase (1958-
1970)," Reoista Eclesiastica Brasileira 43, no. 169 (1983): 29-92. Ar
ticle on the catholic organization created toworkwith young Catholic
workers. Emphasizes the transformations oftheJOC between 1958-
1970 and its influence on the development of the Catholic Church's
pastoral activitieswith different popular sectors in Brazil.

Mangabeira, Wilma. "Memories of'Litde Moscow'" (1943-64): Study ofa
Public Housing Experiment for Industrial Workers in Rio deJaneiro,
Brazil." Social History 17, no. 2 (1992): 271-287. Mangabeira pre
sents an analysis ofworking class culture and political behavior on the
basis of a case-study of a housing-development in the Rio deJaneiro
suburb ofRealengo, nicknamed "Moscouzinho" for the linksofmany
of its inhabitants with the Communist Party. Through a combination
of oral history and archival research, the study discusses the struggle
for housing and the meaning of the political identification attributed to
its protagonists.

Maranhao, Ricardo. Sindicatos e democratizO{iio(Brasil 1945/1950). (Sao
Paulo: Brasiliense, 1979). 123 pages. Study of the activities of the
union movement in the political conjuncture between 1945 and 1950,
focusing on the development of the strikes that shaped the period. Ma
ranhao examines the constitution of factorycommissions, organiza
tions such asMUT (Movimento Unificadodos Trabalhadores) and its
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relations with the union policies of the PCB. Main sources are the daily
and party presses.

Marcal.joao Batista. Comunistas gaUchos:a vida de 31 militantes da classe
operaria. (Porto Alegre:Tchel, 1986). 152 pages and photos. Com
posed of short biographical accounts, Marcal's book is extremely use
ful as an introduction to the multifaceted universe of communist
militancy in Rio Grande do Sul between the 1920s and 60s.

Martins, Eloy. Um depoimento politico (55 Anos de PCB). (Porto Alegre:
Gnifica Pallotti, 1989).228 pages. Second memoir of the author, a
Communist metalworker, union leader, and elected councilman of the
PCB in 1947. The book covers his infancy in Laguna (Santa Catarina),
migration to Porto Alegre, entrance into the Bloco Operario e Cam
pones in 1928 and into the PCB in 1933 aswellasMartin's experience
of union and party organization throughout the next 55 years. Con
tains aswell an analysis of the evolution of the Brazilianpolitical scene
and the directions taken by the left throughout the period.

Mattos, Marcelo Badar6. "Sobre novos e velhos sindicalismos no Brasil:
Rediscutindo dicotomias." In:Anais of the Fourth International Con
ference of the Brazilian Studies Association in Washington, D.C., 13
November, 1998. A thoughtful and provocative critique of the falsedi
chotomy in the scholarly literature between "old" pre-1964 and
"new" post-1978 unionism using evidence drawn from his doctoral
work on labor in Rio deJaneiro.

Mazzo, Armando. MemOriasde um militante politico e sindical noABC.
(SaoBernardo do Campo: Secretaria de Educacao, Cultura eEsportes
da Prefeitura Municipal de Sao Bernardo do Campo, 1991). 148 pag
es. Memoir with photographs by a Communist from SaoBernardo do
Campo. Especially rich on his days as a furniture worker in the 1930s
and on the era of the Estado Novo and the post-war erawhen he served
as a PCB state deputy and was elected mayor of Santo Andre in 1947
only to be barred from taking office.

Miglioli,Jorge. Comosaofeitas as greves no Brasil? (Rio deJaneiro: Civili
za~aoBrasileira, 1963). 134 pages. Pioneering study of the peculiar
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Moraes Filho, Evaristo de. 0 problema do sindicato {tnicono Brasil: sew
fundamentos sociolOgicos.Reprint ofl952 ed (sao Paulo:Alfa-Omega,
1978).403 pages. Pioneering legal study of the nature of Vargas' ad
ministration's labor legislationwritten by the son ofone of themainin
tellectuals involved in its elaboration in the beginning of the 30s.
Moraes proposes a differentiation between the legalizationofunions in
the first stageof the Vargas administration and itsofficializationduring
the Estado-Novo dictatorship.

Morel, Regina Lucia de Moraes. "Historia incorporada e identidade cole
tiva entre trabalhadores aposentados da Companhia SiderUrgicaNa
cional." In0 Trabalhador Carioca, edited by Alicede PaivaAbreu et
al, (Rio dejaneiro:j.C. Editora Ltda, 1995),61-96. Morel uses testi
monies ofmetalworkers retired from the CSN, alongsidewritten doc
umentation, in order to recreate the period that stretches from the
origin of the business in 1941 until the end of the 60s. Focuses on the
formation of the work-force, the changes in its systemof administra
tion, and the impact of these developments on the workers' definition
of their collective identity.

Negro, Antonio Luigi. "Ford Willys anos 60. Sistema auto de dominacao e
metahirgicos do ABC." Masters Thesis inHistory, Universidade Es-

nature of strikes in Brazil, with emphasis on the period, at the begin
ning of the 60s, of intense strike activity.Identifies themotivations that
lead the workers to strike, the forms adopted in organizingthe strikes,
and the struggle against repression. Migliolialso offersa typology of
strikes according to various factors (duration, tactics, etc.).

Moises,j oseAlvaro.Greve demassa ecrisepolftica (Estudodagreve dos300
mil em Sao Paulo-1953-54). (Sao Paulo: Livraria Editora Polis Ltda.,
1978).167 pages. Study of the connections between ideology, party
and social class based on the analysis of the 1953-54 strike in Sao Pau
lo that represented an important inflection in the trajectoryof the labor
movement of the populist period. Highlights the roleplayed by work
place commissions as a form oforganization that challengesthe official
union structure.
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tadual de Campinas, 1995.214 pages. An excerpt was published as
"Rafzes do novo: comunistas e metahirgicos nas origens do 'sindical
ismo autentico' ." Hist6ria e Perspectiua [Uberlandia], no. 12-1.'3
(1995): 195-212. Through the study of one of the most "modem"
Brazilian industries at the end of the 50s and beginning of the 60s, Ne
gro synthesizes the paths by which the culture of rights developed in
the new automobile factories. Negro demonstrates how workers took
the concessions offered by the industry-both in the minutia of daily
work and in moments of acute conflict during strikes-as rights, break
ing the system of factory domination that intended to trade benefits
packages for the passivity of workers.

_____ . "Servos do tempo." InDe JK a FHC, a reinvCTlfiiodos car
ros, edited by Glauco Arbix and Mauro Zilbovicius, 89-132. (Sao Pau
lo: Scritta, 1997). Negro examines the installation of the country's first
automobile factories, their linkswith national-developmentalist poli
cies, and their strategies, both in relation to the design of products ap
propriate for a national market and for the recruitment and training of
labor, constituted in great part by migrants of rural origin. The article
demonstrates how the organizational and cultural bases for the subse
quent development of "new unionism" was launched by the integra
tion of these migrants into the category ofmetalworkers and by their
elaboration of notions of occupational dignity.

Nunes, Antonio Carlos Felix. PC linha teste. (Sao Paulo: Livramento,
1980). 103 pages. Stories taken from the author's participation in the
PCB's rank-and-file organization between 1954 and 1964. Nunes, a
worker in the east zone of Sao Paulo, describes working conditions
and characteristics oflocal daily life, the process of labor organization
and the contradictions between this grassroots activity and the official
line of the Communist Party.

Paoli, Maria Celia Pinheiro-Machado. "Labor, Lawand the State in Brazil:
1930-1950." Doctoral Dissertation in History, Birkbeck College,
University ofLondon, 1988. Study of the change in terrain of the class
struggle inBrazil represented by the adoption of labor legislation after
1930 and its use as an instrument for the worker's conquest of citizen-
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ship. Analyzes the tensions between the search forconciliation, which
characterized the doctrine of state corporativism, and the continual re
emergence of confrontation on the basis of a tradition ofautonomous
proletarian struggle.

Pereira, Luiz. Trabalho e desenvolvimento no Brasil. (SaoPaulo: DIFEL,
1965).302 pages. Sociological investigationofworkers in capitals and
industrial cities in Rio dejaneiro, Sao Paulo and MinasGerais. Focus
es on the problems of skilled labor in the industrial sector, migratory
processes from country to city, aswell as the relationbetween division

-- of labor and internal differentiations of the working class.Pereira con
textualizes the cases under study within a more globalanalysis of the
particularities of the formation of the Brazilianworking classand its re
lationships with business sectors and economic processes.

Pessanha, Elina G. da Fonte, and Regina Lucia de MoraesMorel. "Ger
as:oesopenirias: rupturas e continuidades na experiencia de metahir
gicos no Rio deJaneiro." Revista Brasileira de Cibtcias Sociais (Rio
deJaneiro) 6, no. 17 (1991): 68-83. Compares the experiences of
struggle ofworkers from the naval industry ofNiter6i and Rio deJan
eiro on the one hand, and the workers of the Companhia Sidenirgica
Nacional de Volta Redonda on the other hand. Based on investiga
tions previously undertaken by the authors, the article integrates the
history of these workers with the history of their productive sectors
and factories.

Pinheiro, Paulo Sergio. Estrategjas da ilwtiio:a revolUfiiomundial e 0Bra
si~ 1922-1935. (Sao Paulo: CompanhiadasLetras, 1991). 379 pages.
Pinheiro examines the development of the relationship between the
International Communist project ofworld revolution and the T enen
tista movement in Brazil, culminating with the ascent ofLuiz Carlos
Prestes to the head of the PCB and the failed insurrection ofl935.
Based on twenty years of research in Brazilian,North-American and
European archives, the book contextualizes the trauma of the "Inten
tona" in its relation to the fragilityof the PCB's political and strategic
concepts as well as to the violence that the State exercised systemati-
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callynot only against militant revolutionaries, but also more generally
against the so-called "dangerous classes."

Prestes, Maria. Meu companheiro: 40 anos ao lado deLuiz CarlosPrestes.
2nd ed (Rio deJaneiro: Rocco, 1993). 188 pages. Memoir of a com
munist militant who, at 20 years of age, was appointed to the task of
guaranteeing the security ofPrestes, with whom she then developed a
romantic relationship and had an extensive family.The narrative un
folds across various decades of persecution, clandestine conditions
and exile, until the return to Brazilafter the 1979 amnesty, the rupture
with the PCB and the final years ofPrestes, who died in 1990 at 92
years of age.

Ramalho.jose Ricardo. Estado-patriio e luta operdria: 0 casoFNM [Fabri
caN 'acional deMotoresJ. (Rio deJaneiro: paz e Terra, 1989). 244 pag
es. Case-study of the workers of the "Fabrica Nacional de Motores,"
the only state-run automobile industry in Brazil,from its creation (40s)
until the first strike occurring after its sale to the Italian FIAT company
(1981). The author integrates a reconstruction of this labor group's
trajectory with the debate about the meaning of different political mo
ments, highlighting themes ofnationalism, populism and the incorpo
ration of rural migrants into cutting edge industries. Ramalho places
himself within the debate produced by the historiographical revision
ism of the 80s regarding the problems of the historical agency ofwork
ers and the relationship between labor movement and political
struggle. The empirical research isgrounded on extensive work in oral
history and analysis of newspapers.

_____ . "Empresas estatais daprimeira gera~o: formas de gesffiode
a-raosindical." In0 trabalhador carioca, edited by Alice de Paiva
Abreu et al., (Rio deJaneiro:J.C. Editora Ltda, 1995),37-60. Exam
ines forms and organizational strategies ofworker's resistance in Bra
zilian state-run industries. Ramalho uses conclusions of specific
studies on the Fabrica Nacional de Motores, the Companhia Sidenir
gica Nacional and the Companhia Valedo Rio Doce to arrive at gen
eral conclusions regarding the link between the insertion of these
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_____ ,.Industrializacao eatitudes operarias (Estudo deum grupo de
trabalhadores). (Sao Paulo: Brasiliense, 1970). 217 pages. Inthis pio-

state-run industries in national-developmentalist projects and the
development ofmechanisms of control which spread from the pro
duction process to the sphere of social reproduction. Focuses as well
on the particularities of union activityin this context.

Ramos, Graciliano. Mem6rias do cdrcere. Reprint of1953 ed. (Sao Paulo:
Livraria Martins Editora, 1969). Unfinished memoir of the years
(1936-37) that the author, one of the greatest Brazilian novelists of all
time, was imprisoned for his political activity.Written during his sick
ness and published after his death in 1953, the book is notable for the
psychological density of the characters and description of the experi
ence of political imprisonment.

Rodrigues.jose Albertino. Sindicato e desenvolvimento noBrasil. Reprint
of1968 ed. (SaoPaulo: Sfmbolo, 1979).223 pages. Rodrigues' classic
work was one of the first to analyzethe trajectory ofunionism in Brazil
before and after 1930 growing out ofhis experience as a founder of
DIEESE. Analyzes the construction of officialunions through an in
teraction between the State's formulation and promulgation of laws,
on the one hand, and the response by business and labor which medi
ated the implementation of these laws on the other hand:

Rodrigues, Leoncio Martins. "Do anarquismo ao nacionalismo (Transfer
ma~oes no comportamento operario)." In Conflito industrial e sindi
calismo no Brasil, (Sao Paulo: DIFEL, 1966), 101-211. Essay which
pioneered the division into a "before" and "after" 1930 in the histori
ography of the Brazilian labor movement. To this end, Rodrigues an
alyzes factors such as the change in the composition of labor, the
increase in the influence of urban groups and the intervention of the
State in relations between capital and labor. On the basis of these ele
ments, the author advances the thesis that the passivity ofBrazilian
unions in the face of state control is due to the substitution of Europe
an immigrants by national ruralmigrants at the core of the working
class.
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neering study of the workers of an automobile industry in the ABC re-.
gion of greater Sao Paulo, Rodrigues analyzes the significance of the
integration of rural migrants into factorywork, highlighting the work
er's perception of this change as one of socialascent, and the obstacles
this perception presented for the development of class consciousness.
Based on a 1963 survey undertaken by the author with a sample of the
factory's workers, as well as on Rodrigues' own observations ofwork
at the factory.

_____ . "Sindicalismo e classe.operaria (1930-1964)." InHistsria
Geral da CivilizQ,fiioBrasileira. Tomo III: 0 Brasil republicano. Vol.
3: Sociedade epolttica (1930-1964), edited by Boris Fausto, (Sao Pau
lo: DIFEL, 1981). This essay systematizes the thesis, already present
in his earlier works, that the change in the nature ofunion activityafter
1930was a function of the loss of the voluntary nature of association
that characterize the unions of "occidental countries." The working
class's acceptance of populism's manipulative practices, through the
mediation of officialunions, is explained as the result of changes oc
curring in the nature of the State, the political system, and dominant
ideologies and political values aswell as aproduct of shifts in industrial
technology and the organization of factorywork, including the occu
pational and technical composition of industrial labor.

Roio, Marcos Del.A classe operdria na revolUfiio burguesa. A polttica de
alianras do PCB: 1928-1935. (BeloHorizonte: Oficina de Livros,
1990).338 pages. Roio analyzes the substitution of the national-pop
ularstrategy that the nucleus of the PCB elaborated in embryonic form
in the 20s by the "proletarianism" preached by the Communist Inter
national as well as its combination, after 1930, with militarism (associ
ated with the entry ofPrestes and his followers into the party), a
combination culminating in the attempted insurrection of1935. Re
search based on the press and documentation of the labor movement
and the Brazilian and Latin-American left in the period.

Sandoval, Salvador A. M. Social Change and Labor Unrest in Brazil since
1945. (Boulder: Westview Press, 1993).245 pages. In Portuguese: Os
trabalhadores param: asgreves no Brasil 1945-1990. (Sao Paulo: Ed-
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itora Atica, 1994). Sandoval studies the evolution of the relationship 1
between the labor movement and the State throughout various histor-
icalmoments. Centered around strike activity, the study is based on
quantitative database, of strikes reported in Sao Paulo newspapers, 1
which is used to analyze changes in labor organization's power ofpres- j
sure and bargaining.

Sader, Eder, Michael Lowy, Sandra Castro, and Helena Hirata.Movimento
opera/riobrasileiro 1900/1979. (BeloHorizonte: Editora Vega, 1980).
110pages. Collection offour essaysof a para-didactic nature covering
the historical conjunctures ofl900-1929, 1930-1945, 1945-64 and .
1964-79. Offers a good synthesis of the general interpretation of the
Brazilianlabor movement's myectory held at the end of the 70s by the '
segment of the left not associated with the Communist Party.

Santana, Marco Aurelio. "Partido e militancia sindical: a atua~o comunis
ta no Sindicato dos MetalUrgicosdo Rio deJaneiro (1947-1964)." Re
vista de Sociologia ePolZtica,no. 8 (1997): 73-94. Articlebased on the
author's master's thesis which describes the activityofmilitants linked
to the PCB in the Metalworkers Union of Rio deJaneiro during the
populist period. Santana's main interest is the extent towhich the PCB
was able to implement its political strategywithin the union.

Santos, Roberto. Leis socials e custo da mdo-de-obra no Brasil: (Sao Paulo:
Editora da Universidade de Sao Paulo, 1973).393 pages. Study of the
impact that Brazilian social legislation had on the cost of labor. Inthe
first part, Santos analyzes the differentjuridical elements that affected
the value of salaries and benefits in regards to various occupational cat
egories as well as their relation to the economic theory of salaries. In
the second part, he seeks to identify the economic and social repercus
sions ofwage legislation in Brazil, systematizingvarious formulas for
the calculation of real wages.

Santos, Raimundo N. "Una hist6ria obrera de Brasil: 1888-1979." In His
toria del movimiento obreroenAmerica Latina, edited by Pablo
Gonzalez Casanova, (Mexico: Instituto de Investigaciones Sociales de
la UNAM, 1984),9-72. This essay divides the history oflabor accord-
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ing to the succession of political strategies in the labor movement or
general politicaljunctures, depending on the period. Based on sec
ondary literature.

Sarti, Ingrid Andersen. Porto uermelho:osestiuadoressantistas no sindicato
e na polftica. (Rio dejaneiro: Paz e Terra, 1981). 185 pages. Case
study of the portworkers of Santos in the years between 1954-64, a pe
riod in which they, as well as other workers in Santos, occupied the
spotlight in national labor struggles. Includes analysis of the particu
larities of the labor process and the labor contracting system, aswellas
of traditions ofworker radicalism in the city since the beginning of the
century.

Segatto,jose Antonio.jose Paulo Netto,jose Ramos Neto, Paulo Cesar de
Azevedo, and Vladimir Sacchetta. PCB: memonafotog;rtiJica 1922-
1982. (Sao Paulo: Brasiliense, 1982).175 pages. Documentarynarrat
ing 70 years ofparty history through important photographs of differ
ent moments of its trajectory. Includes a detailed chronology and
introductions to each historical period.

Silva, Fernando Teixeira da.A carga e a culpa: osoperdrios das docasde
Santos: direitos ecultura de solidariedade 1937-1968. (Sao Paulo/San
tos: Editora Hucitec/prefeitura Municipal de Santos, 1995). 260 pag
es. This book examines the way in which dock-workers from Santos,
generally defined as a privileged group among Brazilianworkers, were
capable of acting as a vanguard and generating precedents for the gen
eral conquest of rights, while paving the wayfor the intervention of the
labor movement in the definition ofnational-developmentalist policies
before 1964. Through an analysis of the particularities of the business
organization, labor process and worker culture of the dock-workers,
Silva demonstrates how the workers' solidarity-based actions gained
legitimacy by using the political heritage of the Vargas era (mecha
nisms oflabor justice and the discourse of socialjustice) prevalent in
the Brazilian society of the time.

Simao, Azis. "0 voto operario em Sao Paulo." Revista Brasileira deEstu
MS Polfticos I, no. 1 (1956): 130-141. Pioneering analysis of the re-
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_____ . 0 Estado e a burocratiuuiio dosindicato noBrasil: (Sao Pau
lo: Hucitec, 1979). 190 pages. Sociological study of the bureaucrati
zation oflabor conflicts associated with the development of the official
union structure in Brazil. Includes analysis of the legislation on union
organization in terms of its potential effectson the operation of the
unions, as well as the political role that unionism played in the histor
icaljunctures of 1945-64 and 1964-68.

Spalding, Hobart A.Jr. Organized Labor in Latin America: Historical Case
Studies of Urban Workers in Dependent Societies. (NewYork: Harper
and Row, 1977).297 pages. Chapter 5 is entitled "Labor and Popu
lism: Argentina and Brazil" (151-207). In so far as concerns Brazil,
this study synthesizes the principal political events related to the labor
movement and its relation with electoral and labor politics between

Souza Martins, Heloisa Helena Teixeira de. Igreja emovimento qperario no
ABC. (Sao Paulo/Sao Caetano do Sul: Editora Hucitec/prefeitura Mu
nicipal de Sao Caetano do Sul, 1994).253 pages. Research on the de
velopment ofCatholic Worker's militancy between 1954 and 1975 in
the region of the Santo Andrediocese (which includes the whole ABC
region), with particular emphasis on the performance oftheJOC and
its influence on the later constitution of the "new unionism." Uses,
among other sources, documents archived in the labor section of the
Ecumenical Center of Documentation and Information (CEDI) and "
extensive interviews.

zation.

Sindicato dos Bancarios e Financiarios de Sao Paulo, Osasco, e Regiao. A
hist6ria dos bancarios: lutas e conquistas, 1923-1993. (Sao Paulo:
Sindicato dos Bancarios, 1994). Institutional history of the union. In
cludes reproductions of photographs and leafletsused in their mobili.-

sults of the post-war elections of 1945-1947, which demonstrated the
Sao Paulo working class's pronounced preference for the PCB and for
the PTB. Analyzes the particularities of districts in regards to the level
ofworker concentration, aswell as postulating the age, occupational
and gender profile of voters of each of the parties.
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1930 and 1964, highlighting the periods of the two Vargas administra
tions and the "populist radicalization" of1961-64.

Stein, Stanley. The Brazilian CottonManufacture: Textile Enterprise in an
Underdeoeloped Area, 1850-1950. (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1957).273 pages. In Portuguese: Origens e evolUfaoda indUs
tria tlxtilno Brasil (1850-1950). Rio deJaneiro: Campus, 1979).
Study on the development of the cotton-weaving sector in Brazil from
1850-1950. Analyzes the characteristics of the national economy and
the conditions it offered for the founding of the industry, its relation
with the national cultivation of cotton, the pioneering enterprises in
the mid-nineteenth century, the characteristics of the work force and
its organization, and the relation between the evolution ofindustry and
economic cycles throughout the period.

Stolcke, Verena. CoffeePlanters, Workers, and Wives: Class Conflict and
Gender Relations on Sao Paulo Plantations, 1850-1980. (NewYork:
St. Martin's Press, 1988).344 pages. Pioneering interdisciplinary
study combining history and anthropology, that views the role played
by Sao Paulo's coffeeeconomy in the transition to free wage labor and
the transformation of the state into the center of the national economy
from the perspective ofpeasant familiesthat experienced this process.
Analyzing the constitution of historical memory, working conditions
and relations, the book opens up a new perspective on 130 years of
history that changed Brazilian society completely.

Stralen, Terezinha Berenice de Sousa van. Trincheira de luias: afiio sindi
cal epolftica des bancarios deBeloHorizonte (1932/1964). (Nijmegen:
Kotholieke Universiteit Nijmegen (Holland), 1995).321 pages. His
tory of the Sindicato dos Bancarios ofBelo Horizonte, Minas Gerais,
from its inception until the intervention suffered during the 1964mil
itary coup. Uses union documentation, press, labor legislation and
oral testimonies. Part of the recent tendency that seeks to remake Bra
zilian labor historiography by studying regions outside the Rio-Sao
Paulo axis.
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Telles,Jover. 0 movimento sindical noBrasil. Reprint of1962 first ed.
(Sao Paulo: Livraria Ciencias Humanas, 1981). 289 pages. Combines
an account on the trajectory of the author as a union leader with data
and analysis of the main events of the Brazilianlabor movement be
tween 1946 and 1962. The author, a leader of the coal-miners of Sao
Jeronimo, was elected state deputy by the PCB in 1947, and became
one of the most important national party leaders at the time.

Troyano, Annez Andraus. Estado e sindicalismo. (Sao Paulo: Sfmholo,
1978). 184 pages. Case-study centered around the chemical workers
of the city of Sao Paulo between the early30s and the strikes of 1957.
Analyzes internal changes in the unions after the labor legislation of the
1930's which led to the transformation of the old Sindicato dos Em
pregados da San Paulo Gaz Company into the Sindicato dos Trabal
hadores nas Indtistrias Quimicas e Farmaceuticas de Sao Paulo.

Valenca, Ana Lucia de Santa Cruz Oliveira. Sindicalismo banco:rio[Cario
ca}:ongens. (Sao Paulo: Obore, 1990).96 pages. Study of the union
organization of bank-employees in Rio deJaneiro between 1929 and
1935. Based on union documentation, from the bank-employee's
Caixa, from the Instituto de Aposentadorias e Pensoes, as well as on
the daily press, Valenea reconstructs the demands, mobilizations, and
internal political disputes of the union as well as the 1935 repression
that prefigured the Estado Novo.

Valim, Ana [compiler, coordinator, and author]. 50anosde luta 1933/83.
(Santo Andre: Sindicato dos Trabalhadores nas IndUstriasMetahirgi
cas, Mecinicas e de Material Eletrico de SantoAndre,Maua, Ribeirao
Pires, e Rio Grande da Serra, 1983). 101pages. Description of the his
tory of the union based on interviews with union leaders and activists.

Veccia, Theresa Rita. "Family and Factory: Textile Work and Women's
Lives in Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1880-1940," Ph.D. Dissertation in history
at the University ofWisconsin-Madison, 1995.403 pages. Analyzes
the impact of factory labor, particularly in the textile industry, on the
lives of women in Sao Paulo in the 60 years shaped by influx of immi
grants and by urban and industrial growth. Includes chapters on the
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_____ ,."'My Duty as aWoman': Gender Ideology, Work, and
Working ClassWomen's Lives in Sao Paulo, Brazil 1900-1950." In
The GenderedWorlds of Latin American Women Workers, edited by
French andjames, (Durham: Duke University Press, 1997), 100-146.
Article analyzing the lifestories offormer workers living in the "Maria
Zelia" housing development in Sao Paulo. Emphasizes the meaning of
the experience offactory work, as well as family relations, within a life
cycle strongly marked by gender roles and rigidly defined notions of
morality.

Vianna, LuizJorge Wemeck. Liberalismo esindicato no Brasil. (Rio deJa
neiro: Paz e Terra, 1976).288 pages. Following a political science ap
proach to the studies oflabor in Brazil in the mid 70s, Wemeck Vianna
develops an analysis of the particular evolution of state policies in rela
tion to workers. The period studied ranges from the proclamation of
the Republic (1889) to the end of employment stability (estabilidade)
with the creation of the Fundo de Garantia por Tempo de Service, one
of the main legislativechanges in work relations introduced by themil
itary dictatorship in 1966. The author demonstrates that, fur from be
ing mutually exclusive, corporativism and liberalism coexisted and in
many cases worked together in the history of the Brazilian Republic.

Vinhas, Moises. Estudos sobre0proletariado brasileiro. (Rio de Janeiro:
CivilizacaoBrasileira, 1970).279 pages. Essay on the class structure
of Brazilian society and the particularities of the composition of the
working classes. Contains theoretical chapters, dedicated to the con
cept of social class and its application to national reality, and others
concentrating on the analysis of census data on occupational, gender
and age distribution, as well as the level of concentration of labor per
enterprise. Concludes with a discussion of class consciousness and
forms of organization of the country's workers.

incorporation ofwomen into the labor market, anarchist discourses on
woman and the family, business policies and housing developments,
the 1917 strike, work relations in the 20s and the role played by a no
tion of the "obligations" ofwomen in the construction of gender iden
tity.
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____ .0 partidao: a luta porum partido de massas 1922-1974.
(Sao Paulo: Hucitec, 1982).268 pages. Study of the political trajecto- 1
ry of the PCB through almost SOyears, centering on the contrast be-
tween the party's strength and democratic nature in the moments in J
which it achieved mass activity and the militarizationand sectarianism 1
which characterized the party in moments ofmore intense repression.
Includes appendixes with significant party documents from each crit-
ical historical moment.

Weffort, Francisco Correa. "Origens do sindicalismopopulista no Brasil
(Aconjuntura do ap6s guerra)." Estudos CEBRAP, no. 4 (1973): 65-
lOS. See also Francisco Correa Weffort: "Democracia e movimento
operario. algumas questoes para a hist6ria do penodo 1945-1964.
[Tres Partes]." Revistade Cultura Contemporanea [SaoPanloj.l ,no.
1,2,3 (1978-1979): 7-13,3-11,11-18. Contesting the determining
weight that the sociology of the 60s attributed to factors such as the
composition of the work-force in definingworker behavior, Weffort
points out the necessity of studying specifichistoricalperiods and the
need to preserve the relative autonomy of the political sphere when
fonnulating explanations for the populist era. Inanalyzingthe reasons
for the persistence of the corporatist union structure, the author stress
es the role of decisions that political actors like the Communist Party
made in key moments such as 1945, when the possibility of a rupture
with state control and the recreation of autonomous unionism was
conceivable.

_____ '.0 populism'Ona pol{tica brasileira. (Rio deJaneiro: Paz e
Terra, 1978). Analysis ofpopulisrn as the form through which the
popular masses emerged on the stage of national politics. Weffort
identifies the main similarities and differencesbetween leaders such as
GetUlioVargas, Adhemar de Barros andjanio Quadros, and the ma
nipulative nature of their relations with voters and supporters, point
ing as well to the disassociation between worker's demonstrated
preference for communist leaders in union leadership and their sup
port for populist leaders in electoral disputes.
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Weinstein, Barbara. For Social Peace in Brazil: Industrialists and the Re
making of the Working Classin Slio Paulo, 1920-1964. (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1996).4.'35 pages. A study of the
social policies carried out by the industrialists of Sao Paulo through
SESI and SENAI, state-funded agencies of socialwelfareand voca
tional education that were created in the 1940s. Directly administered
by the industrialists, these agencies were part of a project ofmolding
the working class through the application of the techniques of scientif
ic management, rational work organization, and applied psychology.
The study analyzes the initial adhesion of workers to these programs,
despite their suspicions of the employers, and charts the strategic shift
by employers in the 1950s when they replaced the initial project of
constructing "social peace" with a more openly repressive policy
which led up to their support of the military coup ofl964.

_____ . "The Model Worker of the Paulista Industrialists: The 'Op
erario Padrao' Campaign, 1964-1985." Radical History, no. 61
(1995): 92-123. Analysis of the annual employers campaign that 0
Globonewspaper and the Service Social da Industria (SESI) have de
veloped since 1964 for the choice of aworker that best represents the
qualities of discipline, productivity and creativity they considered ap
propriate for workers. Weinstein reveals the existence of an alternate
interpretation of the virtues of the "model worker" which surfaced in
moments in which workers had greater autonomy in the choice of can
didates. At such moments production workers were selected as "mod
el" workers instead of the supervisors usually chosen in more
restricted and directed processes.

_____ ,."Unskilled Worker, Skilled Housewife: Constructing the
Working-class Woman in Sao Paulo, Brazil." In The Gendered.Worlds_
ofLatin American Women Workers, edited by French andJames ,
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1997), 72-99. Study of the impact
of experiences of "occupational" or "domestic" education ofwomen,
created by the initiative of or in connection with business groups of
Sao Paulo between the 1910s and 40s, and the definition of gender
roles considered appropriate for the project of national industrial de-
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____ ,.The Seed WasPlanted: The SiloPaulo RootsoJBrazil's Rural
Labor Movement (1924-1964). (University Park: Penn State Universi
ty Press, 1997). This meticulously researched book explores grass
roots efforts to organize ruralworkers in an important agricultural re
gion in Brazil's most economically dynamic state. It pays close atten
tion to the wider political and legal framework that helped to
determine the pace, direction, and intensity of ruralmobilization in
Sao Paulo since 1924, especiallyduring Populist Republic from 1945
to 1964. Overall, Welch makes an outstanding contribution to a new
political history ofmoderrr Brazilby challenging the notion that rural
workers were unable to meaningfullyparticipate in the politics of the
Vargas era.

Wells,john. "Industrial Accumulation and Living-standards in the Long
run: The Sao Paulo Industrial Working Class, 1930-75 (Part I and
II)." TheJournaloJDeveWpment Studies 19, no. 2 &3 (1983): 145-
169,297 -328. Analyzes the relationship between the living standards
of Sao Paulo's working class and the process of industrial accumula
tion as part of awider debate regarding the income trends of dispos
sessed groups in semi-industrialized countries. Highlights questions
such as wages, cost and quality of living, and consumption offood.
Contradicts the notion that the majority of the population lived in con
ditions of absolute impoverishment during the period and points to
changes in the standard of consumption.

velopment. Stresses the SESI-SENAI systemas an element linking the
business and state activities in this regard.

Welch, Cliff. "Labor Internationalism: U.S. Involvement in Brazilian
Unions, 1945-1965." Latin American ResearchReview 30, no. 2
(1995): 61-89. Welch examines the development ofUnited States pol
icies aimed at actively intervening in the direction of Brazilian union
ism and the evolution of such policies as a result of the changes of the
period. Based fundamentally on the study ofpertinent Department of
State documentation.
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Workers and Workers' Movements, 1964 to the Present

Abramo, LafsWendel. "Greve metahirgica em Sao Bernardo: sobre a
dignidade do trabalho." InAs lutas sociais e a cidade: Sao Paulo: pas
sado epresen'fe, edited by Lucio Kowarick. (Rio: Paz e Terra, 1988).
Analysis of the 1978 strikes ofmetalworkers in the ABC region of Sao
Paulo, as amoment inwhich a collectivereaction to the daily injustices
experienced by metalworkers emerged. The study explains the social
context of the city of Sao Bernardo do Campo and the peculiarities of
the metallurgical sector at the end of the '70s. The author illustrates
how the combination of industrial authoritarianism and precarious
working conditions, salary reductions, job instability and the exten
sion and intensification of the work day, produced a sense ofhumilia
tion among workers. On the other hand, collective mobilization gave

Wiarda, Howard]. The Brazilian Catholic Labor Movement. (Amherst:
University of Massachusetts Labor Relations and Research Center,
1969).95 pages. Study of the CBTC (Confederacao dos Trabal
hadores Brasileiros Cristaos), its origins and history, while emphasiz
ing the connections between its program, ideology and objectives and
changes experienced by the Brazilian society after the .'30s.Also focus
es on the internal dynamics of the labor movement of Catholic orien
tation: its activities and organizational structure, decision-making
process and political conflicts between different sectors.

Wolfe,]oel William. Working Women, Working Men: Sao Paulo and the
Rise oJBrazil's Industrial Working Class, 1900-1955. (Durham: Duke
University Press, 199.'3). .'312pages. Historical study of the develop
ment of the working class in the city of Sao Paulo during the first half
of the century. Emphasizes the textile and metalworking industries
and contrasts the rank-and-file labor movement with organized groups
on the left. Also stresses the importance of gender roles for labor and
business strategies. Uses oral testimonies, public archives, and busi
ness and labor documentation.
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rise to a working class discourse, centered on the idea of dignity,
which spread into the public domain.

Abreu, AliceRangel de Paiva, and Elina Conealves cia Fonte Pessanha, eds.
o trabalhador carioca: estudos sobre trabalhadores urbanos do Estado
do Rio deJaneiro. (Rio deJaneiro:J. C. Editora, 1994). 170 pages.
Contains three chapters dealing with metalworkers in addition to one
each on femalelabor force participation, gender and subcontracting in
the gannent industry, and child labor as a social problem.

Acero, Liliana, Claudia Minoliti, Alejandra Rotania, and Nora Perez
Vichich. Textile Workers in Brazil and Argentina: A Study of the Inter
relationships Between Work and Households. (Tokyo: United Nations
University Press, 1991).305 pages. Comparative study of the impact
of structural changes in the processes of industrialization of the 70s
and 80s on the working class familystructure. The study is based on
two surveys, coveringaround 1,000members each, of textile workers'
families in Petr6polis, Brazil and Buenos Aires, Argentina. The life
story based approach focuses, among other subjects, on variations in
the administration ofincome, the distribution ofdomestic tasks and at
titudes toward fertility and sexuality.

Almeida, Maria Hermfnia Tavares de. "0 sindicato no Brasil:novos prob
lemas, velhas estruturas." Debate e Cnnca, no. 6 (1975): 49-74. Fo
cusing on the particularities of the new workers of the automobile
industry in the Brazilof the post "economic miracle", Almeidajudges
the state-controlled union structure to be a limitation on the bargain
ing power of this sector. The period's tendencies lead the author to
formulate the hypothesis that the ABC's metalworkers might come to
constitute the basis on which a unionism alongAmerican lines might
develop in Brazil.

_____ ,."'Novo sindicalismo' and politics in Brazil." InState and So
dety in Brazil: Continuity and Change, edited byJohn Wirth et al.
(Boulder: Westview, 1987), 147-178. This study analyzes the forma
tion ofthe Partido dos Traballiadores (PT), its policy differenceswith
the moderate opposition to the military dictatorship promoted by the
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_____ . Crise econsmica& interesses organizados. (Sao Paulo:
Edusp, 1996). Based on her doctoral dissertation.

Antunes, Ricardo. A rebeldia do trabalho (0 confronto operario no·ABC
paulista: asgreves de 1978/80). First ed. (Sao Paulo: Unicamp/Ensaio,
1988). Analysis of the strikes that took place between 1978 and 1980
in the ABC region of Sao Paulo which constituted the framework for
the emergence of the new unionism inBrazil.The study focuses on the
relationship between worker protest and the construction of a plat
form for proletarian power, analyzing the main political disagreements
in the union movement regarding those matters. The study's main
sources come from labor congress documents and press, national
press and militants' testimonies.

Barboza de Oliveira, GeraldoJunior. "Negros das areas carboniferas do sul
de Santa Catarina: marginalidade social e segregacao." InNegro no sul
doBrasil: invisibilidade e territorialidade, edited by llkaBoaventura
Leite, (llha de Santa Catarina: Leituras Contemporaneas, 1996), 265-
284.

_____ ,."0 sindicalismo brasileiro entre a conservacao e a
mudanca," InSociedade epolftica noBrasil P6s-64, edited by BilaSod
and Maria Herminia Tavares de Almeida (Sao Paulo: Brasiliense,
1983),191-214. Analysis of the continuities of "new unionism" with
the traditional corporativist unionism, with special emphasis on their
relationship to political parties. The study focuses on the evolution in
union membership between 1940 and 1978 and the characteristics of
the unions participating in the first conference of the Congresso Na
cional das Classes Trahalhadoras (CONCLAT) in 1981 in regards to
their distribution according to productive sectors and their political
options.

MDB, its performance in the first democratic elections (1982 and
1985) and the dilemma faced by the PT between being an instrwnent
of social protest and occupying a space in the established political or
der.
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Bacha, Edmar L. and Herbert S. Klein, Social Change in Brazil; 1945-
1985: The Incomplete Transition (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1989).346 pages. InPortuguese: A TransirO,oincom
pleta: Brasil desde 1945. 2 volumes (Rio deJaneiro: Paz e Terra,
1986). Particularly useful are: Vilmar Faria, "Changes in the Compo
sition of Employment and the Structure of Occupations," 141-170
and Helga Hoffinan, "Poverty and Property in Brazil: What is Chang
ing?," 197-231

Bemardet.jean-Claude. Cineastas e imagens dopovo. (Sao Paulo: Brasil
iense, 1985). 199 pages. Important study of the image of the "povo,"
both urban and rural, in the construction of a national-popular imagi
nary on the part of Brazilian filmmakers from the 1950s through the
1970s.

Bosi, Eclea, Cultura de massa e cultura popular: leituras de operarias.
(Petr6polis: Vozes, 1972). 178 pages. Investigation of the reading
habits offemale workers in Sao Paulo. It analyzes the reading material,
matters of interest, reactions to newspaper articles and other aspects of
the social psychology involved in the relationship between women
workers and the universe of literate culture.

BNM (Projeto "Brasil: nunca mais"). Projeto "Brasil: nunca mais" Tomo
Ill: Perfil dosatingitks. (Petr6polis: Vozes, 1988).311 pages. One of
the 12 volumes which reproduces in detail the conclusions of the re
search summarized in the book Brazil: Never Again (Dassin 1986),
this profile of those who suffered repression is based on information
contained in the documentation of the military justice records con
cerning diverse leftist organizations under the vigilance of the forces of
repression, as well as social sectors and opposition activities.

Byars, Robert Stafford. "Culture, Politics, and the Urban Factory Worker
in Brazil: The Case ofZe Maria," inLatin American Modernization
Problems: CaseStudies in the Crisesof Change, ed. Robert E. Scott
(Urbana: University oflllinois Press, 1973),26-86. Summary discus
sion of in-depth interviews conducted in the late 1960s with a 47- year
old worker at a foreign-owned metalworking finn in Belo Horizonte.
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Includes quotes from the interviews which cover awide variety of top-
ics, including politics, regional and national identity, labor, friend
ship, and the nature ofman and society.

Canedo, Leticia Bicalho. Bancdrios: movimento sindical eparticipafiio
polZtica. (Campinas: Editora da Universidade Estadual de Campinas,
1986). 324 pages. Study of the union ofbank employees, including an
analysis of the national reach of its process of organization and mobili
zation in the historical conjunctures of 1923-1944, 1945-1964 and
1964-1977. It.includes a case study of the union of bank employees of
Sao Paulo. The main sources of the study are a combination of union
and daily press.

Castro, Mary Garcia. "Raca, genero, e sindicato em tempos de globaliza
~ao," Cademos do CEAS, no. 166 (1996): 36-51. Study of the working
out of race and gender in Bahian trade unions in the contemporary pe
riod.

Chaney, ElsaM. and Mary Garcia Castro, eds.Muchachas noMore:House
hold Workers in Latin America and the Caribbean (Philadelphia:
Temple University Press, 1989). 486 pages. Contains an essay on do
mestic servants in nineteenth century Rio deJaneiro (Sandra Graham)
and two short studies of attempts, with feminist support, to organize
domestic workers in Rio deJaneiro in the 1980s.

Costa, Silvio. Tendencias e centrais sindicais: 0movimento sindical .
brasileiro de 1978a 1994.(Sao Paulo/Coiania: EditoraAnita Garibal
difEditora daUniversidade Cat6lica de Coias, 1995). 288 pages.
Study of the reorganization of the Brazilianlabor movement from the
period of political liberalization to its later division into political fac
tions and competing federations. The study explicates the points of
controversy on the basis ofintemal documentation, with an emphasis
on the Central Unica dos Trahalhadores (CUT).

Coutinho, Laerte. Ilustrtuiio sindical doLame. 5th reprint of 1986 ed.
(Sao Paulo: Obore Editorial Ltda., 1989). 171 pages. Collection ofil
lustrations published in the labor press of Sao Paulo in a 10- year pe
riod. The author, a welllrnown cartoonist, became the visual
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expression of the renewal of unionism that took place in the mid 70s
and 80s. The collection contains imagesofworkers from different skill
categories, of processes of negotiation and mobilization, ofworking
conditions, of relationships with the police, government and employ
ers, everyday life, etc. The collection is intended to be used and repro
duced by groups ofworkers unable to contract their own artist.

Dassin,j oan, ed. Torture in Brazil: A Report by theArchdioceseof Sao Pau
lo. (New York: Vintage, 1986).239 pages. Based on the research of
the project "Brazil: Never Again," this report offersa description of
the institutionalization of torture as an instrument of political repres
sion and its use on a massive scale during the military regime that gov
erned Brazilbetween 1964 and 1985. It details the targets of
repressive activity, the distortions of thejuridical process, the personal
and social consequences of the practice of torture.

DlEESE [Departamento Intersindical de Estatistica e Estudos S6cio
Econemicos]. Anuario dos trabalhadores, 1996-1997 (Sao Paulo:
DIEESE, 1996). Synthetic compilation offacts for union activity.
Contains socialand demographic indicators, information on the labor
market, union and economic indicators aswell as a glossary of acro
nyms and technical terms.

_____ . Desigualdade e concentrtlfiio de renda no Brasil; Pesquisa
DIEESE #11 (Sao Paulo: DIEESE, 1995).47 pages. Combines a sys
tematization of facts concerning the concentration of income in Brazil
in comparison to other countries with an analysis of the experience of
state policies on income distribution.

_____ . Trabalho e reestruturafiio produtiva: 10anos de linka de
prodUfao (Sao Paulo: DIEESE, 1994).368 pages. Compilation of
texts published in DIEESE's Boletim, between 1961 and 1989, deal
ing with themes related to automation and change in systems ofwork
organization, the problem of the generation and maintenance ofjohs,
as well as its consequences from the point ofviewofunion activity. Re
fers not only to industrial activity, hut also to the financial system and
agricultural production.
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Ferrante, Vera Lucia B.FGTS [Fundo de Garantia por Tempo de SeroifoJ:
ideologia e repressiio, (Sao Paulo: Atica, 1978). 419 pages. Results of
an investigation undertaken between 1966 and 1973 in the city of
Araraquara (Sao Paulo), including interviews with 83 employers and
542 workers. Itanalyzes the impact of the implementation of the Fun
do de Garantia por Tempo de Service and the dynamics of the labor
processes inthe relationship between capital and labor, discussing the
extent to which they were affected by the end of the systemof employ
ment stability in thejob market.

Frederico, Celso.A vanguarda operdria. (Sao Paulo: Simbolo, 1979).152
pages. A study of the everyday life, culture and the strategies of orga
nization of the metalworkers of Sao Bernardo do Campo, undertaken
at the moment ofemergence of the newunionism, The study draws on
testimonies, pamphlets and even a play created by the union to attack
the practice of overtime, as sources for understanding the power rela
tions inside the factories and the development of class consciousness.
See also hisdocumentary collection (1987, 1990, 1991) and his other
study ofABC: Conscimcia operdria no Brasil (Estudo com um g;rupo
de trabalhadores} (Sao Paulo: Atica, 1978).

Garcia, Marco Aurelio. "Os desafios da autonomia operaria: SaoBernardo,
a (auto)constru~ao de urn movimento operario," inDesvios, n° 1 (Sao
Paulo, 1982). 'This study questions the idea, popular at the time, that
identified, as radically different, twomodels of rupture with official
unions. One, internal to the union structure, is exemplified by the
Sindicato dos Metahirgicos de sao Bernardo do Campo. The other,
which claimed to be external and in confrontation with officialunion
ism, is exemplified by the Movimento de Oposicao Metahirgica de
Sao Paulo (MOMSP). However, Garcia argues that, despite differenc
es of emphasis and context, both tendencies within the new unionism
shared common values and principles:

Ouimaraes, Antonio Sergio. "Factory Regime and Class Formation: The
Petrochemical Workers in Brazil." Doctoral dissertation, University of
Wisconsin, 1988. 546 pages. Analysis of the process of class forma
tion based on a case study of industrial workers of the petro-chemical
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industry of Camacari, Bahia and their role in baiano unionism, The
study gives particular emphasis to the analysis oflabor process, re
gional characteristics of the social structure, organizationalmodalities,
and management employment policies.

_____ , Michel Agier, and Nadya Araujo Castro. Imagens e iden
tidades do trabalho. (Sao Paulo: HUCITEC/ORSTOM, 1995). 186
pages. Collection of studies about the life and socialmobility ofwork
ers in the chemical industry ofBahiain the 70s and 80s. It explores the
subjective element in the workers' representation of their experience

-- of industrial work, of occupational knowledge and of social ascent.

_____ ,'Fanny Rubio Lorza, Fernando Lopes, Gabriel Kraychete
Sobrinho, Nadya Araujo Castro, Pery Falc6n, and Milton Moura.
Repensando uma dicada: a constnlfao da CUT na Bahia nos anos oi
tenia. (Salvador: CEPAS [Centro de Estudos, Pesquisas e Assessoria
Sindical], CEAS [Centro de Estudos eA~aoSocial],Mestrado em So
ciologiada FFCH-UFBA, Centro Editorial e Didatico-UFBA, 1994).
428 pages. Collection of articles, interviews and data on the occupa
tional groups composing the Central Dnica dos Trabalhadores na Ba
hia, aswell as on their processes of collectivemobilization. The
articles discuss the economic scene, social tendencies, theoretical
problems involving union organization and memories of the struggles,
among other subjects linked to the challenges faced by the federation
in its work of union organization after 10 years of existence.

Guizzo,joao, ed. Lula, discuTSOS e entreoistas. (Guarulhos: 0Reporter de
Guarulhos, 1981). 393 pages. Reproduction of interviewswith Lula
published in the national press and in the so-called "alternative press,"
as well as edited versions of some ofhis main speeches as a union lead
er during the 1979 and 1980 strikes. It includes a short contextualiza
tion of each published item.

Higgs, Elizabeth W. "Brazilian Factory Women, the Sexual Division ofLa
bor and Working-class Politics: A Case Study of Chemical and Phar
maceutical Workers." Doctoral Dissertation in Anthropology,
University of Florida, 1990.208 pages. Study focusing on the period
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1985~1990. It analyzes the relationship between women and working
class political action, the insertion of the Brazilian women's movement
in the process of redemocratization, and the particularities of gender
relationships inside the chemical and pharmaceutical industries. It
concludes by proposing new ways to conceptualize women industrial
workers inBrazil and the politics of the working class.

Humphrey ,john. Capitalist Controland Workers'Struggle in theBrazilian
Auto Industry. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982).258
pages. In Portuguese: Fazendo '0milag;re:'controls capitalista e luta
operaria na inditstria automohilistica brasileira. Translated by Maria
Augusta Fonseca. (Petropolis/Sao Paulo: Editora Vozes/CEBRAP,
1982). 251 pages. A study of the process which led the automobile
workers of the ABC of Sao Paulo (identified as a labor elite during the
so-called "economic miracle") to act as the vanguard in the emergence
of the deep renovation of union practices known as "new unionism."
Based on field research conducted by the author in the region 's indus
tries between 197 4~75 and interviews with labor and business leaders
during the strikes of 1978 and 1979.

_____ . Gender and Work in the Third World:Sexual Divisions in
Brazilian Industry. (London: Tavistock, 1987).229 pages. Study of
the role of the social definition of gender in the segmentation of'indus
trial work in Brazil. It analyzes the hierarchical relationships in the
field of production, the role of'home-based work within production
chains, the sexual division of the market and the labor process, and the
impact of economic crises upon them. The research was carried out in
the electrical, automobile, pharmaceutical, paper, and plastic indus
tries of the states of Sao Paulo and Minas Gerais.

Keck, Margaret E. "The New Unionism in the Brazilian Transition." In
Democratizing Brazil: Problems of Transition and Consolidation, ed
ited by Alfred Stepan, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989),
252~296. Analysis of the role played by the "new unionism" in the po~
litical transition that signaled the end of military dictatorship in Brazil.
It focuses on the weakening of the repressive apparatus in relationship
to union activities, the constitution of union federations, strike activity
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and its influence on workers' bargaining power, and the significance of
the organization of the Partido dos Trabalhadores.

_____ . 'The Workers Party and Democratization in Brazil. (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1992). 315 pages. InPortuguese: PT: a
LOgicada diferenfa. 0 Partido dos Trabalhadores na consl:rufaoda de
mocracia brasileira. (Sao Paulo: Atica, 1991).336 pages. Study of the
constitution of the Partido dos Trahalhadores, its role in the context
of the democratic transition and the evolution of its policies from the
electoral defeat of 1982 to its emergence as one of the principal nation
al political forces after its victory in the municipal elections of 1988. It
focuses on the organization and internal debates of the party as well as
on its relationship to the labor movement and political institutions.

Kotscho, Ricardo, ed. A Weve doABC: a g;revevista por udriosfotojornalis
tas. (Sao Paulo: Caraguata, 1980). 64 pages. Collection of photo
graphs depicting the labor struggles in the ABC during the 1970s.

Leite, Marcia de Paula. 0futuro do trabalho: novas tecnologiase subjetiv
idadeoperaria. (Sao Paulo: Scritta/FAPESP, 1994).331 pages. Study
of the process of automation and changes in the labor p~ocess in two
metallurgical factories inSao Paulo, analyzing its impact on the subjec
tive experience ofwork, on workers identity, as well as on the dis
courses and forms of organization developed by workers.

Lima,Jacob Carlos. Trabalho, mercado eformafao de classe:estudo sobre
operariosfabris em Pernambuco. Ooao Pessoa: Editora Universitaria/
UFPB, 1996.) 213 pages. Reconstruction of the industrialization pro
cess and the formation of the industrial working class in Pernambuco,
from its origins to the end of the 70s. It emphasizes the changes in la
bor relations and the labor process in the 60s and its impact, in the
context of the military dictatorship, on the transformations of union
practices which paved the way for the emergence of "new unionism"
in the 80's.

Lobos,JUlio Alejandro. Manual deguerilla traballtista para gerentes e su
pervisores. (Sao Paulo: Melhoramentos, 1986). 142 pages. Humorous
and loaded with anecdotes, this manual became a best-seller for Bra-
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zilianmanagers looking for an answer to the explosive development of
the labor movement which, starting in the mid 70s, expanded from
small local expressions such as the ABC paulista to reach eventually
the whole country. A clever vision of the "other side" of the class strug
gle.

Macedo Cinira, Carmen. Tempo degenesis:0povo das Comunidades Eclesi
ais deBase. (Sao Paulo: Brasiliense, 1986). 294 pages. Anthropologi
cal study of the Comunidade Eclesial de Base of the Morro Grande
neighborhood in the periphery of Sao Paulo. It analyzes the dynamics
of the lives of the participants and their forms of collective action, fo
cusing on the relationship between religion and social struggle, the
role of the social networks and local festivities, and the imaginary de
veloped by the cormnunity in its reflections on its own actions.

Machado da Silva, Luiz Antonio. "0 significado do botequim." America
Latina [Rio deJaneiro], no. 3 (1969): 160-182. Analysis of the func
tion and social organization of taverns as spaces of popular socializa
tion. Machado da Silva focuses on the bar owners' identification of the
customers social status as a basis for granting credit and the cultural
universe and values present in the conversation ofits most regular cus
tomers. The article also examines the role of the tavern as a form for
social integration, the establishment of individual links, and the cre
ation of a sense of cormnunity.

Mangabeira, Wilma, Osdilemas donovosindicalismo: democracia epolitica
em VoUa Redonda. (Rio deJaneiro: Relume-Dumara, 1993). 247 pag
es. Reconstruction of the emergence and development of "new union
ism" among the workers of the Companhia Sidenirgica Nacional,
between 1979 and 1990. Mangabeira analyzes the particularities of the
industry's history, its links to the national-developmentalist project
and its managerial policies. On the basis of the case studied, the sec
ond part discusses the relationship between labor conflicts and rights
of citizenship and their relation to the state, in particular through the
mediation of the labor courts.
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Maybury-Lewis, Biorn. The Politics of thePossible:The Brazilian Rural
Worlurs'Trade Union Movement, 1964-1985. (Philadelphia: Temple
University Press, 1994).297 pages. Study of the creation of rural
unions which, in spite of facing the violence and restrictions imposed
upon them by the military dictatorship, succeeded in recruiting 8mil
lion rural workers, enhancing in that way their capacity for pressure
and resistance in an atmosphere of intense exploitation and human
rights offenses. The study presents a historical contextualization and
six comparative case studies of Nazare daMata (PE), Capivari (SP),
Porto Nacional (GO), Cangucu (RS),Mage(RJ)e Santa Cruz Cabralia
(BA), each one of which presents particular social, political and orga
nizational characteristics while sharing common elements in terms of
the development of strategies for the "politics of the possible" in the
sense of assuring rights and benefits for their associates.

Mendes, Chico. Fight for the Forest: ChicoMendes in his own Words. (Lon
don: Latin American Bureau, 1989). 118 pages. Excerpts of inter
views with the rubber tapper leader shortly before his murder. The
story recounts his trajectory from learning to extract rubber in his
childhood to the constitution of the union, political militancy.during
the military dictatorship and, later, his entrance into the Partido dos
Trabalhadores. The study emphasizes Mendes's ideas on the relation
ship between workers' struggles and ecology.

Moises,Jose Alvaro. Lifoes de liberdade ede opressiio:os trabalhadores e a
luta pela democracia. (Rio deJaneiro: Paz e Terra, 1982).245 pages.
Collection of essays analyzing the political problems facedbyBrazilian
society in the period of democratic transition and the alternative rep
resented by the Partido dos Trabalhadores in whose ranks the author
was a militant at that time. It emphasizes, as was customary in the pe
riod, the parallels between the experience of the union Solidarity in
Poland and the "new unionism" in Brazil.

Morel, Mario. Lula 0metalurgico: anatomia de uma lideranfa. (Rio de Ja
neiro: Nova Fronteira, 1981). 191 pages. Biographical essayon the la
bor leader at a time when his activitywas still largely trade union in
nature. The book, composed of interviews with Lula and people sur-
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rounding him, deals as much with his life, work and militancy as with
his opinions on pressing subjects for Brazilian society and the labor
movement during the period.

Neves, Magda de Almeida. Trabalho ecidadania: as trabalhadoras de Con
tagem. (Petr6polis: Vozes, 1995).291 pages. Study of the work expe
rience, resistance and mobilization offemale industrial workers in the
industrial center of Con tagem, Minas Gerais. It offers an wide range of
oral and press sources to analyze the periods before and after 1968, the
year in which Contagem produced one of the most important strikes
during the military regime.

Nosella, Paolo [interviewer]. Por que mataram Santos Vias '?Q}tandc os
brasos se unem a mente. (Sao Paulo: Cortez, 1980). 125 pages. Life
story based on the testimony of Santos Dias, leader of the Oposi~ao
Sindical MetalUrgica de Sao Paulo, offered shortly before he was mur
dered by the police in front of the factory in which he worked during
a strike in 1979. It tells the experience of migration from the Northeast
to Sao Paulo, hisbeginnings in the metallurgical industry, his relation
ship to his family, and his ideas on education, culture, politics and the
general problems of Brazilian society.

Nunes, Antonio Carlos Felix. AUm da greve. (Sao Paulo: Editora Criart,
1978).187 pages. Journalistic account of the operation of the corpo
rativist union structure and the opportunities it offered for practices of
corruption by unscrupulous leaders. The author directed Tribuna
Metalurgica~ official voice of the metalworkers union of Sao Bernardo
do Campo and Diadema.

_____ ,'and Paulo Canabrava Filho. Bilhetes doJoao Ferrador. (Sao
Paulo: Grafite, 1980). 75 pages. Collection of'vnotes" (small open let
ters) published between 1972 and 1980 in Tribuna Metalurgica,
voice of the Sindicatos dos Metalrirgicos de Sao Bernardo do Campo
e Diadema, addressed to national authorities and written by the fic
tional character of"] oao Ferrador." The "notes" deal with allkinds of
subjects of interest to the union or to Brazilian workers as a whole,
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from the financial system for housing to the role of Labor Ministry in
the strikes, and including the "war against speculation."

Oliva, AloizioMercadante, ed. Imagens da luta: 1905/1985. (Sao Bernar
do: Sindicato dos Trabalhadores nas Indtistrias MetalUrgicas,
Mecanicas e de Material Eletrico de Sao Bernardo do Campo e Diade
rna, 1987). 272 pages. Collection of photographs and leaflets comple
mented by text helping to contextualize the differentmoments of the
workers' struggles in the region, with special emphasis on the period
after 1930.

Oliveira, Elvira de. Uma grauna no Ibirapuera: Luisa Erundina. (Sao Pau
lo: BuscaVida, 1988).Journalistic account based on asetofinterviews
with thismigrant from the Northeast who became, in 1988, the first
women to be elected mayor of the country's largest city. Starting with
her childhood in the hinterland (Paralba), the storymoves to her mi
gratory experience, university activism,participation in the union and
the Partido dos Trabalhadores, political militancy and her role as mu
nicipal councilor, deputy and finallymayor.

Oliveira, Isabel Ribeiro de. Trabalho epol(tica: as origens do Partido dos
Trabalhadores. (Petr6polis: Vozes, 1988). 144pages. Study of the
process of politicization which lead from the "new unionism" to the
creation of the Partido dos Trabalhadores. It analyzes the different
groups involved in the formation of the PT, their position on the
meaning of the party and the articulation of their political discourses
in relation to the State, business groups and the democratic institu
tions in Brazil.

Parana, Denise. 0fillw doBrasil: de Luiz lniu:ioa Lula. (Sao Paulo:Xama,
1996). 451 pages. The fullest availablebiographical account of the life
ofLula, the trade unionist turned-politician, based on extensive inter
views with his familyand friends. Numerous photos.

Patai, Daphne. Brazilian women SPeak: Contemporary Life Stories. (New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1988).398 pages. This study
relies on oral history to cover the lifehistories ofBrazilianwomen from
different classes, regions, age groups, races, occupations, and politi-
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Pereira, Vera Maria Candido. 0 coraaio dafabrica: estudo de casoentre op
erdrioslexteis. (Rio deJaneiro: Editora Campus, 1979).242 pages. A
research project conducted between 1972 and 1975 with workers ofa
textile plant in Rio deJaneiro. It analyzes the labor process and the hi
erarchical differences among workers, in regards to power and forms
of remuneration, The study focuses on theworld-view expressed
through the workers' testimonies about the social order inside and
outside the work place and the role attributed by them to union repre
sentation.

Pessanha, Elina Gon~ves daFonte. "De operarios navais a metaliirgicos:
experiencia de classe e identidade polftiea entre trabalhadores da in
dustria naval do Rio de Janeiro." In0 trabalhador carioca, edited by
Alice de Paiva Abreu et al, (Rio deJaneiro:J. C. Editora Ltda, 1995),
13-36. Analysis of the transformation suffered by the naval industry
workers (95% ofwhose production is based in the state ofRio dejan
eiro)WIder the double impact of the 1964 coup d'etat and the changes
in the productive structure affectingthe industry. It demonstrates how
workers faced those transformations and built a base for their subse
quent reorganization in the period of the "new unionism."

Rainho, Luis Fhivio and Osvaldo Martines Bargas.As lutas operarias e
sindicais dos metalurgicos em Siio Bernardo (1977-1979). (Sao Ber
nardo: Associa~o Beneficiente e Cultural dos Metaltirgicos de Sao
Bernardo, 1983).247 pages. Reconstruction of the main events of this
period, so critical to the emergence of the "new unionism" in the ABC,
by one of themain labor activists of the period (Bargas) and one of the
pioneer researchers of the workers' everyday life in the region (Rain
ho). The main sources are the labor militants' memories as well as
union documentation and press materials.

_____ . Ospeoesdo grande ABC: estudo sobre as condicses de vida e
conscimcia de classedo operario metalurgico (sem especializariio esemi-

cal, religious and cultural practices. The author links those individual
narratives to the process of transformation ofgender relations and self
awareness ofwomen in Brazil.
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-
especializado} ligado a indUstria automobilistica. (Petr6polis: Vozes,
1980).314 pages. Study based on the reprinting oforal.testimonies by
ABC's metalworkers, organized in chapters dealingwith life inside
and outside the factory. The second part charts the process of devel
opment of class consciousness in relation to union demands and the
workers' broader political interests.

Reeve, Richard Penn. "Race and Socio-Economic Mobility in a Brazilian
Town" (Ph.D. dissertation inAnthropology ,Washington University,
1974). 167 pages. An examination of the interplaybetween racial and
class determinants in "VIla Industrial," a former gold-mining town lo
cated near BeloHorizonte that is the site ofa steelmillemploying 1700
workers. Uses household surveys and direct observation in this study
oflocal socio-racial hierarchies. See his published article: "Race and
Social Mobility in a Brazilian Industrial Town," Luso-Brazilian Re
view 14, no. 2 (1977): 230-53.

Revkin,Andrew. TheBurning Season: The Murder of ChicoMendes and the
Fight for the Amazon Rain. Forest. (Boston: Houghton MiffiinCompa
ny, 1990).317 pages. Journalistic reconstruction of Chico Mendes's
activities among the rubber tapers of Acre, his politicalmilitancy and
his ideas on the relationship between ecologyand the struggle of the
"inhabitants of the forest". The study contextualizesthe murder of the
political leader within the general.framework of rural.violence in Brazil
and the confrontations over the defense of the Amazon forest. Based
on interviews with militants, Xapuri's inhabitants and supporters of
Mendes and his cause.

Rodrigues, lramJ acome, Comissao defabrica e trabalhadores na indUstria.
(Sao Paulo: Cortez-Fase, 1990). A study of the formation of two facto
ry commissions in the auto industry in the 1980s, one in ABC and the
other in Sao Paulo (both belonging to the same finn). Rodrigues ana
lyzes questions such as the representativeness of the commissions,
how they are elected, and their relationship with company manage
ment. Also investigates, even more deeply, the relationship estab
lished between the representatives and the represented, between the
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commissions and the unions, and the importance of strikes in the or
ganization ofworkers.

_____ . Sindicalismo epol(tica: a trajetoria da CUT. (Sao Paulo:
ScrittajFAPESP, 1997).281 pages. Sociological study centered on
the analysis of the CUT's conception of the "union" and its evolution
from the foundation of the federation to the ambiguities and contradic
tions between discourse and practice that have been more evident in
recent times. It contains a detailed analysis of data and information
provided by the federation itself as well as a survey of representatives,
allof them related to the IVNational Conference (CONCUT) of! 991.

Rodrigues, Leoncio Martins. Partidos e sindicato. (Sao Paulo: Atica,
1990).151 pages. Collection of recent articles from one of the
founders of industrial sociology inBrazil. It contains theoretical arti
cles and two texts based on empirical research; one on the social com
position of the PT's leaders and the other on the social profile and
union participation of automobile workers. See also his works on con
temporary trade unionism: CUT: osmilitantes e a ideologia (Rio deJa
neiro: Paz e Terra, 1990) 143 pages; Leoncio Martins Rodrigues and
Adalberto Moreira Cardoso, Forca Sindical: uma analise socio-pol(ti
ca (Rio deJaneiro: Paz e Terra, 1993) 172 pages.

Sader, Eder. (blando nouospersonagens entraram em cena: experiencias e
lutas dos trabalhadores da grande Silo Paulo, 1970-1980. (Rio deJan
eiro: Paz e Terra, 1988).329 pages. Classic work which analyzes the
changes in the construction of collective identity that marked the
emergence ofnew socialmovements inBrazil in the 70s and 80s, in de
bate with several tendencies in contemporary social sciences. Sader fo
cuses on the metropolitan area of Sao Paulo and highlights the links
that integrate different experiences of the working class and their artic
ulation both with the "discursive patterns" of ecclesiastical base com
munities and of the new left and new unionism. Sader also
underscores the connections between these experiences and the emer
gence ofmovements that are, at the same time, very specific and yet in
terconnected, such as mother's clubs, health movements, the
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metalworkers union opposition in SaoPaulo and the internal transfor
mation of the officialunion of Sao Bernardo do Campo.

Sampaio, Antonio Possidonio. Lula e a greve dospeoes. (SaoPaulo: Editora
Escrita, 1982). 135 pages. Ajoumalistic account of the strikes that
shook the ABC region of Sao Paulo between 1978 and 1980, inaugu
rating a new historical era for Brazilianunionism. It registers the com
mon language ofunskilled "peoes", their account of the struggles, and
their vision about the role ofLula as a leader.

Sandoval, Salvador A. M. "Mecanismos de ladiscriminaci6n racial en el
trabajo en el Brasil Urbano," Estudios SociolOgicos[Mexico] 9, no. 25
(1991 ): 35-61. Results of lifehistories gathered fromdifferent strata of
black workers employed in metropolitan Sao Paulo and their experi
ences of discrimination in the world ofwork.

Seidman, GayW. Manufacturing Militancy: Workers'Movements in Brazil
and South Africa, 1970-1985. (Berkeley:Universityof California
Press, 1994).361 pages. Comparative study ofthe development of the
"new unionism" inBraziland the emergence of labor struggles in
South Africa in the.70s, framed in the first caseby the struggle against
the dictatorship and against apartheid in the second. It points to the
similarities in the economic structure and politicalprocess of the fight
against authoritarianism in both countries. It identifies common ele
ments as well as the specificities in both movements' approach to is
sues of race and political participation. On this basis, the author
formulates a general hypotheses about labor movements in countries
of "delayed industrialization." Sources include government archives
and documents produced by each union movementaswellas the press
and bibliographies.

Shoumatoff, Alex. The World is Burning: Murder in theRain Forest. (Bos
ton: Little, Brown and Company, 1990).377 pages. Biographical ac
count of Chico Mendes, from his initial years as a political militant to
his murder in 1988. It describes the impact that both his death and the
international reaction to it had on the region, the rubber tappers'
struggle and the people close to Mendes.
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Sigaud, Lygia. Os clandestinos e osdireitos: estudossobre trabalhadores da .
cana-de-af(tcardePernambuco. (Sao Paulo: Duas Cidades, 1979).
260 pages. Anthropological analysis of the sugar cane workers in the
region of Zona da Mata, Pernambuco, involving labor relations and
working conditions, strategies for survival and the effectsof their ille
galworking situation on their exclusion from political rights and the
enfeebling of their union.

Silva, Benedita da, Medea Benjamin, and MaisaMendonca, Benedita da
Silva: AnAJro-Brazilian Woman's Story of Politics and Love. (Oak
land, California: The Institute for Food and Development Policy,
1997).213 pages. Portuguese edition: BeneDita. (Rio deJaneiro:
Mauad, 1997). 189 pages. Testimony about the life story of the shan
ty-town leader who would become the first Afro-Brazilianwoman to
be elected member of the Federal Senate. It analyzes the particularities
of race, class and gender oppression in Brazil through Benedita's per
sonal experience and her militancyin socialmovement and the Partido
dos Trabalhadores. For more information see "Raca e politica: entre
vista de Benedita da Silva a Miriam Dolhnikoff, Fernanda Peixoto e
OmarRibeiro Thomas." NovosEstudos (CEBRAPj, no. 4.3(1995): 8-
25.

Smith, Russell E., and Mark Healey.Labor and Mercosur:A Briefing Book.
(Durham: The Duke-UNC Program in Latin American Studies,
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